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Abstract

The refrigeration sector nowadays still uses technology that will not meet the future
demands and as such, intense scientific and engineering research has been directed
towards a better alternative than the current technology, such as thermomagnetic
cooling. On top of this, the refrigeration has a substantial impact in the global
economy, both on rich and poor countries.

In this work it is first exposed and discussed the thermodynamics theory of the
Magnetocaloric Effect (MCE) that is behind the thermomagnetic cooling. Afterwards,
the thermodynamics of the Giant Magnetocaloric Effect (GMCE) is explained in the
context of first order phase transitions (FOPT).

As the main goal of this thesis is the development of a theoretical model of the
GMCE, it a new numeric program was developed using the open source Python
programming language. The model presents three different free energy components:
the magnetic contribution based on the mean-field model; lattice contribution described
by the Debye model and the electronic component using WIEN2k. This versatile
program calculates the different components of entropy, namely on systems with large
discontinuities such as in FOPTs.

This program was used to understand the nature of the FOPTs of Gd5Si2Ge2 and
Tb5Si2Ge2, both presenting GMCE. The numerical simulations explain reasonably
well the experimental results concerning the temperature and magnetic dependence as
intensive parameters.

Later, to obtain information regarding the stable phase at T = 0 K, the Er5Si4
compound was studied by first principles using the WIEN2k software. Then, by
comparing the internal energy of the two phases (M and O(I)), it was concluded that
in order for the results to be in accordance with what is observed experimentally, the
Hubbard term needs to be included.

A sample of Er5Si4 was produced using arc-melting. Magnetization measure-
ments performed in the as-prepared and annealed sample revealed no structural phase
transition due to the high percentage of impurity phases. Despite this, the acquired
magnetization data in extremely high magnetic fields of an adequate sample allowed
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to determine the Curie temperature of the O(I) phase, T O(I)
C = 38.5 K, in accordance

with the reported values for high pressures and single crystal.
After assembling all the information of Er5Si4 in the numerical program, the pure

structural transition is predicted at 209 K which agrees with the temperature range
of the structural transition, ∼ 200 to ∼ 230 K, observed experimentally. A thorough
discussion concerning the lattice and magnetic contribution is then performed to try to
explain the reasons for the observed result.

Additionally, because of the importance of the magnetic hysteresis concerning
the technological applications, a second software based on the previous was built.
Numerical tests showed that this program can describe metamagnetic transitions with
the advantage of being possible to study the dynamics of the transition for different
rates of magnetic field.



Resumo

O setor de refrigeração hoje em dia ainda usa tecnologia que não vai atender às futuras
demandas e como tal, imensa pesquisa científica e de engenharia está a ser dirigida para
uma alternativa melhor do que a tecnologia atual, como a refrigeração termomagnética.
Além disto, a refrigeração tem um impacto substancial na economia global, tanto em
países ricos como pobres.

Neste trabalho é primeiro exposto e discutido a teoria termodinâmica do efeito
magnetocalórico (MCE), que está por detrás da refrigeração termomagnética. De
seguida, a termodinâmica do efeito magnetocalórico gigante (GMCE) é explicada no
contexto de transições de fase de primeira ordem (FOPT).

Como o objetivo principal deste trabalho é o desenvolvimento de um modelo
teórico do GMCE, foi desenvolvido um novo programa numérico usando a linguagem
de programação Python, que é open source. O modelo apresenta três componentes
diferentes da energia livre: a contribuição magnética com base no modelo de campo
médio; contribuição da rede que é descrita pelo modelo de Debye e a componente
eletrônica usando o WIEN2k. Este programa versátil calcula as diferentes componentes
da entropia, nomeadamente em sistemas com grandes descontinuidades, tal como nas
FOPTs.

Este programa foi usado para entender a natureza das FOPTs do Gd5Si2Ge2

e Tb5Si2Ge2, ambas apresentando GMCE. As simulações numéricas explicam ra-
zoavelmente bem os resultados experimentais relativos à temperatura e dependência
magnética como parâmetros intensivos.

Depois, para obter informações sobre a fase estável a T = 0 K, o composto Er5Si4
foi estudado por primeiros princípios usando o software WIEN2k. Depois, comparando
a energia interna das duas fases (M e O (I)), concluiu-se que para que os resultados
estejam de acordo com o observado experimentalmente, o termo de Hubbard necessita
de ser incluído.

Uma amostra de Er5Si4 foi produzida usando arco-fusão. Medidas de magnetização
não revelaram a transição de fase estrutural devido à elevada percentagem de fases de
impureza. Apesar disto, os dados de magnetização a campos extremamente elevados
obtidos de uma amostra adequada permitiram determinar a temperatura de Curie da
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fase O(I), T O(I)
C = 38.5 K, em conformidade com os valores reportados para elevadas

pressões e monocristais.
Depois de juntar todas as informações do Er5Si4 no programa númerico, a transição

puramente estrutural é prevista a 209 K que está de acordo com as temperaturas de
transição estrutural, ∼ 200 a ∼ 230 K, observadas experimentalmente. Uma discussão
aprofundada sobre a contribuição da rede e magnética é de seguida realizada para
tentar explicar as razões do resultado observado.

Além disto, por causa da importância da histerese magnética relativamente às apli-
cações tecnológicas, um segundo software com base no anterior foi construído. Testes
numéricos mostraram que este programa consegue descrever transições metamagnética
com a vantagem de ser possível estudar a dinâmica da transição para diferentes taxas
de campo magnético.
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Introduction

Currently, the refrigeration industry represents a big part in the global economy, is in-
creasing and it has great contributions from the food, health, energy and environmental
domains.

Worldwide, the refrigeration sector stands for about 17% of the overall electricity
used. The number of refrigeration, air-conditioning and heat pump systems estimated
by the International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR) amounts to roughly 3 billion and
the global annual sales of these devices represent approximately 300 billion USD [1].

Fig. 1 Comparison of the electricity consumption of various sectors. Every sector
except the Refrigeration has their refrigeration electricity consumption excluded [1].

Food preservation in an important topic by providing consumers safe and whole-
some goods. The lack of cold chains results in enormous food waste and economic
losses, especially in developing countries. Despite the constantly increasing efficiency
of domestic refrigerators and freezers, they account for almost 4% of the global
electricity by estimates of the IIR [1].

Air conditioning allowed economic growth in hot areas with high humidity.
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The health sector gains as well from refrigeration through the preservation and
elimination of chemical-preserving foods and inhibiting the development bacteria and
toxic pathogens, conservation of pharmaceuticals at particular temperatures and by
allowing low-temperature techniques.

Refrigeration is also vital for other industries namely: chemical, plastic, building,
biotechnology, electronic-data processing, gas liquefaction as well as for scientific
research [1].

Today’s refrigeration systems at room temperature relies mostly on gas compres-
sion technology discovered in 1748 by William Cullen [ 5]. Nevertheless, alternative
technologies are being investigated since this technology requires the use of harmful
gases to the environment.

In the beginning the refrigerators used air as coolant but soon developed to am-
monia, sulphur dioxide and methyl chloride. Nonetheless, their toxicity made them a
problem and currently are being used halocarbons and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
that, although not toxic and reaching 40% of the theoretical Carnot cycle, contribute to
the thinning of the “ozone layer” [5].

Considering these conditions, the most promising investigations to solve this issue
are in thermoelectric and thermomagnetic cooling which are environmentally friendly.
Through the use of the Peltier effect, thermoelectric cooling can be achieved but suffers
from low efficiencies of around 10% of the Carnot limit and may only be advantageous
in small volumes, therefore not very useful for commercial purposes. On the other
hand, there is magnetic refrigeration (MR) making use of the magnetocaloric effect
(MCE) which reaches cooling efficiencies of 60% of the theoretical limit [5, 2]. There
has been an intense research to find more efficient materials that can be applied for
magnetic cooling at room temperature, reducing costs and energy.

The MCE, by definition, is the emission or absorption of heat by a magnetic
material under the action of a magnetic field [18]. It can be more generally defined
not only as the change in temperature, but also as the variation in the entropy of its
magnetic subsystem under the effect of the magnetic field.

The MCE was discovered in 1917 by Weiss and Piccard [19] and a few years later,
explained thermodynamically by Debye (1926) and Giauque (1927) independently.
This technique allowed Giauque and McDougal to reach the lowest temperature,0.25
K, at the time (1933) by adiabatically demagnetizing paramagnetic gadolinium sulfate
hydrate, Gd2(SO4)3.8H2O. These days it has become one of the basic technologies in
getting ultra-low temperatures. In 1976, Brown showed that it was possible to produce
a MR using the MCE at room temperatures in ferromagnetic materials with Curie
temperature near the operating temperature range [20]. Later in 1997, Pecharsky and
Gschneidner discovered the giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) in Gd5(Si2Ge2) near
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room temperature [21], which exceeded the reversible MCE of any other material at
the time by more than a factor of 2. The large values in this material are explained
by the simultaneous magnetic and structural (magnetostructural) transition that it
undergoes at 278 K which can be induced by magnetic fields. The results showed that
MR could be competitive with the conventional gas compression cooling and triggered
its development worldwide.

Soon after the discovery of the GMCE, other magnetoresponsive effects, like the
giant magnetoresistance and the colossal magnetostriction, were reported. These
phenomena are of technological interest not only for MR near room temperature and
below, but for magnetoresistive sensors and magnetostrictive transducers as well.

Other applications of the MCE besides MR are energy harvesting through thermo-
magnetic transitions, the development of microfluidic pumps, other thermomagnetic
generators and the possibility of gaining information about the magnetic state and
magnetic phase transformations in magnetic materials.

Although found more than 15 years ago, the R5(Si,Ge)4 system still has several
open questions concerning the physics behind the exhibited effects and therefore, the
aim of the work is to understand the nature of these effects.

The thesis is divided in 6 chapters.
Chapter 1 begins by defining the MCE and explaining how it works, as well as its

thermodynamics. The GMCE is also explained in the context of FOPT.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the magnetocaloric families and materials. It then,

focuses on the R5T4 family and ends with a more detailed discussion of the Er5Si4
compound.

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical grounds of Density Functional Theory (DFT),
such as the theorems of Kohn-Hohenberg and the Kohn-Sham equations, that are the
basis of the first principles calculations. The results and analysis from these simulations
are also presented.

Chapter 4 describes the experimental procedures, results and discussion of Er5Si4.
Chapter 5 gathers all the information and implements the thermodynamic model to

the cases of Gd5Si2Ge2, Tb5Si2Ge2, Er5Si4 and analyses the obtained results.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the modelling of the dynamics of phase transitions.
At the end of the thesis the main conclusions and future work are presented and

discussed.





Chapter 1

Thermodynamics of the MCE

The MCE consist of a material’s temperature and entropy change when subjected to a
magnetic field variation, the behaviour between both the temperature and entropy is
displayed in Fig. 1.1a.

In adiabatic conditions, this mechanism can be physically understood, as an or-
dering of the magnetic moments along the applied field, decreasing the material’s
magnetic entropy, and thus, increasing the electronic and lattice entropies to compen-
sate because of the interactions between spins, lattice and vibrations. It must be noted
that usually, the electronic entropy is very small and therefore negligible. In turn, the
lattice entropy increase leads to the heating of the system by ∆Tad(T ) that depends on
the strength of the applied magnetic field. When the field is removed under isothermal
conditions, the magnetic moments return to being disordered, increasing the magnetic
entropy, ∆SM(T,∆H)T , and the total entropy.

The magnetic cycle can be divided in 4 steps (see Fig. 1.1b) and is very similar to
the vapour cycle, where the magnetic field replaces the pressure. This cycle is started
by applying a magnetic field adiabatically, raising the magnetocaloric material’s
temperature by ∆Tad(T ). Next, the excess heat is then transferred to the surroundings
in an isofield process decreasing its temperature. Afterwards the field is removed again
in an adiabatic process and the reverse happens, the magnetic entropy increases while
the lattice entropy decreases resulting in a decrease of temperature. Finally, heat is
transferred from the content to the magnetocaloric material (cooling material) and the
cycle starts again.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.1 (a) Representation of the effect of an applied field to a magnetic material under
isothermal and adiabatic conditions. (b) Four stages of a magnetic refrigeration cycle
starting with adiabatic magnetization and then heat extraction, followed by adiabatic
demagnetization and finally heating due to the cooling of the refrigerator contents [2].

1.1 General Thermodynamic

To describe the MCE in magnetic materials, consider the entropy:

S := S(T, p,H) (1.1)

and its differential,

dS =

(
∂S
∂T

)
H,p

dT +

(
∂S
∂H

)
T,p

dH +

(
∂S
∂ p

)
T,H

d p. (1.2)

From the internal energy, U :=U(S,V,H), free energy, F := F(T,V,H) and the Gibbs
free energy, G := G(T, p,H), we get the Maxwell’s relations:(

∂S
∂H

)
T,p

=

(
∂M
∂T

)
H,p

(1.3a)(
∂S
∂ p

)
T,H

=−
(

∂V
∂T

)
H,p

(1.3b)(
∂S
∂M

)
T,p

=−
(

∂H
∂T

)
M,p

. (1.3c)
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Also, the heat capacity, C, at a constant parameter, x, is defined as:

Cx :=
(

δQ
∂T

)
x
= T

(
∂S
∂T

)
x
, (1.4)

and the bulk thermal expansion coefficient is defined by:

αT (T,H, p) :=
1
V

(
∂V
∂T

)
H,p

=− 1
V

(
∂S
∂ p

)
T,H

. (1.5)

Using equations 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 in equation 1.2, results in:

dS =
CH,p(T,H)

T
dT +

(
∂M
∂T

)
H,p

dH −αTV d p. (1.6)

Assuming an adiabatic-isobaric process (dS = d p = 0), the temperature variation due
to the change of magnetic field, i.e. the MCE, is:

dT =− T
CH,p(T,H)

(
∂M
∂T

)
H,p

dH, (1.7)

yielding a reversible temperature change of:

∆Tad(T ) =−
∫ H1

H0

T
CH,p(T,H)

(
∂M
∂T

)
H,p

dH. (1.8)

This equation is generally impossible to integrate analytically since both magnetization
and specific heat are unknown functions of temperature and magnetic field and the
temperature itself is and implicit function of the magnetic field.

In a more general way, the MCE for dS = d p = 0 can be written as:

dT =−

(
∂S
∂H

)
T,p(

∂S
∂T

)
H,p

. (1.9)

The equations above are valid for the total entropy.

1.2 Entropy

In a first approximation, at a constant pressure, the entropy can be presented as the
sum of its components and with lattice and electronic entropies independent of the
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applied field [18, 22]:

S(T,H) = SM(T,H)+SL(T )+SE(T ), (1.10)

where SM is the magnetic entropy associated with magnetization of the material, SL

is the lattice entropy of the vibrations of the crystal lattice and SE is the electronic
entropy.

This allows us to write the differential of the entropy as:

dS(T,H) =
CM

H,p(T,H)

T
dT +

(
∂SM(T,H)

∂H

)
T,p

dH +
CL(T )

T
dT +

CE(T )
T

dT,

(1.11)

where the first two terms are from dSM(T,H):

dSM(T,H) =
CM

H,p(T,H)

T
dT +

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H,p

dH, (1.12)

and integrating we get:

∆SM(∆T,∆H) = SM(T +∆T,H +∆H)−SM(T,H)

=
∫ H+∆H

H

(
∂M(T +∆T,H)

∂T

)
H,p

dH +
∫ T+∆T

T

CM
H,p(T,H)

T
dT,

(1.13)

where the second integral is the magnetic isofield entropy change, ∆SM(H,∆T )H .

And finally, since the magnetic entropy is the only one that changes with applied
magnetic field, the variation of the total entropy under isothermal conditions is:

∆S(T,∆H) = S(T,H2)−S(T,H1)

= ∆SM(T,∆H)T =
∫ H2

H1

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H,p

dH, (1.14)

where ∆SM(T,∆H)T is the magnetic entropy change with constant temperature.

1.2.1 Lattice Entropy

To find an expression for the lattice entropy we begin by assuming that the ions that
form the crystalline lattice can be described as three dimensional masses connected by
springs and that their deviations from their equilibrium positions are small, making
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the restoring forces approximately linear. This allows to write the energy of the lattice
as [23]:

E = ∑
i

h̄ωi(ni +
1
2
), (1.15)

where h̄ is Planck’s constant, ωi is the angular frequency of mode i and ni is the
occupation number of mode i.

Calculating the free energy, F , through the partition function gives:

F =−kBT ln(Z) = ∑
i

h̄ωi

2
+ kBT ln

(
1− e−h̄ωi/kBT

)
. (1.16)

Finally, using the Debye model, the expression for the entropy is given by:

SL(T ) =−∂F
∂T

= 12NkB
T 3

Θ3
D

∫
ΘD/T

0

x3

ex −1
dx−3NkB ln(1− e−ΘD/T ). (1.17)

where kB is Boltzman’s contant, N is the number of ions, T the temperature of the
system and ΘD is the Debye temperature.

1.2.2 Electronic Entropy

The electronic behaviour in alloys could be attributed to some form of magnetic
ordering [24], like the RKKY spin-spin interaction [25] or spin waves [26]. Taking
this into account, the expression for the specific heat is generally of the form:

CE(T ) = AT, (1.18)

where A is the electronic heat capacity coefficient, resulting in an expression for the
electronic entropy as:

SE(T ) =
∫ T

0

CE(T )
T

dT = AT. (1.19)

Generally, the electronic entropy for insulators and metals is negligible but for
metallic oxides it can exhibit large values [27].
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1.2.3 Magnetic Entropy

To account for the magnetic part, consider the Hamiltonian composed of the exchange
interaction and the paramagnetic term:

H =−∑
i, j

Ji jJi ·J j −gJµB ∑
i

Ji ·B, (1.20)

where Ji j is the exchange constant, Ji is the total angular momentum of ion i, gJ is the
g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton and B is the external magnetic field that would exist
in the absence of the system.

The mean field theory (MFT) proceeds formally from noticing that the difficulty
arises from the product of spins and that the partition function can be easily summed
if only a single power of the spin appears. For that, the product can be written as [23]:

Ji ·J j = (Ji −⟨Ji⟩+ ⟨Ji⟩) · (J j −⟨J j⟩+ ⟨J j⟩) (1.21)

= Ji · ⟨J j⟩+ ⟨Ji⟩ ·J j −⟨Ji⟩ · ⟨J j⟩+(Ji −⟨Ji⟩) · (J j −⟨J j⟩). (1.22)

The last term is quadratic in the spins and its average measures the spins fluctuations.
In the MFT this term is neglected and are only considered nearest neighbor for the
interaction, zJ̃ := ∑ j Ji j, where z is the coordination number. Since z only depends on
the symmetry, it can be absorbed into the coupling constant, Jxc := zJ̃. Assuming an
isotropic magnetic system, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.20 becomes:

H = ⟨J⟩2
∑
i, j

Ji j −⟨J⟩ ·∑
i, j

Ji j(Ji +J j)−gJµB ∑
i

Ji ·B (1.23)

= ⟨J⟩2
∑

i
J−2⟨J⟩ ·∑

i
JxcJi −gJµB ∑

i
Ji ·B (1.24)

= NJ⟨J⟩2 −gJµB ∑
i

Ji ·
(

B+
2Jxc

gJµB
⟨J⟩
)
, (1.25)

where N is the total number of spins. The first term can be neglected since it is a
constant resulting in:

H =−gJµB ∑
i

Ji · (B+λM), (1.26)

where M := NgJµB⟨J⟩ is the molecular field and λ := 2Jxc/Ng2
Jµ2

B is the constant that
parametrizes the strength of the molecular field.
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Fig. 1.2 Magnetic entropy of a ferromagnet containing N interacting magnetic moments
with arbitrary total angular momentum J, as a function of kBT/µB(H +λM).

Calculating the magnetic contribution to the entropy assuming collinear magnetic
field and magnetization result in:

SM(T,B) = NMkB

[
ln

(
sinh

[2J+1
2J B−1

J (σ)
]

sinh
[ 1

2J B−1
J (σ)

] )−σB−1
J (σ)

]
, (1.27)

where NM is the number of spins, J is the value of the total angular momentum,
σ := σ(T,H) is the reduced magnetization and B−1

J is the inverse Brillouin function.
For high temperature and low magnetic field, the entropy can be approximated to:

SM(T,B)≈ NMkB

[
ln(2J+1)− 3

2
J

J+1

(
B

λMS
+σ

)2 T 2
C

T 2 +O(σ4)

]
, (1.28)

where MS :=NMgJµBJ is the spontaneous magnetization and TC := gJµB(J+1)λMS/3kB

is the Curie temperature [28].

1.3 First-Order Phase Transitions

First-order phase transitions are those that exhibit a discontinuity in one of the first
derivatives of the free energy, in turn, this is linked to the presence of latent heat,
making the transition not instantaneous. During these transitions, the system will
either absorb or release energy while its temperature remains the same, resulting in the
system being in a mixture of phases. This whole process corresponds to a crossover
between two free energies at the transition temperature, TS, of two distinct states, one
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at low temperature (LT) and another at high temperature (HT), see Fig. 1.4b. This
transformation gives rise to a discontinuity in the entropy and a large entropy variation,
resulting in the GMCE in magnetic materials.

1.3.1 Thermodynamics of First-Order Phase Transitions

To begin to understand the mechanism, consider the free energy per atom:

F(T,B) =U −T S = FM +FL +FE , (1.29)

where the FM := FM(T,B), FL := FL(T ) and FE := FE(T = 0 K) are the magnetic,
lattice and electronic free energies.

Magnetic Free Energy

The expression for FM can be obtained from the model of MFT which gives:

FM(T,B) =−NMkBT ln

sinh
[

2J+1
2J

3J
J+1

(
B

λMS
+σ(T,B)

)
TC
T

]
sinh

[
1
2J

3J
J+1

(
B

λMS
+σ(T,B)

)
TC
T

]
 (1.30)

Given the dependence of the free energy on TC, it becomes important to know the
values of the Curie temperatures of both structures to be able to plot the free energies
of the two states as a function of temperature and be able to determine the temperature
of the structural transition, TS, assuming such transformation exists.

The problem in finding the Curie temperatures is that, while in a material that shows
second-order phase transitions (SOPT), the Curie temperature can be determined from
measurements of the magnetization as a function of temperature at constant magnetic
field. For a system with FOPT, such approach is not possible because usually, the
structural transition is in between T 1

C and T 2
C (see Fig. 1.3), where T 1

C and T 2
C are the

Curie temperatures of the structure in the HT and LT magnetization states respectively.
To see how this affects, consider the cooling of a system at a higher temperature than
T 2

C , in the low magnetization (LM) state. During the process, the temperature will
drop until TS with the system remaining in the LM state. At TS the system will suffer a
structural transition and at the same time evolve to the high magnetization (HM) state.
Further cooling will not affect significantly the magnetization even after crossing T 1

C

because the system is already in the HM structure.
In order to find the Curie temperatures, it is assumed that both phases undergo

structural transitions under temperature and/or sufficiently high magnetic field changes.
This implies that the phase transition can be accomplished through the application of a
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Fig. 1.3 Scheme of the magnetization of both structures separately and with transition.
The black curve represents the low temperature/high magnetization state, the red
curve corresponds to the high temperature/low magnetization state and the blue curve
describes the behavior of the magnetization in the transition.

high enough magnetic field (critical field, HC) in the HT state just above TS (since the
effect of the applied field is to increase TS, i.e., TS(H = 0) =: TS ̸= TS(H)), allowing
to inspect the magnetic behavior of the LT structure. This transition from the LM
state to the HM state is evident in the isothermal magnetization curves as a function
of applied field for several temperatures, where a LM state at low fields goes through
an abrupt metamagnetic transition to the HM state at H > HC. For T < TS, since the
system is already in HM state, typical FM steep increase in the magnetization up to
the saturation magnetization is observed.

For this purpose the data is presented in Arrot plots [29], like the one schematized
in Figure 1.4a, based on the equation:

H
M

= α(T −TC)+BM2, (1.31)

from the Landau theory of phase transitions and in this way, the expected behavior is
linear.

As can be seen in Figure 1.4a, the curve displays two regimes, meaning that the
applied magnetic field induces the transition from a LM state to a HM state. From
the LM state curves of the several temperatures, the inverse of the susceptibility
can be extracted from linear fits by taking their interception with the y-axis, since
χ−1(T ) = α(T −TC), allowing to determine T 1

C .
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 (a) Representation of an Arrot plot for an ideal system in a low magnetization
(LM) state and a high magnetization (HM) state, for T > TS, where TS is the transition
temperature to the HM state. (b) Scheme of the free energy as a function of temperature
for the LM and HM structures, the crossing of both free energies corresponds to the
transition temperature, TS.

To calculate T 2
C , a fit of the Brillouin function is applied to the values of the

magnetization estimated from the linear interception with the x-axis (null magnetic
field) of the HM states.

This procedure gives both Curie temperatures and thus, the behavior of the magne-
tization as a function of temperature and applied magnetic field, σ(T,H), for the two
structures.

Lattice Free Energy

The lattice free energy is obtained assuming again that the restoring forces are linear
which results in the free energy obtained in equation 1.16. Adopting the Debye model,
the resulting expression for the free energy turns out to be:

FL(T ) =
9NkBΘD

8
+3NkBT ln(1− e−ΘD/T )−3NkBT

(
T

ΘD

)3 ∫ ΘD/T

0

x3

ex −1
dx,

(1.32)

where N is the number of atoms, kB is Boltzman’s constant, T is the temperature and
ΘD is the Debye temperature.

The Debye temperatures can be calculated from measurements of heat capacity,
sound velocity in the material or through density functional calculations of elastic
properties.
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Electronic Free Energy

For the electronic free energies, first principles calculations are performed with the
aid of numerical methods to determine the ground state of both structures and then
retrieve the energy difference between the structures at 0 K. For more information see
Chapter 4.

With this, the free energy in equation 1.29, for both structures, can finally be
computed and the structural transition temperature, TS, be estimated.

1.3.2 MCE in First-Order Phase Transitions

The calculations made in section 1.1 were made assuming that the magnetic phase
transitions was a SOPT (typically found in magnetic order-disorder transformations).
The same assumptions can not be made for FOPTs since the Maxwell’s relations
only hold when the “mixed" partial second derivatives are continuous. This incorrect
assumption lead some researchers to believe they had achieved values well above the
limit, as was the case of the colosssal MCE in the compound MnAs [30]. The reasons
behind these anomalous effects are due to measurements when the system is out of
equilibrium and thus, for a correct characterization of the MCE the Maxwell’s relations
can only be applied in situations of equilibrium [31]. A more theoretical analysis of
such systems was carried out by Pecharsky and Gschneidner [3].

For such systems, the entropy must account for the discontinuity in the following
way:

S(T,H) =
∫ Tpt(H)

0

Cl
H(T,H)

T
dT +

∆E(H)

Tpt(H)
+
∫ T

Tpt(H)

Ch
H(T,H)

T
dT, (1.33)

where Cl
H(T,H) and Ch

H(T,H) are the heat capacities below and above the transition,
∆E(H) is the enthalpy of the first-order transformation and Tpt(H) is the transition
temperature with magnetic field H. Fig. 1.5 shows a S-T diagram where the phase
transition temperature is higher for stronger magnetic fields and the magnetic field has
little effect on the material’s heat capacity below and above these temperatures.

According to experimental data from [32, 33], it can be assumed that the heat
capacities for constant field are the same, Cl

H(T,H)≈Ch
H(T,H) =: CH(T,H) and that

the magnetic field has a low effect on the heat capacity below Tpt(H1) and above
Tpt(H2), which implies that CH(T,H1)≈CH(T,H2) (except at Tpt(H1) and Tpt(H2)).
Further simplification can be achieved by noticing that both ∆E(H1)/Tpt(H1) and
∆E(H2)/Tpt(H2) are theoretically, and in practise, independent constants of tempera-
ture, then, the magnetic entropy change in a FOPT for temperatures between Tpt(H1)
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic behaviours for: (a) T-S curve with corresponding phase transition
temperatures and entropy changes; (b) entropy change, ∆SM and (c) adiabatic tem-
perature change, ∆Tad; in the vicinity of a first-order phase transition in two different
magnetic fields, H1 and H2 (H2 > H1) [3].

and Tpt(H2) is approximately:

∆SM(T,∆H) = ∆S(T,∆H)≈−∆E(H1)

Tpt(H1)
≈−∆E(H2)

Tpt(H2)
, (1.34)

and negligible for temperatures outside that range. Thus, the entropy change is mainly
due to the enthalpy of the phase transformation which is independent of temperature.

For the adiabatic temperature change in Tpt(H1)≤ T1 ≤ Tm, consider:

∫ T

0

CH(T,H1)

T
dT =

∫ T+∆Tad(T,∆H)

0

CH(T,H2)

T
dT, (1.35)

which can be rearranged as:

−∆SM(T,∆H) =
∫ T+∆Tad(T,∆H)

T

CH(T,H2)

T
dT, (1.36)

and simplified to:

−∆SM(T,∆H) =
CH(T1,H2)

T1

∫ T+∆Tad(T,∆H)

T

CH(T,H2)

T
dT =

CH(T1,H2)

T1
∆Tad(T,∆H).

(1.37)

Using equation 1.34, the expression for the adiabatic temperature change is:

∆Tad(T,∆H)≈ T1

CH(T1,H2)

∆E(H1)

Tpt(H1)
. (1.38)
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When Tm ≤ T2 ≤ Tpt(H2), the adiabatic temperature change becomes the difference
between Tpt(H2) and Tm:

∆Tad(T,∆H) = Tpt(H2)−T. (1.39)

This can be explained because as the system approaches Tpt(H2), the heat capacity
becomes infinite and therefore, no more increase in temperature through the application
of a magnetic field can be accomplished while the two phases coexist.

From this thermodynamic analysis, the peak of the MCE can be easily predicted
from the relations between the heat capacity curves of the system for different magnetic
fields. This also allows to explains the GMCE observed experimentally in some
materials, since the MCE is largely dependent on the difference of the entropy.





Chapter 2

Magnetocaloric Materials

The MCE is an intrinsic property of all magnetic materials and is easily observed under
adiabatic conditions (see Fig. 1.1). From equations 1.8 and 1.14, it can be seen that
the MCE will be superior in materials whose magnetization changes very quickly with
temperature. There are two cases where such large values of (∂M/∂T )H,p are obtained:
Curie paramagnetic materials at low temperatures, and ferromagnetic materials near
their magnetic ordering temperature. In the latter, the material’s magnetization exhibits
a critical behaviour near the Curie temperature, TC, according to, M(T ) ∝ (TC −T )β ,
where β ≤ 1/2 (and more precisely, for the MFT model, β is 1/2), so that the limit
as T tends to TC from below, makes (∂M/∂T )H,p tend to −∞. For values above TC

and well below, the magnetization is nearly constant. Therefore, for ferromagnets,
∆Tad(T ) and ∆SM(T,∆H)T will be at the maximum at TC.

For room temperature the natural choice was Gd because of its TC = 294 K. This
material was extensively studied and it was alloyed with other rare-earth (R) to improve
its MCE. Other materials of second-order nature with larger TC were found but their
MCE was lower. Nevertheless, the materials that presented FOPT are the ones with
discontinuity in magnetization, leading to the divergence of (∂M/∂T )H,p. The FeRh
alloy was the first material to show large values for the MCE leading to the discovery
of the GMCE [34], but this material had a drawback which was the irreversible nature
of this system due to the lack of reproducibility of the initial outcome as a result of its
low and high temperature phases being AFM and FM respectively, the large thermal
hysteresis (∼10 K to ∼12 K) and large volume variations during the application of
an alternating magnetic field [21, 35]. After this, several other families with similar
MCE values appeared, some containing R metals, such as: Gd5(SixGe1−x)4, Laves
phases, La[Fe(Si,Al)]13 and ferromagnetic lanthanum manganites; and others without
R metals like: Heusler alloys, MnAs alloys, MnFe(P,As) alloys as shown in Fig.
2.1. In particular, the Gd5(SixGe1−x)4 system belonging to the R5T4 family, where
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Fig. 2.1 Maximum values for the magnetic entropy change for different families of
magnetocaloric materials as a function of peak temperature for a variation of magnetic
field of ∆H = 5 T [2].

T represents a transition metal, usually being Si and/or Ge, showed extraordinary
behavior like the broad operating temperature range while maintaining high values for
the entropy variation. The more studied alloy of this family is the x = 0.5 (Gd5Si2Ge2)
because it exceeded the MCE of any known material at the time by a factor of 2. It
presented the following parameters: ∆SM ≈ −18.5 J kg−1 K−1 and ∆Tad ≈ 15 K at
276 K for ∆H = 5 T [32]. The Gd5Si4 composite revealed an extraordinary increase of
40 K of its TC relative to pure Gd [36] and another result obtained in this system was
an AFM ordering with Néel temperature of TN = 15 K for Gd5Ge4 [36]. This system,
as opposed to the FeRh, is reversible in alternating magnetic fields and presents a
thermal hysteresis of ∼ 2 K [32].

The main reason for the large values of MCE comes from the magnetostructural
FOPT between two polymorphic structures, that will be succinctly described in the
subsequent sections.

2.1 General Properties of the R5T4 Family

From the last section and Fig. 2.1 it is clear that the R5T4 family has intriguing
properties like the broad temperature span while having high entropy change values,
as well as, the strong and weak couplings between their magnetic and structural
properties.
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2.1.1 Crystal Structure

In this system, the compounds that present GMCE can exhibit three different crystallo-
graphic structures (see Fig. 2.3) and are all composed by the same quasi-infinite two
dimensional slabs of composition R5T4 (see Fig. 2.2).

The three structures can be: Orthorhombic (I) (O(I)) or Gd5Si4-Type which belongs
to the Pnma space group, Monoclinic (M) or Gd5Si2Ge2-Type from the P1121/a space
group and Orthorombic (II) (O(II)) or Sm5Ge4-Type again from the space group Pmna.
Mostly all of the elements of the R5(SixGe1−x)4 family can have the three structures
and these depend on internal parameters such as stoichiometry, as in Fig. 2.4, and
likewise, on external parameters like temperature, applied magnetic field and pressure.

The unit cells contain 36 atoms that are distributed between 5 to 9 independent
crystallographic sites [4] that allow various chemical substitutions to examine the
relation between chemical composition, structure and magnetic properties.

The main aspect that differentiates between these structures are the interatomic
bonds between slabs. As shown by Fig. 2.3, the O(I) possesses short single-bonded T-T
bonds, in the M the T-T bonds are between different pairs of slabs and in the O(II) there
are no connections among the slabs. Thus, the temperature-dependent transformations
between these different structures can be seen as the relative, cooperative shear motion
of the slabs and in the case of Gd5Si2Ge2, it is also accompanied by a magnetic
order-disorder transition contributing to the GMCE (see Fig. 2.4).

Another property of these compounds, except Er5Si4, is the fact that the low
temperature structure has higher symmetry (O(I)-Pnma) than the high temperature
structure (M-P1121/a) and this is unusual because the lower symmetry crystal class
should be the preferred one due to the intrinsic entropy differences of the two structures.

2.1.2 Magnetic Structure

The magnetic exchange interactions are intimately related to the number of conduction
electrons. From the phase diagram in Fig. 2.4 can be noticed that the O(I) phase with
three conduction electrons is strongly related to the FM state, the O(II) phase with
one conduction electron shows AFM behavior, except in Tb5Si2Ge2. The M phase
undergoes a magnetostructural transition before establishing a magnetic order or a
pure structural transition as in the case of Er5Si4.

To understand this relation, a qualitative study for Gd5Si2Ge2 based on the nearly
free electron model and the RKKY model [7], consisting of an indirect exchange inter-
action, J(R), between magnetic ions mediated by the conduction electrons, concluded
that for the O(I) phase, the typical distances between slabs always give an J(R)> 0,
for the bonded inter-slab connections of the M phase J(R)> 0 and J(R)< 0 for the
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Fig. 2.2 The basic building blocks of the R5T4 structures are: (a) [RT6] octahedron
surrounded by the [R8] cube and (b) double trigonal prism [T2R8], where R=rare earth
(large spheres) and T=Si and/or Ge atoms (small spheres). The Si and/or Ge sites
responsible for the interslab bonding are designated as T1, whereas the T2 sites are
located inside the slabs. The two different views of the layers are shown: (c) the
projection along the c axis and (d) the projection along the b axis [4].

remaining non-bonded connections, for the O(II) phase the distances between slabs
always give an J(R)< 0 (see Fig. 2.5). Therefore, the structural transition changes
the electronic structure which in turn modifies the magnetic structure. These results
confirmed the experimental data (see Fig. 2.4) even though the free-electron model on
which the RKKY model is based seems inappropriate.

A better explanation based on first principles simulations of the total effective
exchange coupling concluded that the variation of the exchange coupling with the
Fermi level was short ranged [4], confirming the ferromagnetic interactions within the
slabs and between slabs the coupling is ferromagnetic if the T1-T1 bonds are strong
and antiferromagnetic if they are weak.

2.1.3 Magnetostructural Transition

For Gd5Si2Ge2, Fig. 2.4 shows a magnetostructural transition from the [M, PM] state
to the [O(I), FM] state on cooling. This transition is due to the counter movement of
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Fig. 2.3 The three crystallographic structures of R5T4 are displayed along their a-axes.
(Left) the O(I)/Gd5Si4-Type; (Middle) the M/Gd5Si2Ge2-Type; (Right) O(II)/Sm5Ge4-
Type. The black solid lines are the T-T bonds with less than 3 Å and the R-T bonds in
the cubic-octahedral cluster are noted by open lines [5].

the rigid slabs along the a-axis as shown in Fig. 2.6. During the process, the unit cell
between slabs undergoes a large volume change as a result of the considerable change
of its a parameter. On the other hand, inside the slabs themselves, no substantial
alterations exist. This transformation is labeled as a martensitic-like transformation, it
can be induced reversibly by the change of external parameters such as temperature,
an external magnetic field, or hydrostatic pressure and it usually is of first-order.

This phenomenon can be explained as the competition between two free energies
near the transition temperature. To corroborate this idea, a thermodynamic study based
on first principles and the physics described in section 1.3.1 was able to describe it by
calculating the free energies of both phases and concluded that the structure controls
the magnetic behaviour, i.e., each structure has a different TC leading to a specific
spontaneous magnetization. In the same compound, the application of a magnetic
field had the effect of displacing TS which means that the transition can be induced at
room temperatures [37]. Hence, the large discontinuity of the magnetization results
from the discontinuous change of the structure from the [M, PM] to the [O(I), FM] or
vice-versa and this leads to the GMCE.
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Fig. 2.4 The magnetic phase diagram of the Gd5(Si4Ge1−x)4 system. The thin solid
lines indicate magnetic phase boundaries, and the vertical dotted lines delineate the
regions where the alloys are single phase materials (the compositions within shaded
areas are a mixture of alloys). The circles (open [heat treated] and solid [as cast])
refer to magnetic transition temperatures of the M phase, the solid squares indicate
the magnetic transition temperatures of the O(I) phase, and the solid triangles and
diamonds refer to the magnetic transition temperatures of the O(II) phase, respectively.
PM−paramagnetic, FM−ferromagnetic and AFM−antiferromagnetic [6].

This model was also able to explain exactly the dephasing on temperature of the
complex magnetostructural transition of Tb5Si2Ge2 [38], a very similar compound to
Gd5Si2Ge2.

2.1.4 Er5Si4

Since the discovery of the Gd5(Si4Ge1−x)4 family of compounds, the research of the
structural properties of other related systems became popular and therefore, these
studies have been carried out for most of the rare-earth elements.

In particular, the Er5Si4 alloy has been the focus of intense research because it has
several intriguing properties such as a first order crystallographic phase transition from
∼ 200 to ∼ 230 K that is unaffected by magnetic fields lower than50 kOe, indicating
the weak magnetic nature of this high temperature phase transformation. The first
order nature is also confirmed from measurements of magnetization by the presence of
a hysteretic behavior in the inverse susceptibility [14]. Thermopower analysis revealed
a transition temperature of ∼ 190 K on heating, a transition temperature of ∼ 179 K
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Fig. 2.5 Exchange interactions, J(R), obtained from the RKKY model using a nearly
free-electron model for the conduction electrons, as a function of the Gd-Gd distance,
R. The shaded region between 3.45 and 4.05 Å corresponds to the range of short
Gd-Gd contacts [7].

Fig. 2.6 Scheme of the martensitic-like transformation that occurs for the R5T4 family,
below and above TS, the dislocation is along the a-axis [8].

on cooling and a large thermal hysteresis, corroborating again the first-order nature of
this transformation [39].

Measurements of heat capacity showed a λ -type anomaly at T = 30 K at zero
magnetic field indicative of a SOFT, which was latter explained as a transition from
paramagnetic to ferrimagnetic [14]. Further magnetization and resistivity measure-
ments suggested a weak ferromagnetic ordering for T < 30 K [39].
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Additional analysis of the magnetization under the application of high pulsed
magnetic fields (up to H = 450 kOe) at T = 5 K revealed hysteretic cycles which
implies a first-order-type process and this is associated with a structural-only trans-
formation between the O(I) and M phases in the PM state [12]. Also, following the
phenomenology observed in other 5:4 compounds, the magnetoelastic anomalies in
the magnetostriction measurements below T = 210 K were consistent with a magnetic
field-induced structural transition from a low-field, high-volume M state to a high-field,
low-volume O(I) state [12].

This gives a general overview of the Er5Si4 compound. A more detailed account
on the lattice parameters, monoclinic structure, Landau theory and magnetic ordering
follows.

Structural Transition

The evolution of the lattice parameters also agree with the first-order nature of the
transition at T ≈ 215 K (see Fig. 2.7).

Several conclusions can be established from Fig. 2.7 such as: the discontinuous
variations of the unit cell dimensions at the 222 K supports the idea of a FOPT, the
high variation of the lattice parameter a is observed in other compounds of this family
that also undergo a M-O(I) transition and the lattice parameters in the proximity of the
transition temperature are shorter than at temperatures 5 K farther away, a possible
explanation for this phenomenon is the coexistence of several intermediate states.

Monoclinic Twinning

As previously mentioned, the M structure can be obtained from the O(I) when alternat-
ing layers of Si1-Si1 dimers are broken (see Fig. 2.3) and neighboring slabs slide in
opposite directions along the a-axis (see Fig. 2.6) yielding an untwinned crystal but if
consecutive layers of Si1-Si1 bonds break, then two M cells with different directions
generate a twinned crystal. Both share the ac plane and are related by a 180º rotation
along the a axis [9].

Landau Theory

From the point of view of Landau theory, the structural transition is due to the B1g

mode from a total of 108 characteristic modes. This mode is present in the vibration
of every atom and is involved in a distortion that produces the P1121/a cell from the
Pnma space group.

Any of these B1g-type shift is enough to reduce the symmetry, however, the
rearrangement of the whole structure like in the O(I)-M transition is only possible
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Fig. 2.7 Measured lattice parameters from 173 K to 293 K. The dashed line at T = 222
K indicates the transition temperature. The α and β forms correspond to the M and
O(I) structures respectively [9].

when all the atoms go through the B1g shift. Thus, there are six independent B1g

irreducible representations instead of just one and this implies a FOPT. This is because
a SOPT would require all the atoms to move simultaneously and continually and this
is a very rare event [9].

Magnetic Structure

The magnetic structure of Er5Si4 at low temperature was determined by assuming
commensurability with the crystallographic space group P1121/a resulting in the mag-
netic space group P112′1/a with the spins in the 4e sites ordered following magnetic
modes FxFyGz [10].

At 3 and 20 K there is a complex non-collinear FM ordering with an easy-axis
along b (see Fig. 2.8). The small canting of the Er moments with the b-axis indicate
an AFM interaction.
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The larger total magnetic moment of the Er1, Er2B and Er3B atoms, relative to the
Er2A and Er3A atoms, is consistent with the enhancement of the FM coupling due to
the covalent-like Si-Si bonds within the slabs in the M structure.

Fig. 2.8 Magnetic structure of Er5Si4 at (a) T = 20 K and (b) T = 3 K [10].

The magnetic structure of the magnetic-field induced O(I) at low temperatures
belongs to the Pn′m′a magnetic space group [12]. Its magnetic modes are ABxFByCBz

for the 8d site and Fy to the 4c site. It also presents an easy axis along b, a small canting
and larger magnetic moments which is expected by the formation of the remaining
covalent-like Si-Si bonds.



Chapter 3

Electronic Structure

Most of condensed matter physics can be described by the Hamiltonian:

H = ∑
i

P2
i

2Mi
+

1
2 ∑

i ̸= j

qiq j

|Ri −R j|
, (3.1)

where the sum ranges over all the electrons and nuclei in the solid, Mi is the mass of an
electron or nucleus and qi is its charge. The huge complexity of this problem makes it
only possible to solve exactly for little more than 20 particles. For the 1023 particles in
real solids several approximations must be made, some that are satisfactory and others
that are not so reasonable but give good results.

3.1 Hamiltonian of the Solid

The equation 3.1 can be explicitly written as:

H = Te +Ti +Vi−i +Ve−e +Ve−i

=−∑
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2me

∇
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1
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e2

|ri − rj|
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I,i

e2ZI

|RI − ri|
, (3.2)

where the first two terms are the kinetic energy operators, the third is the interaction
between nuclei, the fourth is the interaction between electrons and the last is the
nucleus-electron interaction.

In order to begin to extract a solution from 3.2, it can be noted that the masses
of the nuclei are orders of magnitude greater than that of the electrons and as such,
they move slower than the electrons. From the point of view of the electrons, this
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makes the nuclei appear to be static as classical potentials and as far as the nuclei are
concerned, the fast dynamics of electrons makes them behave as a shroud of charge
that follows the nuclei. This allows to separate the wavefunction in its electronic and
nuclear components and is the basis of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [40] and
if such an approximation is adopted, the kinetic energy of the nuclei disappears, the
interactions between the electrons and nuclei turn into an external potential for the
electrons and the interactions between the nuclei are just a constant. This simplifies
equation 3.2 to:

HΨ = (Te +Vext +Ve−e)Ψ

=− h̄2

2me
∑

i
∇

2
ri

Ψ+∑
i

Vext(ri)Ψ+
1
2 ∑

i̸= j

e2

|ri − r j|
Ψ, (3.3)

where Vext :=Ve−i is the potential energy of the electrons in the external potential of
the nuclei and Ψ is an antisymmetric function of the N electrons in the solid. It is
interesting to note that the kinetic term and the electron-electron interaction depend
only of the fact that it is a many electron problem and not on the particular system.

This problem is still too complex to solve and it cannot be solved numerically by
conventional computers. An important method that began to tackle this problem was
the Hartree-Fock (HF) method that performs very well for atoms and molecules but
not so much for solids.

3.2 Hartree-Fock Equations

To briefly introduce, the HF method begins by assuming that the wavefunction of
the electrons, Ψ({ri}), has the form of the simplest possible type of antisymmetric
function, a single Slater determinant [41]1. Since this is a sum of products, the particles
are no longer independent and thus, induces correlations among the electrons and the
Pauli principle is satisfied.

Using the formalism of second quantization, since the operators Te and Ve−e act
only on the state space of one particle andVext acts on the state space of two particles,
the hamiltonian in equation 3.3 can be rewritten as:

H = ∑
i, j

Ai ja
†
i a j +

1
2 ∑

i jkl
V i j

kl a†
i a†

jalak, (3.4)

1This method results from requiring that the wavefunction obeys the antisymmetry property, as
opposed to the original assumption made by Hartree [42, 43], that the wavefunction is just the product
of N independent electron eigenfunctions.
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where Ai j := ⟨i|− h̄
2me

∇2+Vext(r)| j⟩, V i j
kl := ⟨i, j| e2

|r−r′ |k, l⟩, ⟨r j|i⟩= φi(r jσ j) is a basis

function and the a†
i ’s and ai’s operators are the creation and annihilation operators for

fermions and obey the anticommutation relations. The determination of the ground
state is made easier since it is written as |Ψ⟩= |111...100...⟩, which means that the
energy is:
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(3.5)

where the first term is just the kinetic energy plus the interaction with the ionic potential,
the first term in the double integral is the Coulomb interaction and the second term is
the exchange integral that takes into account the fact that particles can flip between
each other during the interaction.

Since the Hamiltonian is hermitian it means that there is a basis were it is diagonal
and varying the functional 3.5 with respect to every single particle wavefunction, φ ,
and imposing that the basis functions are orthonormal results in the Hartree-Fock
equation [23]:

εiφi(r) =− h̄2
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2me
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d3r′
e2φ∗

j (r′)φi(r)
|r− r′|

, (3.6)

were the χi’s are the spin functions.

In this method exchange is treated exactly but its major flaw is that the correlation
effects are not included at all. They can be included in more advanced approximations
of the HF method.

3.3 Density Functional Theory

Another theory that is more modern and probably more powerful is Density Functional
Theory (DFT). This theory has had a tremendous impact on realistic calculations of the
properties of molecules and solids, and its applications to different problems continue
to expand.
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It is based on the observation made by Hohenberg and Kohn [44] that the electron
density contains all information in a many electron system, where the electronic density
at the point r is defined to be:

n(r) := ⟨Ψ|
N

∑
i=1

δ (r−Ri)|Ψ⟩ (3.7)

= N
∫

d3r1...d3rNΨ
∗(r1, ...,rN)δ (r− r1)Ψ(r1, ...,rN). (3.8)

They noticed that given an electronic density, n(r), there is a unique external
potential, Vext(r), up to an overall constant corresponding to it, thus, the only way
in which two many electron systems differ are in the number of electrons and the
external potential, Vext . So instead of dealing with a complete quantum mechanical
wavefunction, Ψ({ri}), of N variables like in the HF method, one deals with the much
simpler formulation of the electronic density which is a real function of a single spatial
variable. Furthermore, since the electronic density contains as much information as the
wavefunction, all properties of the system can be determined because any observable
quantity can be written as a functional of the density. This allows to develop an
exact theory for the behavior of the electrons and then introduce the approximations
required, without the need of radical assumptions like the ones made for the Hartree-
Fock equations.

The other observation was the fact that there exists a universal functional of the
density, FHK[n(r)] := ⟨Ψ|Te +Ve−e|Ψ⟩, independent of the external potential, Vext ,
such that the energy functional:

E[n(r)] = FHK[n(r)]+
∫

d3r n(r)Vext(r), (3.9)

has its minimum value for the correct ground-state density associated with Vext .

It is important to note that the functional FHK[n(r)] only depends on the number of
particles which means that it is universal to all problems involving the same number of
particles. Its determination would solve all many-body problems for all external poten-
tials but it is impossible and for that reason is the main obstacle of this theory, instead,
it is replaced by several questionable approximations that agree with experiment.

Despite this, the procedure is simple, there exist a functional FHK[n(r)] corre-
sponding to N electrons that must be found, then, for a particular external potential,
that might, for example, represent the potential created by a set of nuclei in certain
positions, one needs to minimize the equation 3.9 relative to the electronic density.
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3.3.1 Thomas-Fermi Theory

The first significant advances in DFT were made by Thomas [45], Fermi [46] and
later expanded by Dirac [47] to include the exchange interaction term. The basic
idea is to assume that in a system were the charge density varies slowly, the kinetic
and exchange energies will be given by the kinetic and exchange terms in a spatially
uniform potential but evaluated locally and integrated over all space.

This model has serious flaws since it predicts that atoms never bind to form
molecules, has deviations from the energy of more than 20% and moreover, the
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac concludes that the charge distribution drops immediately to zero
at some finite radius [23].

3.4 Kohn-Sham Equations

The determination of properties of solids from the HF method is somewhat accurate
but too time consuming, for the case of DFT, it is relatively fast but imprecise as in the
Thomas-Fermi model. There exists the Quantum Monte Carlo method that solves the
problem exactly but can only be applied for a few atoms. The most frequently equations
used for large solids are the ones presented by Kohn and Sham in 1965 [48]. This
theory recreates satisfactory outcomes as in the Quantum Monte Carlo method while
maintaining computational speed. It uses the same idea as in DFT but it constructs
the electronic density from a set of N non-interacting single-particle wavefunctions.
The non-interacting aspect is crucial since it enables to describe the ground-state as
a single Slater determinant but more importantly, it allows to shift the complicated
quantum mechanical effects such as correlation into the exchange-correlation term.

Starting from the energy functionals for both the exact, Ee, and the HF method,
EHF , results in [11]:

Ee = T +V +Vext (3.10)

EHF = T0 +VH +Vx +Vext , (3.11)

where T and V are the exact kinetic and electron-electron energy functionals, T0 is
the kinetic functional for non-interacting electrons, VH is the Hartree contribution
(classical Coulomb repulsion) and Vx is the exchange contribution. The correlation
functional, Vc, is defined to be the difference between the exact energy and the HF
energy functionals which turns out to be [11]:

Vc := T −T0. (3.12)
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The exchange interaction, Vx, is defined to be the difference between the Hartree-Fock
and Hartree functionals:

Vx :=V −VH . (3.13)

This enables us to write the exact Hohenberg-Kohn funtional as:

FHK = T +V = T0 +VH +Vxc, (3.14)

where Vxc := Vx +Vc is the exchange-correlation functional. Moreover, the energy
functional can be written as:

Ee[n] = T0[n]+VH [n]+Vxc[n]+Vext [n], (3.15)

The key idea now is to consider the above expression as a set of non-interacting
particles that are subject to two external potentials: one due to the external potential,
Vext and another from the exchange-correlation effects, Vxc. This results in the Kohn-
Sham hamiltonian:

HKS =− h̄2

2me
∇

2
i +

∫
d3r′

e2n(r′)
|r− r′|

+Vxc +Vext , (3.16)

where the exchange-correlation potential is defined as:

Vxc :=
δExc[n(r)]

δn(r)
. (3.17)

The aforementioned deductions lead to the Kohn-Sham equations:

HKSφi = εiφi, (3.18)

where the φi are the N lowest single-particle solutions of 3.18 and have the same
density as the electronic ground-state density:

n(r) =
N

∑
i=1

|φi(r)|2. (3.19)

The problem now is much simpler, we are reduced to solving single-particle Schrödinger
equations instead of coupled equations as in the original problem. The solutions are
obtained iteratively.

It is extremely important to observe that the φi do not represent the states of the
real electrons, these solutions describe fictitious fermionic particles (quasiparticles)
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and the only condition is that their density is the same as the electronic density. From
this, it is obvious that the eigenvalues, εi, are not single-electron energies.

Finally, from the total energy can be determined from the resulting density through
[48]:

E =
N

∑
i=1

εi −
1
2

∫
d3r d3r′

n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′|

+Exc[n(r)]−
∫

d3rVxc(r)n(r)+Ei−i, (3.20)

where Ei−i is the energy due to the Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei.

3.4.1 Exchange-Correlation Energy Approximations

Apart from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the Kohn-Sham equations are an
exact description of the behavior of the electrons. However, the exchange-correlation
energy functional is not known, and so, to turn the K-S equations into a practical tool,
approximations to this exchange-correlation functional must be performed.

Local Density Approximation

One of the most widely used approximations is the Local Density Approximation
(LDA). In this approach a real inhomogeneous system is divided into infinitesimal vol-
umes and the electronic density, n(r), in each volume is presumed to be constant. Then,
each volume is assumed to contribute to the exchange-correlation energy, εxc(n(r)),
by an amount equal to the exchange-correlation energy of a homogeneous electron gas,
ε

uni f
xc (n(r)), of the same density as the volume. Thus, the total exchange-correlation

functional of the system can be written as:

ELDA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
d3r n(r)εuni f

xc (n(r)) =−3e2

4

(
3
π

)1/3 ∫
d3r n(r)4/3, (3.21)

where the exchange-correlation functional, ε
uni f
xc (n(r)) , is the same result from

Thomas-Fermi theory [45].
It is expected that this approximation is valid for systems with slowly varying

density, however, it also describes reasonably well many other realistic cases as well.
Despite this, there is no guarantee that the true Exc is of this form.

Local Spin Density Approximation

The generalization of the previous approximation to spin-polarized systems involves
the Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA).
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In magnetic materials, the magnetization is, in general, non-collinear and arises
from several effects. However, many of the interesting systems are collinear or can be
approximated as collinear and thus, the theory can be developed in terms of a spin-up
density, n↑(r), and a spin-down density, n↓(r) [49].

In this approximation both the kinetic energy and the exchange-correlation func-
tional depends on n↑(r) and n↓(r). The resulting ELSDA

xc is:

ELSDA
xc [n↑(r),n↓(r)] =

∫
d3r n(r)εuni f

xc (n↑(r),n↓(r)). (3.22)

Generalized Gradient Approximation

Despite the satisfactory results of LSDA for solid-state physicists, this approximation
was still unsuitable for quantum chemists. For that reason, a new class of more general
functionals, called Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) were developed.
These functionals are functions of the density, n(r), and its gradient, ∇n(r), and have
the form [50]:

EGGA
xc [n↑(r),n↓(r)] =

∫
d3r f (n↑(r),n↓(r),∇n↑(r),∇n↓(r)). (3.23)

GGAs can yield better results than the LDAs for many properties, especially
for covalent bonds and weakly bonded systems many GGAs are far superior to LDA.
Nevertheless, because of the flexibility in the choice of f (n↑(r),n↓(r),∇n↑(r),∇n↓(r)),
several GGA functionals have been developed and depending on the system under
study a wide variety of results can be obtained.

LDA+U

The above approximations still fail to describe strongly correlated systems and as
such, computational methods complementing DFT with model Hamiltonians have
been developed. The most widely used and one of the simplest method formulated that
try to improve the ground-state of correlated systems is the LDA+U. This approach is
based on the Hubbard model and its computational cost is only slightly higher than the
standard DFT [51].

The idea is to use the Hubbard model to describe correlated states (typically,
localized d and f orbitals) while the remaining states are described by the conventional
DFT. The resulting energy exchange-correlation functional can be written as:

ELDA+U
xc [n(r)] = ELDA[n(r)]+EHub[{nIσ

mm′}]−Edc[{nIσ}], (3.24)
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where ELDA[n(r)] is the usual approximation in DFT, EHub[{nIσ

mm′}] is the correction
due to correlated states for which there exist several formulations, and Edc[{nIσ}] is
the double counting term that models the contribution of correlated electrons to the
DFT energy as a mean-field approximation of EHub [51].

Since the Edc is not uniquely defined it is still an open question. Nevertheless,
there are two popular choices: around mean field (AMF), useful for systems with
a quasi-homogeneous distribution of electrons, e.g., metals and weakly correlated
systems; fully localized limit (FLL), suitable for materials that have electrons localized
on orbitals.

3.5 Numerical Methods

The collection of approximations and numerical techniques is referred to as band
structure calculation. The methods have been very successful and properties of solids
can be determined just from the knowledge of the atomic numbers, but they still fail to
describe some systems that only comparison with experiment can reveal.

Regardless of the method being employed, there exist an infinite set of single-
particle equations that must be solved of the form:(

− h̄2

2me
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2
m +

∫
d3r′

e2n(r′)
|r− r′|

+Vα +Vext

)
φm(r) = εmφm(r), (3.25)

where the operator on the left is the single-particle Hamiltonian.
Depending on the method, some terms of the above equation represent different

objects or interactions. For the HF method, the Vα is the exchange operator (see Eq.
3.6) and the φm describe true one-electron orbitals. In the DFT method, Vα is the
exchange-correlation operator, which can only be approximated, and the φm represent
quasiparticles that have the same density as the real electronic density.

To solve the equations, a basis set, {φ b
p}, must be chosen and the coefficients, cp

m,
calculated. Expressing the wavefunctions on the basis results in:

φm(r) =
P

∑
p=1

cp
mφ

b
p(r), (3.26)

where P is the dimension of the basis and is generally infinite.
It is obvious that in practice the wavefunctions cannot be expanded in an infinite

basis and as such, the basis must be limited to a finite number of basis functions. Such
a basis will never be able to describe the wavefunctions and the problem now is to
choose one capable to describe reasonably well φm.
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The objective is to find a basis that can generate a function that is "close" to φm

and in principle, any type of basis can be used like Gaussian, polynomial, exponential,
plane-wave, Slater-type orbitals, etc. However, depending of the basis selected one
may need a considerable amount of basis functions to express the φm making the
dimension of P so large that renders their computation too time consuming. Another
feature to take into account is that approximations carry properties from the basis
functions and therefore, are biased. So, the plan is to find a basis that is unbiased and
needs the least amount of basis functions.

In the following chapters, two families of basis sets will be described: plane waves
and augmented plane waves and each in their own way try to be consistent with the
discussion above.

3.5.1 Pseudopotential

For a first attempt, the plane wave basis set seems to be a good choice since it is
unbiased and is mathematically simple.

From Bloch’s theorem we have that any eigenfunction, φ n
k , of a periodic hamilto-

nian can be expressed in this basis as:

φ
n
k(r) = ∑

K
cn,k

K expi(k+K)·r, (3.27)

where m = (n,k), p = K and φ b
m = ei(k+K)·r.

Since the basis needs to be finite, the condition is to restrict the set K to K ≤ Kmax.
This means that all possible K that belong to the basis set lie inside a sphere of radius
Kmaxcentered at the origin. It is often chosen the cutoff energy, Ecut = h̄2K2

max/2me,
instead.

It is important to mention that as the wavefunction near the nucleus varies very
rapidly, a large number of plane waves are needed to describe, and that takes to much
computational effort. What it is done is to replace the potential in these inner regions by
a pseudopotential that gives slowly varying wavefunctions so that they can be described
by a few plane wave functions. In the outer regions the pseudopotential tends to the
real potential. This approach makes the dimension of the basis manageable.

3.5.2 APW

The pseudopotential method allows to describe the behavior in the outer regions but if
the objective is to consider as well the inner regions,e.g.: to obtain information about
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Fig. 3.1 Representation of a unit cell divided in the muffin tin region and the interstitial
region in the case of two atoms [11].

fine/hyperfine structure or core level excitations, the basis Augmented Plane Waves
(APW) is more efficient.

The idea behind the APW method is to consider that far from the nucleus the
electrons behave as if they were free, using plane waves in this region. For electrons
near the nucleus, it is assumed that they behave as if they were in an isolated atom
and thus, they are described better by atomic functions. Therefore, space is divided in
the muffin tin region which is the set of muffin tin spheres (Sα ) that are defined to be
the region around each atom from the center to the boundary at a distanceRα and the
interstitial region (I) (see Fig. 3.1). Each basis function in the expansion has the form
of:

φ
k
K(r,E) =

{
1√
V

ei(k+K)·r r ∈ I

∑l,m Aα,k+K
lm uα

l (r
′,E)Y l

m(r̂
′) r ∈ Sα

(3.28)

where V is the volume of the unit cell, r, k and K have the usual meaning and
r′ = r−rα is the position relative to the center of the atom at rα , where r′ is the length
of r′ and r̂′ is the direction specified by the angles θ ′ and φ ′ in spherical coordinates
of r′. The functions Y l

m are the spherical harmonics, the coefficients Aα,k+K
l,m are the

parameters to be determined as well as E ans the uα
l are the solutions of the radial part

of the Schrödinger equation for the free atom α with energy E.

Next, it is required that that the plane wave matches the spherical harmonic at
the boundary (in value, not in slope), if not, the kinetic energy would be undefined
at the boundary. In the end, this imposes a condition on the coefficients given by the
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expression:

Aα,k+K
lm =

4πilei(k+K).rα

√
V uα

l (Rα ,E)
jl(|k+K|Rα)Y l∗

m (k+K), (3.29)

where jl is the Bessel function of order l and Rα := r′. The coefficients Aα,k+K
l,m

are given by an infinite sum and need to be truncated at lmax to be computed, this
truncation is given by the condition that lmax = RαKmax. It is important to observe that
it is not useful to make lmax bigger than RαKmax since it leads to unstable behavior at
the boundary and the muffin tin radius of the various atoms in the unit cell must not be
too different regarding the fact that it results in different values for lmax.

The procedure to calculate the coefficients of the solutions, cn,k
K , is to guess the pos-

sible eigenvalue, εn
k , and replace it by the parameter E. When the iteration converges,

an approximate description of the eigenstate, φ
n,
K (r), and its energy, εn

k , is obtained.

3.5.3 LAPW

The downside of the APW method is that it takes too much time because the functions
uα

l (r
′,E) have to be built from the unknown eigenvalues, εn

k .

The Linearized Augmented Plave Wave (LAPW) method is more efficient since it
builds the functions, uα

l (r
′,εn

k), from a Taylor expansion around an energy, E0, with a
value that differs slightly from the eigenvalues given by the expression:

uα
l (r

′,εn
k) = uα

l (r
′,E0)+(E0 − ε

n
k)

∂uα
l (r

′,E)
∂E

∣∣∣∣
E=E0

+O(E0 − ε
n
k)

2, (3.30)

where the difference (E0 − εn
k) is unknown and therefore it must be added a second

coefficient, Bα,k+K
lm , the basis functions then become:

φ
k
K(r) =


1√
V

ei(k+K)·r r ∈ I

∑l,m

[
α,k+K
lm uα

l (r
′,E0)+Bα,k+K

lm u̇α
l (r

′,E0)
]

Y l
m(r̂

′) r ∈ Sα ,
(3.31)

where u̇α
l is the the derivative with respect to the parameter E. To find both coefficients

it is required that both wavefunctions match at the boundary in value and slope.

The value of E0 should be chosen to be in the middle of the eigenvalues of the state
that is being described thus, for every l from 0 up to 3 should have a particular value,
Eα

1,l . For bigger l’s a single value is enough. This reduces the error of O(E0−εn
k)

2 and
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the basis function can be rewritten as:

φ
k
K(r) =


1√
V

ei(k+K)·r r ∈ I

∑l,m

[
Aα,k+K

lm uα
l (r

′,Eα
1,l)+Bα,k+K

lm u̇α
l (r

′,Eα
1,l)
]

Y l
m(r̂

′) r ∈ Sα .
(3.32)

Again, like in the APW method, the accuracy is given by Rmin
α Kmax, where Rmin

α

is the smallest muffin tin radius in the unit cell, this value ought to be constant to
have similar accuracy. If the Rmin

α is increased then Kmax is smaller which reduces the
computational cost since the dimension of the basis is smaller. Furthermore, the radius
cannot be too large because the spherical harmonics are not appropriate to describe the
states far from the nucleus.

3.5.4 APW + lo

Another method that improves the APW method is the APW with local orbitals
(APW+lo). In this method the usual APW basis is used with a set of fixed energies,
Eα

1,l:

φ
k
K(r) =

{
1√
V

ei(k+K)·r r ∈ I

∑l,m Aα,k+K
lm uα

l (r
′,Eα

1,l)Y
l
m(r̂

′) r ∈ Sα ,
(3.33)

and is added another type of basis called local orbitals defined as:

φ
lm
α,lo(r) =

{
0 r ∈ I[
Aα,lo

lm uα
l (r

′,Eα
1,l)+Bα,lo

lm u̇α
l (r

′,Eα
1,l)
]

Y l
m(r̂

′) r ∈ Sα ,
(3.34)

where a local orbital is defined for a specific l, m and atom α . The local orbitals are not
connected to the plane waves and the two coefficients, Aα,lo

lm and Bα,lo
lm , are determined

from normalization and by demanding that their value at the boundary is zero.
This basis is useful to describe intermediate states which lie "between" core and

valence states which can be due to, e.g., hybridisation.

3.6 First Principles Simulations of Er5Si4 (WIEN2k)

The first principles calculations were performed by the program package WIEN2k
developed by P. Blaha, K. Schwarz, G. Madsen, D. Kvasnicka and J. Luitz at the
Institute of Materials Chemistry, TU Vienna. It allows to perform electronic struc-
ture calculations of solids using DFT and is based on the full-potential (linearized)
augmented plane-wave ((L)APW) + local orbitals (lo) method.
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The simulations were done for the Er5Si4 compound in its monoclinic and or-
thorhombic phases to compute their energies in the ground state.

3.6.1 Initialization

The initialization was made by introducing the lattice’s parameters, atomic positions
and its space group (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2) in the StructGen. The rest of the initial-
ization options were the default ones except the energy that separates the core of the
valence states, which was chosen to be −7.1 Ry for the O(I) structure and −6 Ry for
the M phase. The selected Hubbard parameter, U , for the 4 f orbitals of the Er atoms
was 5.8 eV [15, 16]. The reported value of U = 7.6 eV [52] is also being tested to see
if it makes a significant change in the energy difference.

Table 3.1 Crystallographic parameters of the M phase of Er5Si4 [12]. The data was
determined by D2B neutron diffraction.

M-P1121/a
T = 2 K, γ = 93.220(4)

a = 7.3483(3) Å b = 14.3491(9) Å c = 7.5415(3) Å
Atom x/a y/b z/c
Er1 0.327(1) 0.2448(7) 0.003(1)
Er2A -0.0085(9) 0.0969(8) 0.179(1)
Er2B 0.0140(9) 0.4024(7) 0.177(1)
Er3A 0.354(1) 0.8796(7) 0.172(1)
Er3B 0.330(1) 0.6235(7) 0.180(1)
Si1 0.941(3) 0.255(2) 0.910(3)
Si2 0.216(3) 0.247(2) 0.369(3)
Si3A 0.205(4) 0.963(2) 0.470(3)
Si3B 0.149(4) 0.543(2) 0.464(3)

3.6.2 Optimal RmtKmax and k-mesh

The required precision in energy is less than 0.01 eV because when testing the behavior
of the free energy for the compounds of Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2, it was found that
small changes like 0.01 eV on the electronic energy, still managed to have a significant
impact, so the convergence criteria chosen was 0.0001 Ry which is approximately
0,00136 eV and this uncertainty no longer affects the free energy considerably. Having
this in mind, several k-points were tested to know how many were needed to obtain
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Table 3.2 Crystallographic parameters of the O(I) phase of Er5Si4 [14]. The data was
obtained by x-ray powder diffraction.

O(I)-Pnma
T = 293 K

a = 7.2838(6) Å b = 14.363(1) Å c = 7.5943(6) Å
Atom x/a y/b z/c
Er1 0.01987(5) 0.59614(3) 0.18016(4)
Er2 0.32293(5) 0.12320(3) 0.17864(4)
Er3 0.15473(6) 1/4 0.51179(6)
Si1 0.1540(3) 0.0391(2) 0.4703(3)
Si2 0.0262(4) 1/4 0.1048(4)
Si3 0.2737(4) 1/4 0.8704(4)

the required accuracy. The total energy and energy differences are plotted in Fig. 3.2.
It can be seen that, to have an accuracy of at least 0.0001 Ry for the O(I) phase, a
number of 40 k-points or more in the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone are
needed and for the M structure, at least 90 k-points are required. For the simulations
the number of k-points selected for the O(I) phase were 126 and 168 for the M.

The RmtKmax parameter was chosen based on recommendation present in the
WIEN2k website [53].

3.6.3 Results of the Energies

The energies obtained for the O(I) and M phases are presented on Table 3.3. It shows
the values calculated with spin-polarization including the Hubbard parameter and
without.

The results show that only by adding U , the M structure presents lower energy than
the O(I) implying that it is the stable phase at T = 0 K which is consistent with the
experimental results. Another remark is the fact that without the U , the behavior is the
complete opposite to the expected and this is a confirmation of the strong correlations
in this system and reflects the need to include them in the simulations.

Although the low and high temperature structures in Er5S4 are switched relative to
Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2, the magnitude of its energy difference is of the same order
as in the latter compounds.

Caution must be taken in interpreting the values of the total energies because the
energies calculated numerically are an upper bound to the real absolute energy, that is
why it is expected that the energy decreases with the increase in accuracy but many
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Fig. 3.2 The left column shows the values obtained for the total energy as a function
of k-points in the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone. The right column the
logarithm of the difference between the energy with largest k-points and the current
k-points. These simulations were performed with RmtKmax = 7, spin-polarization and
without the Hubbard parameter.

times, one is concerned in knowing properties that depend on the derivative of the
energy or difference in energies, as in our case, and these are insensitive to an offset in
energy.

Table 3.3 Energies obtained from the simulations for the M and O(I) structures with
the Hubbard parameter obtained from [15, 16] and without.

Ground State Energies (eV)
U = 5.8 eV without U

M −7255539,3841(6) −7255554,8939(1)
O(I) −7255539,2697(4) −7255555,1556(6)
Difference 0,1144(2) −0,2617(4)



Chapter 4

Experimental Results

4.1 Sample Preparation

A polycrystalline specimen of Er5.05Si4 was synthesized by arc melting of stoichio-
metric mixtures of high-purity (99.9 wt%) Er and high-purity (99.999 %) Si in an
argon atmosphere on a water-cooled copper hearth and was remelted three times.
This stoichiometry was chosen because it was reported that the preparation of erbium
silicide in the composition of Er5Si4 presented small amounts of impurities of ErSi. On
the other hand, the off-stoichiometric Er5.05Si4 did not reveal impurity phases within
the experimental errors. This happens because the evaporation of the Er metal during
the arc melting is enough to offset the Er5Si4 alloy into the ErSi1−x + Er5Si4 [54].
This sample is referred to as sample A. This sample was latter annealed at T = 1150
ºC during 90 min in a ceramic crucible holder with a tantalum foil and then water
quenched to room temperature. This is done to avoid oxidation of the sample and the
high temperature promotes diffusion between atoms. The sample after this treatment
is called sample B.

The quality of the samples were studied by room temperature X-ray diffraction.
Magnetization experiments have been performed in a commercial (Quantum Design)
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer in the tempera-
ture range 5-300 K and magnetic fields up to 50 kOe.

4.2 Structural and Magnetic Results

From the x-ray diffraction patterns (see Fig. 4.1) it can be seen that the O(I) phase
is obtained together with secondary phases of Er5Si3, ErSi and the M. The phase
fractions can be consulted in Table 4.1 and it reveals an insufficient percentage of the
O(I) phase, approximately 26% for both samples.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.1 θ -2θ X-ray diffraction for sample A (left) and B (right) from 20° to 90° in
steps of 0.02° at room temperature.

Table 4.1 Room temperature crystalline structure and cell parameters of samples A
and B of the Er5Si4 compound.

Composition Space Group a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) γ (º) Phase (%)
Sample A
Er5Si4-O(I) Pnma 7.70762 14.74556 8.03055 90 25.23
Er5Si3 P63/mcm 7.27664 7.27664 7.64799 120 6.79
ErSi Cmcm 7.39390 14.36887 14.36887 90 31.76
Er5Si4-M P1121/a 7.43934 14.40036 7.52132 93.07391 36.23
Sample B
Er5Si4-O(I) Pnma 7.8264 14.6589 8.1307 90 27.85
Er5Si3 P63/mcm 7.2922 7.2922 7.6533 120 4.73
ErSi Cmcm 7.4266 14.3714 7.5974 90 28.32
Er5Si4-M P1121/a 7.4334 14.4089 7.5371 92.91 39.11

The inverse susceptibility (see Fig. 4.2) does not follow the predicted behavior of a
steplike anomaly between ∼ 200 and ∼ 230 K [14], thus, confirming the poor quality
of the sample. The Curie temperature obtained from the derivative of the magnetization
is TC = 35.5 K, this is ≈ 5 K above with the values reported in [12, 14, 54].

Faced with these issues, a sample from Zaragoza was analyzed as well. The sample
preparation and measurements are reported in Ref. [12].

From the magnetization measurements, this sample exhibits a structural transition
from ∼ 200 to ∼ 230 K by the change in the Curie-Weiss law and a magnetic ordering
at T M

C = 30 K, which was verified by calculating the minimum of the derivative of the
magnetization (see Fig. 4.3a). Also, the isothermal magnetization measurements up to
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Fig. 4.2 Magnetization and inverse of the magnetic susceptibility of sample A at 20
Oe on increasing (black) and decreasing (red) temperature.

450 kOe present hysteresis which was attributed to a pure structural phase transition
between the M and O(I) phases induced by magnetic fields (see Fig. 4.3b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.3 (a) Magnetization and inverse of the magnetic susceptibility at 18 Oe. (b)
Magnetization isotherms of Er5Si4 measured in pulsed magnetic fields going up to
450 kOe [12].

Following the procedure described in Sec. 1.3.1, the magnetization is arranged in
Arrot plots (see Fig. 4.4a) and in this representation, the expected behavior is linear
according to Eq. 1.31. From the extrapolation of the low and high temperature phases
it can be estimated the inverse of the susceptibility and magnetization respectively (see
Fig. 4.4b). Applying this method for every isotherm, the dependence in temperature of
the magnetization and susceptibility for low and high temperature phases respectively
is obtained (see Fig. 4.5).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.4 (a) Representation of all the magnetization measurements in Arrot plots. (b)
Arrot plot of the magnetization measurements at 25 K. The linear extrapolation lines
(green and red lines) show the expected behavior the M and O(I) phases would have,
according to Landau theory, if there was no structural transition (see Eq. 1.31).

Fig. 4.5 The obtained values of magnetization and inverse susceptibility for the low
and high temperature phases respectively, from the magnetization isotherms (see Fig.
4.4a) and applying the method described in section 1.3.1. The green and red squares
represent excluded points for the fits of magnetization and inverse susceptibility
respectively.

The blue points were fitted to the Brillouin function to determine the saturation
magnetization, MS, and the constant that parametrizes the strength of the molecular
field, λ . Then the magnetization of the O(I) phase can be plotted and the resulting
Curie temperature is T O(I)

C = 38.5 K.
It must be noted that there is some uncertainty to this value because the induced

phase is not purely O(I), it is 61 vol.% O(I) and 39 vol.% atH = 50 kOe [12] and the
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lattice parameters and atomic positions are not the same as the O(I) phase at room
temperature. In the end, all these factors affect the magnetic exchange interaction
which influences the Curie temperature.

Despite the phase fractions, it is found that the magnetic transition temperature
of the pure O(I) phase is approximately TC−O(I) ≈ 37.5 K (see Fig. 4.6). Just like
in the case for the M structure, this outcome suggests that if the system remains in
the O(I) phase, then its Curie temperature is ≈ 37.5 K. Similar measurements were
also performed for the 3 crystallographic directions in a single crystal, and both the
magnetization and MCE, ∆SM, reported a T O(I)

C of 35 and 37 K respectively [55],
which are similar to the result obtained above of T O(I)

C = 38.5 K.

Fig. 4.6 Magnetic and crystallographic P-T phase diagram of Er5Si4. The squares
represent the pressure induced structural transition between M-O(I), the solid squares
at low temperature and the open at high temperature. The triangles represent the
magnetic transitions in the pure M phase (solid) and in the pure O(I) phase (open).
The dotted lines are used for the magnetic ordering of the minority phase involved in
the first-order crystallographic transformation [13].

In summary, all of these results point to a competition between two phases, the M
and O(I), where the temperature, magnetic field and pressure play an important role in
the magnetic and crystallographic structures.





Chapter 5

Results of the Thermodynamic Model

In this chapter, the concepts developed previously for the thermodynamic model,
the parameters of the Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2 and the parameters of the Er5Si4
compound obtained from the preceding sections are combined and then analysed and
inspected to see if they match the experimental results, more specifically, the free
energies, magnetization and entropy of both phases are investigated.

5.1 Numerical Results

In order to study these ideas, a computer program was developed to assist the calcula-
tions (see Appendix A). All the parameters necessary for the compounds are gathered
in Table 5.1. Since the Debye temperatures, ΘD’s, of the Er5Si4 structures are not
found in the literature, their values were chosen to be in the same temperature range
(from 150 to 250 K) and temperature gap (∼ 25 K), as in Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2.

The program computes the properties for one unit cell, this implies 36 total atoms
that enter the lattice free energy term and 20 Er spins that comprise the magnetic part.

5.1.1 Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2

As previously said, these compounds serve as test cases and also allow to examine
the differences between the results in the literature that do approximations to the
lattice free energy, and the results obtained from the program, which includes the full
description of the lattice free energy, as well as, a correct description of the energy due
to the magnetization (see Appendix B).

The Figs. 5.1a and 5.1b show the total free energy of both structures for the two
compounds. It can be seen that the O(I) structure is the stable one at low temperatures,
which is a consequence of the lower free energy at 0 K. Furthermore, the transition
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Table 5.1 Magnetic, lattice and electronic parameters for the Gd5Si2Ge2, Tb5Si2Ge2
and Er5Si4 compounds. The parameters for Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2 are reported in
[17]. The values of the Curie temperatures, Debye temperatures and energy difference
at 0 K for Er5Si4 are the ones obtained in previous chapters.

Composition Gd5Si2Ge2 Tb5Si2Ge2 Er5Si4
gJ 7/2 6 6/5
J 2 3/2 15/2
T M

C 251 K 112K 30 K

T O(I)
C 308 K 200 K 38.5 K

ΘM
D 250 K 153 K 200 K*

Θ
O(I)
D 278 K 170 K 175 K*

∆F(T = 0 K) 0.36 eV 0.11 eV 0.1144(2) eV

*Estimated values.

temperatures, T Gd
S = 290.9 K and T T b

S = 117.2 K are slightly higher than the reported
values using the same model but with approximations, T Gd

S = 265 K [37] and T T b
S =

92.2 K [38] and are also higher than the experimental values as well, T Gd
S = 276 K

[21] and T T b
S = 105 K [56].

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.1 Free energies and transition temperatures, TS, of (a) Gd5Si2Ge2 and (b)
Tb5Si2Ge2 for one unit cell.

There is a difference of approximately 25 K between the literature and these results,
which obviously come from the incomplete description of the lattice free energy and
the incorrect formula for the magnetization energy.

It was then studied the dependence of the transition temperature, TS, with applied
magnetic field (see Fig. 5.2a). This revealed an increasing non-linear behavior for the
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Gd, which is expected because the magnetic field promotes the high magnetization
phase by aligning the spins, but for the case of Tb, this is not verified, what is
observed is an extremely small increase of 0.1 K of the transition followed by an
incomprehensible steep decrease and then returning again to a risingTS at roughly 12
T.

Additionally, the calculated value of dTS/dB = 4.25 K/T between 8 and 24 T for
Gd, is in good agreement with the experimentally observed value of 5−6 K/T [4].

To better understand the nature of the TS in Tb5Si2Ge2, its dependence with the
energy difference at 0 K, ∆F , was also examined (see Fig. 5.2b). The first thing that
can be seen is that the drop in TS disappears around ∆F = 0.16 eV and at 0 T, the TS

increases to around 127 K, which is a significant increment of ∼ 10 K. These results
show the importance of computing the ∆F with a great accuracy since just 0.05 eV of
difference produce completely different results.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2 (a) Dependence of the transition temperature, TS, with applied magnetic field
for Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2. (b) Dependence of TS with applied magnetic field for
several values of free energy difference at 0 K, ∆F .

The temperature dependence of magnetization for both cases are plotted in Figs.
5.3a and 5.3b. Both the magnetizations of the M and O(I) phases are calculated, as
well as the expected magnetization by including the phase transition. The results are
in good agreement with the experimental results reported in Ref. [57].

The entropy variation of the MCE was investigated for the case of Gd5Si2Ge2 (see
Fig. 5.4). The total entropy change represents the sums of the magnetic and lattice
terms. For this compound, it can be seen that the lattice contribution remains the same
and only the temperature span increases with magnetic field because the transition
temperature is being pushed to higher values. On the other hand, the magnetic entropy
change increases with increasing variation of magnetic field and it presents a slope,
this is because at 0 T, the system is in the PM state and therefore, its magnetic entropy
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.3 Reduced magnetization, σ(T,B), of (a) Gd5Si2Ge2 and (b) Tb5Si2Ge2. The
black, red and blue curves correspond to applied magnetic fields of 0, 2 and 5 T
respectively. The solid curves represent the behavior of the stable phase at a given
temperature and applied magnetic field.

is maximized, however, at 5 T the system transitions to the O(I) phase which is FM and
the rising temperature forces the randomization of the spins, increasing the entropy to
the thermodynamic limit.

An interesting result is the fact that the magnetic entropy changes obtained, −8.55
and −11.72 J/kg K for 2 and 5 T respectively, agree reasonably with the reported
results of approximately 12 and 15 J/kg K, but it still remains to explain the larger
temperature range of ∼ 10 and ∼ 30 K obtained experimentally [21].

This enables to conclude that to achieve a high MCE in Gd, assuming that the
magnetic field variation is done from and to 0 T, the system must be at a temperature
above the TS(B = 0 T) = 290 K and apply a magnetic field high enough to induce the
transition since the figure clearly shows a range of temperatures in which there is still
a large entropy change for the 5 T. It is also observed that the MCE is maximum, the
closer the system is to the TS = 290 K.

5.1.2 Er5Si4

The Er5Si4 system is an interesting case study to test this model since it is peculiar when
compared with other members of the family by having the structural and magnetic
transition almost 200 K apart and its low and high stable structures are switched,
i.e., the M is the stable phase at low temperatures while the O(I) is stable at high
temperatures. Although little theoretical publications on this particular compound,
the community is performing several investigations to unveil the real nature of this
particular system.
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Fig. 5.4 Total, magnetic and lattice variations of entropy with temperature for the
Gd5Si2Ge2 compound. The red curves corresponds to a variation from 0 → 2 T and
the blue curves to a variation from 0 → 5 T.

The model correctly predicts the M as the stable structure at low temperatures as
expected from the discussion in Chapter 4 and reveals a transition temperature at 209
K despite the uncertainty in the Debye temperatures. Nevertheless, it was verified that
an increase of 100 and 80 K in ΘM

D and Θ
O(I)
D respectively, still managed to predict a

transition at 206 K. This leads one to expect that the model can indeed explain the
pure structural transition in this system that has never been disclosed.

It should be noticed that for this particular compound, the TS is extremely sensitive
to the ΘD’s, therefore, determining these parameters is crucial. For that, it is known
that at low temperatures, the Debye temperature calculated from elastic constants is the
same as the one from heat capacity measurements because the vibrational excitations
arise entirely from acoustic vibrations. Thus, it can be estimated from the average
sound velocity, which in turn can be computed with first principles in WIEN2k. Adding
to this, the Hubbard parameter is not known with an adequate precision, is varies from
5.8 to 7.6 eV. As a result, a better determination of U for the 4 f orbitals of the Er atom
could be necessary if the ΘD’s fail to describe the transition, and this could be achieved
by fitting the result from the first principles calculations to experimental values or from
constraints to the LDA simulations.

If these improvements are still not able to describe the transition, another factor
that can influence this behavior is a temperature dependence of the electronic free
energy. This hypothesis comes from assuming that only the magnetic, lattice and
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Fig. 5.5 Temperature dependence of the free energy of both phases for the compound
Er5Si4.

electronic terms are responsible for the transition and if so, we know that in this model,
the magnetic part does not contribute to the transition since both Curie temperatures
are below 40 K and therefore, the magnetic free energy difference of the two phases
is zero because they are PM in the range of the phase transition (∼ 200 K). Likewise,
from the discussion above, it is observed that a physically impossible value for the
Debye temperature of the O(I) phase is needed. Thus, it remains the assumption that
the electronic free energy term is constant, which might be a wrong guess for this
specific system.

If the above mentioned methodologies are still insufficient to explain the structural
transition, the model could be expanded to include crystal field interactions. This might
be an important factor because magnetization measurements on single crystal reported
in Ref. [55], showed a complex magnetic behavior when the magnetic field is applied
along the hard directions, exhibiting a multi step-like behavior. They associated these
results to the energy-level splitting produced by the crystal electric field.



Chapter 6

Dynamics of Phase Transition

This chapter is devoted to the development and study of a model on the evolution
of the phase transition. It is based on probabilities of transition between the several
metastable states of a system and for that, a numerical program was created. The
investigation was performed for an hypothetical system with similar parameters as
Tb5Si2Ge2 to test its validity and it was also possible to compare it to Tb5Si2Ge2

despite not being the same.

6.1 Evolution of Phase Transition

In this section, it is attempted to understand the complex behavior of the magnetocaloric
materials by implementing a model based on transitions between the minimums of the
thermodynamic state function and this leads naturally to hysteresis curves.

6.1.1 Hysteresis

Of the several mechanism that give rise to hysteresis, the one considered in the
proposed model is the phase coexistence and its kinetics under a magnetic-field
sweeping and this can be the reason for the difference between the experiment and the
model. Other sources of hysteresis are: the difference in the unit cell volume of the
low and high temperature phases causing strain in the system, incorrect stoichiometry,
magnetic domain formation when transforming to the ferromagnetic state, etc [58].

6.1.2 Model

The proposed model is based on the probabilities of transition between the minimums
of the relevant state function. Each minimum has a certain number, Ni, of elements
with their respective order parameter and the probability of transition is assumed to be
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proportional to the probability of the element being in the peak of the state function.
This is based on previous work made in shape memory alloys [59, 60].

In this work, the external variables are temperature, T , volume, V , number of
particles, N, and the magnetic field, B. As a result, the relevant state function is the
free energy with magnetization as the order parameter and in our case, the unit cell is
considered to be the basic element.

To obtain the magnetic free energy as a function of magnetization, we have that
the result obtained from the MFA for the magnetization:

σ = BJ

(
gJµBJ
kBT

[
B

λMS
+σ

])
, (6.1)

must be the solution to ∂FM/∂σ = 0, more precisely, the minimum, this means that:

∂FM

∂σ
= σ −BJ

(
gJµBJ
kBT

[
B

λMS
+σ

])
= 0, (6.2)

and integrating we get:
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+
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3
2
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(
B

λMS
+σ

)]
+C, (6.3)

where C is a constant such that the absolute minimum of the free energy equals the
average free energy (see Eq. 1.30). The sign of the equation must be such that
the Brillouin solutions for the magnetization are the minimums and also, when the
magnetization tends to plus or minus infinity, the free energy must tend to infinity to
have a physical meaning. Another point to consider is that reduced magnetization,
σ , is no longer a function of temperature and magnetic field, it is an independent
variable, what depends on the temperature and magnetic field are the magnetizations
corresponding to the minimums of the free energy.

Now, adding the lattice and electronic terms we get the total free energy, for one
structure, as a function of magnetization, F(σ ,T,B) = FM(σ ,T,B)+FL(T )+FE .

Since there are 2 structures competing, the system’s free energy for a given magne-
tization, temperature and magnetic field will be the one from the structure with the
lowest free energy (see Fig. 6.1). This is because thermodynamically, the system tends
to minimize its free energy, therefore, we expect the system’s stable phase to be the
one with lowest free energy.

To model the transitions, it is assumed that each minimum behaves as a separate
system with its own number of unit cells, Ni, in its own respective magnetization range
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Fig. 6.1 Scheme of the free energy curves as functions of the reduced magnetization
for both phases and the expected stable phase.

(see Fig. 6.1), and if that is the case, then it is assumed that the probability of a unit
cell transitioning from one minimum to another is proportional to the probability of a
unit cell being on top of the peak (see Fig. 6.1).

The probability of a unit cell having a given free energy is:

p(σ ,T,B) =
e−βF(σ ,T,B)

∑σ e−βF(σ ,T,B)
(6.4)

were the sum is over the appropriate magnetization range.

Finally, depending on the number of minimums that exist and the minimums, the
system of equations for the rate of change of the fractions1 is different. Knowing
which minimum is which, is important because an applied magnetic field can lead to
the appearance or disappearance of a minimum modifying the equations.

To illustrate this, consider the case of Fig. 6.1. It is at0 K and 0 applied magnetic
field, there are 3 minimums and consequently there are 4 possible transition, from
the left minimum to the middle (2− → 1) and vice-versa (1 → 2−), from the right

1The fractions are used instead of the number of unit cells for convenience.
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minimum to the middle one (2+ → 1) and vice-versa (1 → 2+). These probabilities
are as follow:

p2−→1 =
e−βF(σ−

t ,T,B)

∑
σ
−
t

σ=−1 e−βF(σ ,T,B)
(6.5)

p1→2− =
e−βF(σ−

t ,T,B)

∑
σ
+
t

σ=σ
−
t

e−βF(σ ,T,B)
(6.6)

p1→2+ =
e−βF(σ+

t ,T,B)

∑
σ
+
t

σ=σ
−
t

e−βF(σ ,T,B)
(6.7)

p2+→1 =
e−βF(σ+

t ,T,B)

∑
1
σ=σ

−
t

e−βF(σ ,T,B)
, (6.8)

where the temperature and/or the magnetic field depend on time.

Then, the rate of change of the phase fractions, z2− = N2−/N, z1 = N1/N, z2+ =

N2+/N, is given by:

ż2− =−p2−→1z2− + p1→2−z1 (6.9)

ż1 = p2−→1z2− − p1→2−z1 − p1→2+z1 + p2+→1z2+ (6.10)

ż2+ = p1→2+z1 − p2+→1z2+. (6.11)

Due to the constraint z2+ + z1 + z2− = 1 and since the equation for z1 is the hardest,
the system is reduced to two ordinary differential equations for z2− and z2+ .

After having the fractions for every point in time, the magnetization at a given
instant is:

σ(t) = ∑
n

σn(T (t),B(t))zn(t), (6.12)

where the n can go from 1 to 4 minimums, σn and zn are the reduced magnetization
and fraction, respectively, of the minimum n at the given time.

The importance of keeping track of the minimums can be explained in this example
because the 3 minimums shown are from the positive and negative ferromagnetic
phases of structure 2 and the middle minimum is from the paramagnetic phase of struc-
ture 1, on the other hand, there are cases that have 3 minimums but they correspond,
e.g., again to the two ferromagnetic phases of structure 2 and the middle minimum
might be from the positive ferromagnetic phase of structure 1.
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6.2 Numerical Results

For the study of this model of phase transition dynamics a program was developed
(see Appendix A/Hysteresis.py).

Applying the model with the same parameters of Tb5Si2Ge2 but with a free energy
difference at 0 K of 0.43 eV we get the results shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3.

It can be seen that our model of phase transitions at 190, 200 and 215 K curves are
similar to the experimental measurements obtained at 109, 124 and 131 K [38]. It is
interesting to see that the curves agree in terms of relative saturation magnetization,
width of the hysteresis cycles and the shift of the hysteresis to higher magnetic fields.

Fig. 6.2 Hysteresis curves for several temperatures. Only the first quadrant is plotted.

The phase fractions are also important because they provide a lot of insight into
the behavior of the competing phases. The results in Figs. 6.3b, 6.3c and 6.3d show
3 competing phases, the PM state of the M phase and the positive and negative FM
states of the O(I) phase. The FMM

− and FMM
+ states do not contribute because the

temperatures are above the T M
C = 112 K, and therefore, the M is in the PM state at 0

T, and the magnetic field is not high enough to induce those phases. Observing the
figures, it can be clearly identified a transition between the PM and FM states by the
sharp rise/fall of the phase fractions.

From these results, the width of the hysteresis cycle is due to the fact that at lower
temperatures the FM states are more stable and thus, last longer. This is also, related to
the shift of the hysteresis to higher magnetic fields because if we identify the transition
as the point where there is the same amount of PM and FM fractions, then, from the
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(a) Applied magnetic field. (b) Evolution of the phase fractions at 190 K.

(c) Evolution of the phase fractions at 200 K. (d) Evolution of the phase fractions at 215 K.

Fig. 6.3 The FMO(I)
− and FMO(I)

+ correspond to the negative and positive FM states of
the O(I) phase and FMM

− and FMM
+ correspond to the FM state of the M phase and

PMM corresponds to the PM state of the M phase.

figures it can be seen that by raising the temperature, this crossing happens for instants
where the magnetic field is higher.

Although the results presented do not correspond to the Tb5Si2Ge2 case, this
analysis does not intend to explain this system but to show that this model describes
metamagnetic transitions.



Conclusions

The thesis aims to elaborate a thermodynamics-based model to explain FOPTs as well
as their dynamics.

In general, the proposed objectives have been achieved through the development
of two software to describe the FOPTs. The software developed is based on the
MFA for the magnetic term, the Debye model for the lattice contribution and an extra
constant related to the energy difference of both competing structures at 0 K. One of the
programs can predict whether a structural transition occurs, as well as its temperature.
It allows to extract the distinct entropies affecting the system (namely magnetic and
lattice) and also, the applied magnetic field dependence of the TS. The model was able
very satisfactorily to describe the transition temperatures, magnetization and entropy
variation of Gd5Si2Ge2 but for the case of Tb5Si2Ge2, it could only to explain the
transition temperature.

A thorough study was performed on the properties of the Er5Si4 compound at
0 K through first principles simulations which confirmed the M phase as the stable
structure at low temperatures.

Furthermore, a sample of Er5Si4 was synthesized by arc-melting and it was verified
the formation of four phases: Er5Si4-O(I), Er5Si3, ErSi and Er5Si4-M. The percentage
of the expected phase, Er5Si4-O(I), was insufficient even after performing an annealing
resulting in about 30% of the total, and although it favours the 5:4 phases, their ratio
remains the same unlike in the case of Gd5Si2Ge2 [17].

Despite this, with the data from another sample provided, it was possible with the
proposed method 1.3.1, to determine the Curie temperature of the O(I) phase which
came to confirm the reported values [55, 13].

The model was also used in the case of Er5Si4, which revealed that it can explain the
pure structural transition with a temperature of 209 K which is in good agreement with
experiment. Nonetheless, this is a preliminary result because the Debye temperatures
were estimated to be similar to the cases of Gd5Si2Ge2 and Tb5Si2Ge2 and thus, they
need to be determined and with good accuracy since the TS is greatly influenced by
these parameters.
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In addition, a numerical study was initiated based on a model of free energies
(see Chapter 6) to describe the dynamics of metamagnetic transitions induced by an
applied magnetic field. This is essential to understand the hysteresis in magnetocaloric
materials that is of great interest for the implementation of technological devices
because this phenomenon represents losses for cooling applications.

In summary, the created program allows to explain relatively simple materials and
extract several properties such as: the transition temperature, magnetization, entropy
changes, etc.

As for future work, the problem of the phase transition in the Er5Si4 system is still
open, and for this, the Debye temperatures of both structures need to be accurately
determined for which there are several methods: experimentally by specific heat,
Seebeck effect or thermal expansion measurements; or theoretically by using WIEN2k.
The Hubbard parameters for the 4 f orbitals of the Er atoms might need to be thoroughly
studied, namely by fitting the parameter to experimental results or from constraints to
the LDA simulations. If this is unable to describe the transition, then the next step is
to understand better the electronic contribution and discover if it has a non-constant
weight in the free energies that could affect significantly the behavior. Finally, a
crystal field term can be added to account for the anisotropic effects observed. This
is set as the last task because of its complexity and the requirement to know more
extra parameters such as the Stevens coefficient, which can be obtained by advanced
techniques such as inelastic neutron scattering. Moreover, the symmetry of this system
is complex since it presents up to 8 site-symmetry in the 36 atoms unit cell.

Concerning the sample synthesized, it can be improved because the performed
annealing lead to an increase of the 5:4 phases, thus, another annealing can be made
but with a duration of 24 to 36 hours, followed by a nitrogen quench to assist the
crystallization.

The created program for the phase transition dynamics is still under development.
Nevertheless, another approach includes an attempt frequency (diffusion term) for
every transition, the major drawback being these unknown attempt frequencies.

Finally, there are still many more cases to be tested using the thermodynamics
model such as manganites, LaFeSi, MgAs, etc, in short, materials presenting GMCE.
The model and the program can also be expanded to consider other types of magnetic
transition besides the order-disorder PM-FM transition like AFM, Ferri, etc, increasing
the set of compounds to test.
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Appendix A

Program Code

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Tue Apr 05 00:02:29 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9

10

11 #

==============================================================================

12 # Constants

13 #

==============================================================================

14

15 # Boltzmann Constant

16 k_B = 8.6173324*(10**(-5)) # eV K^-1

17

18

19 # Bohr magneton

20 mu_B = 5.7883818066*(10**(-5)) # eV T^-1

21

22

23 #

==============================================================================

24 # Parameters

25 #

==============================================================================

26

27 # Gd5Si2Ge2 -> 1

28 # Tb5Si2Ge2 -> 2

29 # Er5Si4 -> 3
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30

31 Material = 2

32

33 if Material == 1: ## Gd5Si2Ge2

34

35 # Total Angular Momentum , J

36 J1 = 7/2.

37 J2 = 7/2.

38

39 # g-factor

40 gJ = 2.

41

42

43 # Curie Temperature , in Kelvin

44 TC1 = 251. # M

45 TC2 = 308. # O(I)

46

47

48 # Debye temperatures , in Kelvin

49 theta_D1 = 250. # M

50 theta_D2 = 278. # O(I)

51

52

53 # Free Energies at 0 K, in eV

54 F01 = 0.36 # M

55 F02 = 0. # O(I)

56

57 # Conversion from eV/K to J/Kg K to plot entropy changes.

58 Conv = 24419.523 # Conversion from eV/K to J/Kg K.

59

60

61

62 if Material == 2: ## Tb5Si2Ge2

63

64 # Total Angular Momentum , J

65 J1 = 6.

66 J2 = 6.

67

68 # g-factor

69 gJ = 3/2.

70

71

72 # Curie Temperature , in Kelvin

73 TC1 = 112. # M

74 TC2 = 200. # O(I)

75

76

77 # Debye temperatures , in Kelvin

78 theta_D1 = 153. # M

79 theta_D2 = 170. # O(I)

80

81

82 # Internal Energies of Lattice , in eV

83 F01 = 0.18 #0.11 # M

84 F02 = 0. # O(I)
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85

86

87 if Material == 3: ## Er5Si4

88

89 # Total Angular Momentum , J

90 J1 = 15/2.

91 J2 = 15/2.

92

93 # g-factor

94 gJ = 6/5.

95

96

97 # Curie Temperature , in Kelvin

98 TC1 = 30. # M

99 TC2 = 38.5 # O(I)

100

101

102 # Debye temperatures , in Kelvin

103 theta_D1 = 407.168#407.168 #385. # M

104 theta_D2 = 5 #385. #407.168 # O(I)

105

106

107 # Internal Energies of Lattice , in eV

108 F01 = 0. # M

109 F02 = 7.9158/1. # O(I) 0.02973

110

111

112 if Material == 4: ## Gd5Ge4

113

114 # Total Angular Momentum , J

115 J1 = 7/2.

116 J2 = 7/2.

117

118 # g-factor

119 gJ = 2.

120

121

122 # Curie Temperature , in Kelvin

123 TC1 = 35. # O(II)

124 TC2 = 245. # O(I)

125

126

127 # Debye temperatures , in Kelvin

128 theta_D1 = 250. # O(II)

129 theta_D2 = 278. # O(I)

130

131

132 # Free Energies at 0 K, in eV

133 F01 = 0. # O(II)

134 F02 = 0.3 # O(I)

135

136

137 #

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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138

139

140 # Number of Magnetic Moments in Primitive Cell

141 Nm = 20.

142

143 # Number of Atoms in Primitive Cell

144 N = 36.

145

146

147 # Initial , Final and Step Temperatures , in Kelvin

148 Ti = 1.

149 Tf = 350.

150 delta_T = 0.5

151 Tf = Tf + delta_T

152

153 # Initial , Final and Step Applied Magnetic Fields , in Tesla

154 Bi = 0.

155 Bf = 10.

156 delta_B = 20.

157 #Bf = Bf + delta_B

158

159 # Variances of Curie Temperatures

160 Var1 = 1.

161 Var2 = 2.

162

163

164 #

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

165 # Parameters for the Hysteresis.py

166 B0 = 15.

167 T0 = 140.

168 w = 2*np.pi /1000.

169 t0 = 25.

170

171 dt = 1.

172 Delta_t = np.arange (0., 4000. , dt)

173

174

175 # Reduced Magnetization

176 dsigma = 1e-3 # recomended 1e-5 ?

177 sig = np.arange(-1., 1.+dsigma , dsigma)

178

179

180 #

==============================================================================

181 # Other Variables (used in the program)

182 #

==============================================================================

183

184 # Temperature interval , in Kelvin

185 Delta_T = np.arange(Ti , Tf , delta_T)

186
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187

188 # Temperature interval , in Kelvin

189 Delta_B = np.arange(Bi , Bf , delta_B)

190 #Delta_B = np.array ([0., 2., 5.])

191

192 # Domain , Grid with Temperature and Magnetic Field Values

193 TT, BB = np.meshgrid(Delta_T , Delta_B)

194

195

196 # Curie Constants divided by Vacuum Permeability (C/mu_0)

197 C1 = (mu_B**2.)*Nm*(gJ**2.)*J1*(J1 + 1.) /(3.*k_B)

198 C2 = (mu_B**2.)*Nm*(gJ**2.)*J2*(J2 + 1.) /(3.*k_B)

199

200

201 # Parameter of the strength of the Molecular Field , lambda

202 lamb1 = TC1/C1

203 lamb2 = TC2/C2

Appendix1/Variables.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Mon Apr 04 17:03:14 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 from scipy.optimize import fsolve

10 from scipy.optimize import fmin

11

12 import FreeEnergy as free

13 from Variables import *

14

15 #

==============================================================================

16 # Functions

17 #

==============================================================================

18

19

20 def Brillouin(T, B, J, TC , lamb):

21 """ Brillouin function. Calculates the reduced magnetization.

22

23 Parameters

24 ----------

25 T : scalar , 2D array

26 An array with the temperatures.

27 B : scalar , 2D array

28 An array with the magnetic fields.

29 J : scalar

30 Value of angular momentum.
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31 TC : scalar

32 Value of Curie temperature.

33 lamb : scalar

34 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

35

36

37 Returns

38 --------

39 y : scalar , array

40 An array with the values of the reduced magnetization.

41 """

42

43 # Function for the computation of sigma

44 def B_J(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

45 h = B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J)

46 y = 3.*J/(J+1.)*(h + sigma)*TC/T

47 return sigma - (2.*J + 1.) /(2.*J*np.tanh ((2.*J+1.)*y/(2.

*J))) + 1./(2.*J*np.tanh(y/(2*J)))

48

49 sigma = np.zeros_like(T) # variable that stores the values

50

51 if sigma.shape == (): # if T and B are scalars

52 is_negative = False # For negative fields

53 if B < 0:

54 is_negative = True

55 B = -1*B # Change sign , do calculations por positive

magnetic field

56

57 sigma = fsolve(B_J , 0.5, args=(T, B, J, TC, lamb))

58 if is_negative:

59 sigma = -1.*sigma

60

61 else: # if T and B are a 2D array

62 B_range , T_range = sigma.shape

63 for i in range(B_range): # calculate reduced

magnetization for each temperature and magnetic field

64 b = B[i,0]

65

66 is_negative = False # For negative fields

67 if b < 0:

68 is_negative = True

69 b = -1*b # Change sign , do calculations por

positive magnetic field

70

71 for j in range(T_range):

72 sig_sol = fsolve(B_J , 0.5, args=(T[0,j], b, J,

TC , lamb)) # magnetization

73

74 if is_negative:

75 sigma[i,j] = -1.*sig_sol # if B < 0, change

signal back to negative

76 else:

77 sigma[i,j] = sig_sol # if B >= 0

78



77

79 return sigma

80

81

82

83

84

85 # Reduced Magnetization of the Stable Phase

86 def Brillouin_stable(T, B):

87 """ Computes the magnetization of the system considering the

phase transition

88

89 Parameters

90 ----------

91 T : scalar , 2D array

92 Temperature.

93 B : scalar , 2D array

94 Magnetic fields.

95

96 Returns

97 ---------

98 y : scalar , 2D array

99 Magnetization corresponding to the stable phase.

100 """

101 sigma1 = Brillouin(T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1) # magnetization of

structure 1

102 sigma2 = Brillouin(T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2) # magnetization of

structure 2

103

104 F1 = free.F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) # free

energy of phase 1

105 F2 = free.F(T, B, J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2) # free

energy of phase 2

106

107 F_cross_index2 = (F1 > F2).astype(int) # determine index

where F1 > F2

108 F_cross_index1 = (F1 < F2).astype(int) # determine index

where F1 < F2

109

110 sigma_stable = F_cross_index1*sigma1 + F_cross_index2*sigma2

# magnetization of stable phase

111

112 return sigma_stable

113

114

115

116 # Gaussian Distribution

117 def Gauss(T, mu , var): # T - Variable , mu - Average , var -

Variance

118 """ Gaussian/normal distribution normalized to 1.

119

120 Parameters

121 ---------

122 T : array

123 Temperatures.

124 mu : scalar
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125 Average temperature.

126 var : scalar

127 Variance of the temperature.

128

129 Returns

130 -------

131 y : array

132 Gaussian/normal distribution.

133 """

134 return 1./np.sqrt(2*np.pi*var)*np.exp(-1.*((T - mu)**2.) /(2.

*var))

135

136

137 # Reduced Magnetization with Gaussian Distribution of Tc's

138 def Brillouin_Gauss(T, B, J, TC , lamb , var):

139 """ Reduced magnetization for several Curie temperatures

140 with a normal distribution.

141

142 Parameters

143 ---------

144 T : 2D array

145 Temperatures.

146 B : 2D array

147 Magnetic fields.

148 J : scalar

149 Total angular momentum.

150 TC : scalar

151 Value of the average Curie temperature.

152 lamb : scalar

153 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

154

155

156 Returns

157 -------

158 y : 2D array

159 Reduced magnetization.

160 """

161

162 TCs = np.where(Gauss(T[0], TC, var) > 0.05*Gauss(TC, TC, var

))[0] # index of temperatures

163

164 TCs = T[0][ TCs [0]: TCs [ -1]+1] # temperatures

165

166 sigma = np.zeros(np.shape(T))

167 for tc in TCs:

168 sigma += Gauss(tc, TC, var)*Brillouin(T, B, J, TC, lamb)

169

170 return sigma

171

172

173 # Magnetic Susceptibility

174 def Susceptibility(T, B, J, TC , lamb):

175 sigma = Brillouin(T, B, J, TC , lamb)

176
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177 mu_0 = 4.*np.pi*(10**(-7))

178

179 return mu_0*sigma/B

180

181

182

183 # Reduced Magnetization as a Function of Applied Field on

Heating

184 def RedMag_heat(T, B):

185 """ Reduced magnetization as a function of magnetic field on

heating.

186

187 Parameters

188 ---------

189 T : 2D array

190 Temperatures.

191 B : 2D array

192 Magnetic fields

193

194 Returns

195 -------

196 y : 2D array

197 Reduced magnetization on heating.

198 """

199 sigmaheat = np.zeros_like(T)

200

201 B_range , T_range = T.shape

202 for i in range(B_range):

203 sigma_guess = 1. #initial guess when heating , assuming

it starts at low temperatures

204 for j in range(T_range):

205 sol = fmin(free.F_totstable_vs_M , sigma_guess , args

=(T[0,j], B[i,0]), full_output =1, disp =0)

206 sigma_guess = sol [0] # new guess = last

magnetization

207 sigmaheat[i,j] = sol [0] # value of free energy at

local minimum

208

209 return sigmaheat

210

211

212 # Reduced Magnetization as a Function of Applied Field on

Cooling

213 def RedMag_cool(T, B):

214 """ Reduced magnetization as a function of magnetic field on

cooling.

215

216 Parameters

217 ---------

218 T : 2D array

219 Temperatures.

220 B : 2D array

221 Magnetic fields

222

223 Returns
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224 -------

225 y : 2D array

226 Reduced magnetization on cooling.

227 """

228 sigmacool = np.zeros_like(T)

229

230 B_range , T_range = T.shape

231 for i in range(B_range):

232 sigma_guess = 0. #initial guess when cooling , assuming

it starts at high temperatures

233 for j in range(T_range -1,-1,-1):

234 sol = fmin(free.F_totstable_vs_M , sigma_guess , args

=(T[0,j], B[i,0]), full_output =1, disp =0)

235 sigma_guess = sol [0] + 0.001 # new guess = last

magnetization

236 sigmacool[i,j] = sol[0] # value of free energy at

local minimum

237

238 return sigmacool

239

240

241

242

243 if __name__ == "__main__":

244

245 print '\t Profiling ...'

246 import cProfile

247 import Profiling as Prof

248 import os

249 file_name = "Profile_Output\ " + str(os.path.basename(

__file__)) + '_Profile_Output '

250 cProfile.runctx('Brillouin_stable(T, B)', {'Brillouin_stable

':Brillouin_stable ,'T':TT, 'B':BB}, {}, filename = file_name)

251 Prof.save_profiling(file_name , sort='cumtime ')

Appendix1/Magnetization.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Tue Apr 19 21:08:56 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 from scipy.integrate import quad

10 from scipy.optimize import fmin

11

12 import Magnetization as mag

13 import Entropy as ent

14 from Variables import *

15 import FreeEnergy as free

16

17
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18 #

==============================================================================

19 # Functions

20 #

==============================================================================

21

22 # Lattice Energy of one Atom

23 def E_L(T, theta_D):

24 """ Computes the lattice energy.

25

26 Parameters

27 ---------

28 T : array

29 Temperatures.

30 theta_D : scalar

31 Debye temperature.

32

33 Returns

34 -------

35 y : array

36 Lattice energy.

37 """

38 # Function in the integral

39 def f(x):

40 return (x**3.)/(np.exp(x) - 1.)

41

42 integral = np.zeros(T.shape) # variable that stores the

values

43

44 for i,t in enumerate(T): # calculate the integral for each

temperature

45 integral[i] = quad(f, 0., theta_D/t)[0]

46

47 return k_B*(9./8.*theta_D + 9.*theta_D*((T/theta_D)**4.)*

integral)

48

49

50 # Magnetic Energy of one Moment

51 def E_M(T, B, J, TC , lamb):

52 """ Computes the magnetic energy.

53

54 Parameters

55 ---------

56 T : 2D array

57 Temperatures.

58 B : 2D array

59 Magnetic fields.

60 J : scalar

61 Total angular momentum.

62 TC : scalar

63 Curie temperature.

64 lamb : scalar
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65 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

66

67 Returns

68 -------

69 y : array

70 Magnetic energy.

71 """

72 sigma = mag.Brillouin(T, B, J, TC, lamb) # reduced

magnetization

73

74 return -gJ*mu_B*J*B*sigma - 3.*J/(J + 1.)*k_B*TC*(sigma**2.)

75

76

77 # Total Energy of Unit Cell

78 def E_tot(T, B, J, TC , lamb , theta_D , F0):

79

80 el = np.ones(np.shape(T))*E_L(Delta_T , theta_D)

81

82 return F0 + Nm*E_M(T, B, J, TC, lamb) + N*el

83

84

85 # Magnetic Energy as a function of Magnetization

86 def E_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

87 """ Computes the magnetic energy as a function of the reduced

magnetization.

88

89 Parameters

90 ---------

91 sigma : array

92 Reduced magnetization.

93 T : scalar

94 Temperatures.

95 B : scalar

96 Magnetic fields.

97 J : scalar

98 Total angular momentum.

99 TC : scalar

100 Curie temperature.

101 lamb : scalar

102 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

103

104 Returns

105 -------

106 y : array

107 Magnetic energy.

108 """

109 def f(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

110 A = np.sinh (3./(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) +

sigma)*TC/T)

111 B = np.sinh (3.*(2.*J+1.) /(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B

*J) + sigma)*TC/T)

112

113 return (sigma**2.)/2. + (J+1.) /(3.*J)*T/TC*np.log(A/B)
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114

115

116 Tt, Bb = np.meshgrid(np.array ([T]), np.array([B]))

117

118 sigma0 = mag.Brillouin(Tt , Bb , J, TC , lamb) # reduced

magnetization of average minimum

119

120 h = Bb/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) # relative field to the

saturation magnetization

121 y = 3.*J/(J+1.)*(h + sigma0)*TC/Tt

122 C = np.sinh ((2.*J + 1.)*y/(2.*J))

123 D = np.sinh(y/(2.*J))

124 F0 = -k_B*T*np.log(C/D) # free energy of average

magnetization

125

126 F1 = 3./(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) + sigma)*TC/T

127 F2 = 3.*(2.*J+1.) /(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) + sigma

)*TC/T

128

129 return (sigma**2.)/2. + 1./(2.*J)*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) +

sigma)*(1./np.tanh(F1) - (2.*J + 1.)/np.tanh(F2)) - f(sigma0 ,

T, B, J, TC, lamb) + F0

Appendix1/Energy.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Mon Apr 04 17:42:01 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10 from scipy.signal import argrelmax , argrelmin

11 from scipy.integrate import quad

12 from scipy.optimize import fmin

13

14 import Magnetization as mag

15 import Entropy as ent

16 import Energy as ener

17 from Variables import *

18

19 #

==============================================================================

20 # Functions

21 #

==============================================================================

22

23

24 def F_M(T, B, J, TC , lamb):

25 """ Magnetic free energy of 1 spin.
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26

27 Parameters

28 ----------

29 T : 2D array

30 Temepratures.

31 B : 2D array

32 Magnetic fields.

33 J : scalar

34 Total angular momentum.

35 TC : scalar

36 Curie temperature.

37 lamb : scalar

38 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

39

40 Returns

41 -------

42 y : 2D array

43 Magnetic free energy.

44 """

45 h = B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) # relative field to the saturation

magnetization

46 sigma = mag.Brillouin(T, B, J, TC, lamb) # reduced

magnetization

47 y = 3.*J/(J+1.)*(h + sigma)*TC/T

48 A = np.sinh ((2.*J + 1.)*y/(2.*J))

49 B = np.sinh(y/(2.*J))

50

51 return -T*k_B*np.log(A/B) # magnetic free energy of 1 spin

52

53

54

55 # Lattice Free Energy

56 def F_L(T, theta_D):

57 """ Free Lattice Energy according to the Debye Model.

58

59 Parameters

60 ----------

61 T : scalar , 1D array

62 Temperature.

63 theta_D : scalar

64 Debye temperature of the material

65

66 Returns

67 --------

68 y : scalar , array

69 Free Lattice Energy

70 """

71

72 # Function in the integral

73 def f(x):

74 return (x**3.)/(np.exp(x) - 1.)

75

76
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77 integral = np.zeros_like(T) # variable that stores the

values

78

79 if integral.shape == (): # if T is just a single Temperature

80 integral = quad(f, 0., theta_D/T)[0]

81 else: #if T is an array of Temperatures

82 for i,t in enumerate(T): # calculate the integral for

each temperature

83 integral[i] = quad(f, 0., theta_D/t)[0]

84

85 return k_B*(9./8.*theta_D - 3.*T*((T/theta_D)**3.)*integral

+ 3.*T*np.log(1. - np.exp(-theta_D/T)))

86

87

88

89 # Total Free Energy

90 def F2(T, B, J, TC , theta_D , F0 , lamb):

91 """ Total free energy as a functions of temperature and

magnetic field in the

92 unit cell.

93

94 Parameters

95 ---------

96 T : 2D array

97 Temperatures.

98 B : 2D array

99 Magnetic fields.

100 J : scalar

101 Total angular momentum.

102 theta_D : scalar

103 Debye temperature.

104 F0 : scalar

105 Electronic free enery at 0 K.

106 lamb : scalar

107 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

108

109 Returns

110 -------

111 y : 2D array

112 Total free energy.

113 """

114 sigma = mag.Brillouin(T, B, J, TC, lamb) # reduced

magnetization

115

116 s_M = ent.S_M(T, B, J, TC , lamb) # magnetic entropy from MFT

117

118 s_L = ent.S_L(T[0], theta_D) # lattice entropy from Debye

model

119 s_L = s_L*np.ones(np.shape(T)) # turn array into a matrix

with equal rows for matrix multiplication

120

121 f0 = F0*np.ones(T.shape)

122 F_0 = Nm*(3.*J/(J + 1.)*k_B*TC) + f0 # offset of free

energies to make F start at 0 with no magnetic field
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123

124 return F_0 + Nm*(-gJ*mu_B*J*B*sigma - 3.*J/(J + 1.)*k_B*TC*(

sigma**2.)- T*s_M) - N*T*s_L

125

126

127

128 # Free Energy (faster calculation)

129 def F(T, B, J, TC , theta_D , F0 , lamb):

130 """ Total free energy as a functions of temperature and

magnetic field in the

131 unit cell.

132

133 Parameters

134 ---------

135 T : 2D array

136 Temperatures.

137 B : 2D array

138 Magnetic fields.

139 J : scalar

140 Total angular momentum.

141 theta_D : scalar

142 Debye temperature.

143 F0 : scalar

144 Electronic free enery at 0 K.

145 lamb : scalar

146 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

147

148 Returns

149 -------

150 y : 2D array

151 Total free energy.

152 """

153 f_M = F_M(T, B, J, TC , lamb) # magnetic free energy of 1

spin

154

155 f_L = F_L(T[0], theta_D)*np.ones_like(T) # lattice free

energy of 1 atom

156

157 h = B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) # relative field to the saturation

magnetization

158 F_0 = Nm*(3.*J/(J + 1.)*(0. + 1.)*k_B*TC) - N*k_B*9./8.*

theta_D + F0 # offset of free energies to make F start at F0

159

160 return Nm*f_M + N*f_L + F_0

161

162

163

164 def transition_temp(T, B, *args):

165 """ Calculates the transition temperatures.

166

167 Parameters

168 ----------

169 T : 2D array

170 Temperature
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171 B : 2D array

172 Applied Magnetic Field

173 args : tuple

174 Total free energies of both structures , (F1,F2)

175

176 Returns

177 ----------

178 y : tuple

179 Transition temperatures.

180 """

181 Ts = np.zeros_like(B[:,0])

182

183 if not args: # if the free energies weren 't calculated

184 diff = F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) - F(T, B,

J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2)

185 else: # if the free energies are passed

186 diff = args [0] - args [1]

187

188 for j in range(T.shape [0]):

189 for i in range(T.shape [1] - 1):

190 if diff[j,i] == 0. or diff[j,i] * diff[j,i + 1] <

0.:

191 # crossover at i

192 Ts[j] = TT[0,i]

193

194 return Ts

195

196

197 # Free energy of the Stable Phase

198 def F_stable(T, B):

199 """ Free energy following the stable phase.

200

201 Parameters

202 ----------

203 T : 2D array

204 Temperatures.

205 B : 2D array

206 Magnetic fields.

207

208 Returns

209 -------

210 y : Stable free energy.

211 """

212 F1 = F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) # free energy of

pahse 1

213 F2 = F(T, B, J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2) # free energy of

phase 2

214

215 return np.minimum(F1 ,F2)

216

217

218

219

220

221 # Magnetic Free Energy as a function of Magnetization
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222 def F_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

223 """ Magnetic Free Energy as a functio of Reduced

Magnetization.

224

225 Parameters

226 ----------

227 sigma : scalar , 2D array

228 Reduced Magnetization.

229 T : scalar , 2D array

230 Temperature.

231 B : scalar , 2D array

232 Applied Magnetic Field.

233 J : scalar

234 Total Angular Momentum.

235 TC : scalar

236 Curie Temperature.

237 lamb : scalar

238 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

239

240 Returns

241 --------

242 y : scalar , array

243 Magnetic Free Energy

244 """

245

246 def f(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

247 A = np.sinh (3./(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) +

sigma)*TC/T)

248 B = np.sinh (3.*(2.*J+1.) /(2.*(J+1.))*(B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B

*J) + sigma)*TC/T)

249

250 return (sigma**2.)/2. + (J+1.) /(3.*J)*T/TC*np.log(A/B)

251

252

253 sigma0 = mag.Brillouin(T, B, J, TC , lamb) # reduced

magnetization of average minimum

254

255 h = B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) # relative field to the saturation

magnetization

256 y = 3.*J/(J+1.)*(h + sigma0)*TC/T

257 C = np.sinh ((2.*J + 1.)*y/(2.*J))

258 D = np.sinh(y/(2.*J))

259 F0 = -k_B*T*np.log(C/D) # average free energy

260

261 return f(sigma , T, B, J, TC, lamb) - f(sigma0 , T, B, J, TC ,

lamb) + F0

262

263

264 # Magnetic Free Energy of Stable Phase as a function of

Magnetization

265 def F_Mstable_vs_M(sigma , T, B):

266 """ Stable magnetic free energy as a functio of reduced

magnetization.

267
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268 Parameters

269 ----------

270 sigma : scalar , 1D array

271 Reduced Magnetization.

272 T : scalar , 1D array

273 Temperature.

274 B : scalar , 1D array

275 Applied Magnetic Field.

276

277 Returns

278 --------

279 y : scalar , array

280 Stable magnetic free energy.

281 """

282 F1 = F_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1)

283 F2 = F_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2)

284

285 return np.minimum(F1 ,F2)

286

287

288

289 # Total Free Energy as a function of Magnetization

290 def F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb , theta_D , F0):

291 """ Total free energy as a function of reduced magnetization.

292

293 Parameters

294 ----------

295 sigma : 1D array

296 Reduced magnetization , between -1 and 1.

297 T : scalar , 1D array

298 Temperature.

299 B : scalar

300 Applied magnetic field.

301 J : scalar

302 Total angular momentum.

303 TC : scalar

304 Curie temperature.

305 lamb : scalar

306 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

307 theta_D : scalar

308 Debye temperature.

309 F0 : scalar

310 Electronic free energy.

311

312 Returns

313 --------

314 y : scalar , array

315 Total free energy.

316 """

317

318 fM = F_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J, TC, lamb) # magnetic free

energy

319 fL = F_L(T, theta_D)*np.ones(np.shape(fM)) # lattice free

energy
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320 F_0 = Nm*(3.*J/(J + 1.)*1.*k_B*TC) - N*k_B*9./8.*theta_D +

F0 # offset of free energies to make F start at F0

321 return fM*Nm + N*fL + F_0

322

323

324 # Total Free Energy of Stable Phase as a function of

Magnetization

325 def F_totstable_vs_M(sigma , T, B, *args):

326 """For every magnetization (sigma), computes the minimum

between the 2 structures

327

328 Parameters

329 ----------

330 sigma : array

331 Reduced magnetization , from -1 to 1

332 T : scalar

333 Temperature

334 B : scalar

335 Applied magnetic field

336 args : tuple

337 Total free energies of both structures , (F1,F2)

338

339 Returns

340 --------

341 y : array

342 Array containing the values of the minimum free

energy.

343 """

344 if not args:

345 F1 = F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1 , theta_D1 ,

F01)

346 F2 = F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2 , theta_D2 ,

F02)

347 else:

348 F1, F2 = args

349

350 return np.minimum(F1 ,F2)

351

352

353 # Total Free Energy on Heating

354 def F_tot_stable_Heating(T, B):

355 """ Free energy of the stable phase following the metastable

minimum on heating.

356

357 Parameters

358 ---------

359 T : 2D array

360 Temperatures.

361 B : 2D array

362 Magnetic fields.

363

364 Returns

365 -------

366 y : 2D array

367 Free energy on heating.
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368 """

369 f_heat = np.zeros(np.shape(T))

370

371 Delta_B = B[:,0]

372 Delta_T = T[0]

373

374 for i in range(len(Delta_B)):

375 sigma_guess = 1. #initial guess when heating , assuming

it starts at low temperatures

376 for j in range(len(Delta_T)):

377 sol = fmin(F_totstable_vs_M , sigma_guess , args=(

Delta_T[j], Delta_B[i]), full_output =1, disp =0)

378 sigma_guess = sol [0] # new guess = last

magnetization

379 f_heat[i,j] = sol [1] # value of free energy at local

minimum

380

381 return f_heat

382

383

384 # Total Free Energy on Cooling

385 def F_tot_stable_Cooling(T, B):

386 """ Free energy of the stable phase following the metastable

minimum on cooling.

387

388 Parameters

389 ---------

390 T : 2D array

391 Temperatures.

392 B : 2D array

393 Magnetic fields.

394

395 Returns

396 -------

397 y : 2D array

398 Free energy on heating.

399 """

400 f_cool = np.zeros(np.shape(T))

401

402 for i in range(len(Delta_B)):

403 sigma_guess = 0. #initial guess when cooling , assuming

it starts at high temperatures

404 for j in range(len(Delta_T) -1,-1,-1):

405 sol = fmin(F_totstable_vs_M , sigma_guess , args=(T[i,

j], B[i,j]), full_output =1, disp =0)

406 sigma_guess = sol [0] + 0.001 # new guess = last

magnetization

407 f_cool[i,j] = sol [1] # value of free energy at local

minimum

408

409 return f_cool

410

411
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412 #

==============================================================================

413

414

415 if __name__ == "__main__":

416 import cProfile

417 import Profiling as Prof

418 import os

419 file_name = "Profile_Output\ " + str(os.path.basename(

__file__)) + '_Profile_Output '

420 cProfile.runctx('F_totstable_vs_M(sigma ,T,B)', {'

F_totstable_vs_M ':F_totstable_vs_M ,'sigma':sig , 'T': T0, 'B':

B0}, {}, filename = file_name)

421

422 Prof.save_profiling(file_name , sort='cumtime ')

423

424

425 # Free energy plots

426 f, (ax1 , ax2) = plt.subplots(2, sharex=True)

427 ax1.plot(sig , F_M_vs_M(sig , T0, 0, J1, TC1 , lamb1), label='

$F^{M}$')

428 ax1.plot(sig , F_M_vs_M(sig , T0, 0, J2, TC2 , lamb2), label='

$F^{M}$')

429 ax1.set_title('T=%f K, B=%d T' % (T0 ,0))

430

431 ax2.plot(sig , F_tot_vs_M(sig , T0, 0, J1, TC1 , lamb1 ,

theta_D1 , F01),label='$F^{tot}1$')

432 ax2.plot(sig , F_tot_vs_M(sig , T0, 0, J2, TC2 , lamb2 ,

theta_D2 , F02),label='$F^{tot}2$')

433 ax2.plot(sig , F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0 , 0), label='$F^{Tot

stable}$')

434

435 plt.setp([a.get_xticklabels () for a in f.axes[:-1]], visible

=False)

436

437 ax1.set_xlim (-1,1)

438 ax1.legend(loc=0)

439 ax2.legend(loc=0)

440 ax2.set_xlabel('Reduced Magnetization , $\sigma$ ')

441

442

443 f, (ax1 , ax2) = plt.subplots(2, sharex=True)

444 ax1.plot(sig , F_M_vs_M(sig , T0, B0, J1, TC1 , lamb1), label='

$F^{M}$')

445 ax1.plot(sig , F_M_vs_M(sig , T0, B0, J2, TC2 , lamb2), label='

$F^{M}$')

446 ax1.set_title('T=%f K, B=%d T' % (T0 ,B0))

447

448 ax2.plot(sig , F_tot_vs_M(sig , T0, B0, J1, TC1 , lamb1 ,

theta_D1 , F01),label='$F^{tot}1$')

449 ax2.plot(sig , F_tot_vs_M(sig , T0, B0, J2, TC2 , lamb2 ,

theta_D2 , F02),label='$F^{tot}2$')

450 ax2.plot(sig , F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0 , B0), label='$F^{Tot

stable}$')
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451

452 plt.setp([a.get_xticklabels () for a in f.axes[:-1]], visible

=False)

453

454 ax1.set_xlim (-1,1)

455 ax1.legend(loc=0)

456 ax2.legend(loc=0)

457 ax2.set_xlabel('Reduced Magnetization , $\sigma$ ')

458

459

460

461 f_0T = F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0 , 0.)

462 f = F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0, B0)

463

464 mins_0T = argrelmin(f_0T)[0]

465 mins = argrelmin(f)[0]

466 maxs_0T = argrelmax(f_0T)[0]

467 maxs = argrelmax(f)[0]

468

469 print mins_0T , f_0T[mins_0T], sig[mins_0T]

470 print mins , f[mins], sig[mins]

471 print maxs_0T

472 print maxs

Appendix1/FreeEnergy.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Mon Apr 04 17:04:06 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 from scipy.integrate import quad

10 import Magnetization as mag

11 import FreeEnergy as free

12 from Variables import *

13 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

14

15 #

==============================================================================

16 # Functions

17 #

==============================================================================

18

19 # Magnetic Entropy

20 def S_M(T, B, J, TC , lamb):

21 """ Computes the magnetic entropy for 1 spin.

22

23 Parameters

24 ----------
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25 T : scalar , 2D array

26 Temperatures.

27 B : scalar , 2D array

28 Magnetic fields.

29 J : scalar

30 Angular momentum.

31 TC : scalar

32 Curie temperature.

33 lamb : scalar

34 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

35

36 Returns

37 -------

38 y : scalar , 2D array

39 Magnetic entropy.

40 """

41 h = B/(lamb*Nm*gJ*mu_B*J) # relative field to the saturation

magnetization

42

43 sigma = mag.Brillouin(T, B, J, TC, lamb) # reduced

magnetization

44

45 y = 3.*J/(J+1.)*(h + sigma)*TC/T # temporary variable

46

47 A = np.sinh ((2.*J + 1.)*y/(2.*J))

48 B = np.sinh(y/(2.*J))

49

50 return k_B*(np.log(A/B) - sigma*y)

51

52

53 # Lattice Entropy

54 def S_L(T, theta_D):

55 """ Computes the lattice entropy for 1 atom.

56

57 Parameters

58 ----------

59 T : array

60 Temperatures.

61 theta_D : scalar

62 Debye temperature of the system.

63

64 Returns

65 -------

66 y : Lattice entropy.

67 """

68

69 # Function in the integral

70 def f(x):

71 return (x**3.)/(np.exp(x) - 1.)

72

73 integral = np.zeros(T.shape) # variable that stores the

values

74
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75 for i,t in enumerate(T): # calculate the integral for each

temperature

76 integral[i] = quad(f, 0., theta_D/t)[0]

77

78 return k_B*(12.*((T/theta_D)**3.)*integral - 3.*np.log (1. -

np.exp(-theta_D/T)))

79

80

81

82 # Entropy of the Stable Phase

83 def S_tot(T, B):

84 """ Computes the entropy following the stable phase.

85

86 Parameters

87 ----------

88 T : 2D array

89 Temperatures.

90 B : 2D array

91 Magnetic fields.

92

93 Returns

94 -------

95 y : 2D array

96 Entropy of stable phase.

97 """

98 F1 = free.F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) # total

free energy of phase 1

99 F2 = free.F(T, B, J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2) # total

free energy of phase 2

100

101 F_cross_index2 = (F1 > F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 > F2

102 F_cross_index1 = (F1 < F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 < F2

103

104 s_tot1 = Nm*S_M(T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1) + N*S_L(T[0], theta_D1

)*np.ones(np.shape(T)) # total entropy of phase 1

105 s_tot2 = Nm*S_M(T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2) + N*S_L(T[0], theta_D2

)*np.ones(np.shape(T)) # total entropy of phase 2

106

107 s_tot = F_cross_index1*s_tot1 + F_cross_index2*s_tot2 #

entropy of stable phase

108

109 return s_tot

110

111

112

113 # Magnetic Entropy of the Stable Phase

114 def S_M_tot(T, B):

115 """ Computes the magnetic entropy following the stable phase.

116

117 Parameters

118 ----------

119 T : 2D array

120 Temperatures.
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121 B : 2D array

122 Magnetic fields.

123

124 Returns

125 -------

126 y : 2D array

127 Entropy of stable phase.

128 """

129 F1 = free.F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) # total

free energy of phase 1

130 F2 = free.F(T, B, J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2) # total

free energy of phase 2

131

132 F_cross_index2 = (F1 > F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 > F2

133 F_cross_index1 = (F1 < F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 < F2

134

135 s_tot1 = Nm*S_M(T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1) # magnetic entropy of

phase 1

136 s_tot2 = Nm*S_M(T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2) # magnetic entropy of

phase 2

137

138 s_tot = F_cross_index1*s_tot1 + F_cross_index2*s_tot2 #

magnetic entropy of stable phase

139

140 return s_tot

141

142

143

144 # Lattice Entropy of the Stable Phase

145 def S_L_tot(T, B):

146 """ Computes the lattice entropy following the stable phase.

147

148 Parameters

149 ----------

150 T : 2D array

151 Temperatures.

152 B : 2D array

153 Magnetic fields.

154

155 Returns

156 -------

157 y : 2D array

158 Entropy of stable phase.

159 """

160 F1 = free.F(T, B, J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 , lamb1) # total

free energy of phase 1

161 F2 = free.F(T, B, J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 , lamb2) # total

free energy of phase 2

162

163 F_cross_index2 = (F1 > F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 > F2

164 F_cross_index1 = (F1 < F2).astype(int) # determines index

where F1 < F2
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165

166 s_tot1 = N*S_L(T[0], theta_D1) # lattice entropy of phase 1

167 s_tot2 = N*S_L(T[0], theta_D2) # lattice entropy of phase 2

168

169 s_tot = (F_cross_index1*s_tot1 + F_cross_index2*s_tot2)*np.

ones(np.shape(T))

170

171 return s_tot

172

173

174

175 # Magnetic Entropy as a function of Magnetization

176 def S_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J, TC , lamb):

177 """ Computes the magnetic entropy as a function of

magnetization for a given

178 temperature and magnetic field.

179

180 Parameters

181 ----------

182 sigma : array

183 Reduced magnetization.

184 T : scalar

185 Temperatures.

186 B : scalar

187 Magnetic fields.

188 J : scalar

189 Total angular momentum.

190 TC : scalar

191 Curie temperature

192 lamb : scalar

193 Value of the strength of the parameter of the Molecular

Field.

194

195 Returns

196 -------

197 y : array

198 Magnetic entropy as a function of magnetization.

199 """

200 Ms = Nm*gJ*mu_B*J

201

202 A = 3./2.*(2.*J + 1.)/(J + 1.)*TC/T*(B/(lamb*Ms) + sigma)

203 B = 3./2./(J + 1.)*TC/T*(B/(lamb*Ms) + sigma)

204

205 C1 = -1./(2.*J*T)*(B/(lamb*Ms) + sigma)*( (2.*J + 1.)/np.

tanh(A) - 1./np.tanh(B) )

206 C2 = -(J + 1.) /(3.*J*TC)*np.log( np.sinh(B)/np.sinh(A) )

207

208 return C1 + C2

Appendix1/Entropy.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Mon Jul 11 14:37:46 2016
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4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10

11 import Magnetization as mag

12 import Entropy as ent

13 from Variables import *

14 import FreeEnergy as free

15

16 from scipy.signal import argrelmax , argrelmin , sawtooth

17 from scipy.integrate import odeint , quad , simps

18 from scipy.optimize import fmin , fsolve

19

20

21 #

==============================================================================

22 # Functions

23 #

==============================================================================

24

25

26 # Applied Magnetic Field

27 def B_applied(t, A, w, t0):

28 """ Applied magnetic field. Input signal.

29

30 Parameters

31 ----------

32 t : array

33 A sequence of time points for which to solve for y. The

initial

34 value point should be the first element of this sequence

.

35 A : scalar

36 Amplitude of the applied magnetic field.

37 w : scalar

38 Frequency of input signal.

39 t0 : scalar

40 Time delay until sinusoidal

41

42

43 Returns

44 -------

45 y : array

46 Array containing the values of B_applied for each

desired time in t.

47 """

48 #return A*np.sign(t+1.)

49 return 0.5*(np.sign(t-t0) + 1.)*A*np.sin(w*(t - t0))

50 #return sawtooth(w*t, width = 0.5)*0.5*(np.sign(t-0.5*np.pi/

w) + 1.)*A
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51 #return A*np.sin(w*t - np.pi/2.) + A

52 #return 0.5*(np.sign (1000. - t) + 1.)*A*np.sin(w*(t - t0))

53

54 # Applied Temperature

55 def T_applied(t, A, w, t0):

56 """ Applied temperature. Input signal.

57

58 Parameters

59 ----------

60 t : array

61 A sequence of time points for which to solve for y. The

initial

62 value point should be the first element of this sequence

.

63 A : scalar

64 Amplitude of the applied temperature.

65 w : scalar

66 Frequency of input signal.

67 t0 : scalar

68 Time delay until sinusoidal

69

70

71 Returns

72 -------

73 T_aplied : array

74 Array containing the values of B_applied for each

desired time in t.

75 """

76 return A*np.sign(t+1.)

77

78

79

80 def free_energy_intersections(sigma , T, B, *args):

81 """ Calculates the indices where the intersection of both

free energies occurs.

82

83 Parameters

84 ----------

85 sigma : array

86 Reduced magnetization from -1 to 1

87 T : scalar

88 Temperature

89 B : scalar

90 Applied Magnetic Field

91 args : tuple , optional

92 (Total Free Energy of Structure 1, Total Free Energy

of Structure 2)

93

94

95 Returns

96 ----------

97 y : tuple

98 Indices of intersection

99 """

100 roots = []
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101

102 if not args: # if the free energies weren 't calculated

103 diff = free.F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J1 , TC1 , lamb1 ,

theta_D1 , F01) - free.F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, J2 , TC2 , lamb2 ,

theta_D2 , F02)

104 else: # if the free energies are passed

105 diff = args [0] - args [1]

106

107

108 for i in range(len(diff) - 1):

109 if diff[i] == 0. or diff[i] * diff[i + 1] < 0.:

110 # crossover at i

111 roots.append(i)

112

113 return roots

114

115

116

117

118 def norm_factor(sigma , T, B, *args):

119 """ Calculates de normalizing factor for every minimum.

120 $$\sum e^{-F(\sigma , T, B)}$$

121

122 Parameters

123 ----------

124 sigma : array

125 Reduced magnetization from -1 to

126 T : scalar

127 Temperature

128 B : scalar

129 Applied magnetic Field

130 args : tuple , optional

131 (Total Free Energy of Structure 1, Total Free Energy

of Structure 2)

132

133 Returns

134 -----------

135 y : tuple

136 Normalizing factors

137 """

138

139 if not args: # if the free energies weren 't calculated

140 fm = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sigma , T, B) # total free

energy

141 else: # if the free energies are passed

142 fm = args [0] # total free energy

143

144

145 dsigma = sigma [1] - sigma [0] # step

146

147 min_indices = argrelmin(fm)[0] # indices of minimums

148

149 if len(min_indices) == 1: # if there is only 1 minimum

150 fm = np.exp(-fm/(k_B*T)) # reuse variable to build

function to integrate
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151 return simps(fm , sigma , dsigma) # normalization factor

is the sum of the whole domain

152

153 elif len(min_indices) == 2: # if there are 2 minimums

154 maximum = argrelmax(fm)[0] # maximum that separates the

two states

155

156 fm = np.exp(-fm/(k_B*T)) # reuse variable to build

function to integrate

157 int_left = simps(fm[: maximum], sigma[: maximum], dsigma)

# left normalizing factor

158 int_right = simps(fm[maximum:], sigma[maximum:], dsigma)

# right normalizing factor

159 return int_left , int_right

160

161 elif len(min_indices) == 3: # if there are 3 minimums

162 max_index_left , max_index_right = argrelmax(fm)[0] #

find indices of maximums

163

164 fm = np.exp(-fm/(k_B*T)) # reuse variable to build

function to integrate

165 int_left = simps(fm[: max_index_left], sigma [:

max_index_left], dsigma) # left nomalizing factor

166 int_right = simps(fm[max_index_right :], sigma[

max_index_right :], dsigma) # right normalizing factor

167 int_mid = simps(fm[max_index_left:max_index_right],

sigma[max_index_left:max_index_right], dsigma) # middle

normalizing factor

168

169 return int_left , int_mid , int_right

170

171 elif len(min_indices) == 4:

172 max_index_left , max_index_mid , max_index_right =

argrelmax(fm)[0] # find indices of maximums

173

174 fm = np.exp(-fm/(k_B*T)) # reuse variable to build

function to integrate

175 int_left = simps(fm[: max_index_left], sigma [:

max_index_left], dsigma) # left nomalizing factor

176 int_right = simps(fm[max_index_right :], sigma[

max_index_right :], dsigma) # right normalizing factor

177 int_mid_left = simps(fm[max_index_left:max_index_mid],

sigma[max_index_left:max_index_mid], dsigma) # middle left

normalizing factor

178 int_mid_right = simps(fm[max_index_mid:max_index_right],

sigma[max_index_mid:max_index_right], dsigma) # middle right

normalizing factor

179

180 return int_left , int_mid_left , int_mid_right , int_right

181

182

183

184

185

186 def diff_eq(z, t):
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187 """ System of differential equation that describe the

evolution of the phase

188 fractions.

189

190 Parameters

191 ----------

192 z : array

193 Fractions.

194 t : array

195 Time.

196 """

197 z2_left , z1_left , z1_mid , z1_right , z2_right = z # unpack z

198

199 Bb = B_applied(t, B0 , w, t0) # applied magnetic field

200 Tt = T_applied(t, T0 , w, t0) # applied temperature

201

202 f1 = free.F_tot_vs_M(sig , Tt , Bb , J1 , TC1 , lamb1 , theta_D1 ,

F01)

203 f2 = free.F_tot_vs_M(sig , Tt , Bb , J2 , TC2 , lamb2 , theta_D2 ,

F02)

204 fm = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sig , Tt , Bb , f1 , f2) # free

energy function

205

206 norm_factor_sums = norm_factor(sig , Tt, Bb, fm) #

normalizing factors

207

208 min_indices = argrelmin(fm)[0] # indices of minimums

209 if len(min_indices) == 3: # if there are 3 minimums

210

211 max_index_left , max_index_right = argrelmax(fm)[0] #

find indices of maximums

212

213 C2_minus = np.exp(-fm[max_index_left ]/(k_B*Tt)) # left

maximum

214 C2_plus = np.exp(-fm[max_index_right ]/( k_B*Tt)) # right

maximum

215

216 C3_minus , C3_mid , C3_plus = norm_factor_sums #

normalizing factors

217

218 p_minus_mid = C2_minus/C3_minus # probability of a "

particle" in the left minimum to be on top of the left

barrier

219 p_mid_minus = C2_minus/C3_mid # probability of a "

particle" in the middle minimum to be on top of the left

barrier

220 p_mid_plus = C2_plus/C3_mid # probability of a "particle

" in the middle minimum to be on top of the right barrier

221 p_plus_mid = C2_plus/C3_plus # probability of a "

particle" in the right minimum to be on top of the right

barrier

222

223

224 if Tt >= TC1: # if it's above the Curie temperature then

the middle minimum will be z1_mid
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225 z1_mid = 1. - z2_left - z2_right # constraint

226

227 # system of differential equations (rate of change

of phase fractions)

228 dz2_left = -p_minus_mid*z2_left + z1_mid*p_mid_minus

229 dz2_right = -p_plus_mid*z2_right + z1_mid*p_mid_plus

230 dz1_left = 0.

231 dz1_right = 0.

232 dz1_mid = - dz2_left - dz2_right

233

234 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

235

236 elif Tt < TC1 and Bb > 0.: # if it's below the Curie

temperature with B>0 then the middle minimum will be z1_right

237 z1_right = 1. - z2_left - z2_right # constraint

238

239 # system of differential equations (rate of change

of phase fractions)

240 dz2_left = -p_minus_mid*z2_left + z1_right*

p_mid_minus

241 dz2_right = -p_plus_mid*z2_right + z1_right*

p_mid_plus

242 dz1_left = 0.

243 dz1_mid = 0.

244 dz1_right = - dz2_left - dz2_right

245

246 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

247

248 elif Tt < TC1 and Bb < 0.: #if it's below the Curie

temperature with B<0 then the middle minimum will be z2_left

249 z1_left = 1. - z2_left - z2_right # constraint

250

251 # system of differential equations (rate of change

of phase fractions)

252 dz2_left = -p_minus_mid*z2_left + z1_left*

p_mid_minus

253 dz2_right = -p_plus_mid*z2_right + z1_left*

p_mid_plus

254 dz1_mid = 0.

255 dz1_right = 0.

256 dz1_left = - dz2_left - dz2_right

257

258 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

259

260

261 elif len(min_indices) == 1: # if there is only 1 minimum

262 # if there is only one minimum there are no transitions

between minimums

263 return np.zeros_like(z)

264

265 elif len(min_indices) == 2: # if there are 2 minimums

266 max_index = argrelmax(fm)[0] # index of maximum
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267

268 C2 = np.exp(-fm[max_index ]/(k_B*Tt)) # maximum

269 C3_left , C3_right = norm_factor_sums # normalizing

factors

270

271 p_left_right = C2/C3_left # probability of a "particle"

in the left minimum to be on top of the barrier

272 p_right_left = C2/C3_right # probability of a "particle"

in the right minimum to be on top of the barrier

273

274 intersections = free_energy_intersections(sig , Tt, Bb ,

f1 ,f2) # indices of intersections

275

276 if intersections == []: # if the free energies don't

intersect it means that the two minimums belong to the high

magnetization states of the phase with highest Curie

temperature

277 z2_right = 1. - z2_left # constraint

278

279 # system of differential equations (rate of change

of phase fractions)

280 dz2_left = -p_left_right*z2_left + p_right_left*

z2_right

281 dz2_right = - dz2_left

282 dz1_left = 0.

283 dz1_mid = 0.

284 dz1_right = 0.

285

286 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

287

288 else:

289 a, b = intersections

290

291 if min_indices [0] < a and min_indices [1] > b: # if

the minimums belong to the high magnetization states

292 z2_right = 1. - z2_left # constraint

293

294 # system of differential equations (rate of

change of phase fractions)

295 dz2_left = -p_left_right*z2_left + p_right_left*

z2_right

296 dz2_right = -dz2_left

297 dz1_left = 0.

298 dz1_mid = 0.

299 dz1_right = 0.

300

301 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

302

303 elif (a < min_indices [0] < b) and min_indices [1] > b

: # if the one minimum belongs to the low mag. state and the

other to the positive high mag. state

304 z2_right = 1. - z1_mid # constraint

305
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306 # system of differential equations (rate of

change of phase fractions)

307 dz1_mid = -p_left_right*z1_mid + p_right_left*

z2_right

308 dz2_right = -dz1_mid

309 dz2_left = 0.

310 dz1_left = 0.

311 dz1_right = 0.

312

313 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

314

315 elif min_indices [0] < a and (a < min_indices [1] < b)

: # if the one minimum belongs to the low mag. state and the

other to the negative high mag. state

316 z1_mid = 1. - z2_left # constraint

317

318 # system of differential equations (rate of

change of phase fractions)

319 dz2_left = -p_left_right*z2_left + p_right_left*

z1_mid

320 dz1_mid = - dz2_left

321 dz2_right = 0.

322 dz1_left = 0.

323 dz1_right = 0.

324

325 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

326

327 elif len(min_indices) == 4:

328 z1_right = 1. - z2_left - z1_left - z2_right #

constraint

329

330 max_index_left , max_index_mid , max_index_right =

argrelmax(fm)[0] # indices of maximums

331

332 C2_left = np.exp(-fm[max_index_left ]/( k_B*Tt)) # left

maximum

333 C2_mid = np.exp(-fm[max_index_mid ]/( k_B*Tt)) # middle

maximum

334 C2_right = np.exp(-fm[max_index_right ]/(k_B*Tt)) # right

maximum

335

336 C3_2minus , C3_1minus , C3_1plus , C3_2plus =

norm_factor_sums # nomalizing factors

337

338 p_2minus_1minus = C2_left/C3_2minus # probability of a "

particle" in the left minimum of phase 2 to be on top of the

left barrier

339 p_1minus_2minus = C2_left/C3_1minus # probability of a "

particle" in the left minimum of phase 1 to be on top of the

left barrier

340 p_1minus_1plus = C2_mid/C3_1minus # probability of a "

particle" in the left minimum of phase 1 to be on top of the

middle barrier
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341 p_1plus_1minus = C2_mid/C3_1plus # probability of a "

particle" in the right minimum of phase 1 to be on top of the

middle barrier

342 p_1plus_2plus = C2_right/C3_1plus # probability of a "

particle" in the right minimum of phase 1 to be on top of the

right barrier

343 p_2plus_1plus = C2_right/C3_2plus # probability of a "

particle" in the right minimum of phase 2 to be on top of the

right barrier

344

345 # system of differential equations (rate of change of

phase fractions)

346 dz2_left = -p_2minus_1minus*z2_left + p_1minus_2minus*

z1_left

347 dz1_left = p_2minus_1minus*z2_left - p_1minus_2minus*

z1_left - p_1minus_1plus*z1_left + p_1plus_1minus*z1_right

348 dz2_right = p_1plus_2plus*z1_right - p_2plus_1plus*

z2_right

349 dz1_right = -dz2_left - dz1_left - dz2_right

350 dz1_mid = 0.

351

352 return [dz2_left , dz1_left , dz1_mid , dz1_right ,

dz2_right]

353

354

355

356

357 def frac_and_M(t):

358 """ Computes the phase fractions and the magnetization.

359

360 Parameters

361 ----------

362 t : array

363 Time.

364

365 Returns

366 -------

367 y : 2D array

368 Phase fractions and magnetization.

369 """

370 # Set initial condition automatically , z0

371 fm = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T_applied (0, T0, w, t0),

B_applied (0, B0, w, t0)) # free energy function

372 min_indices = argrelmin(fm)[0] # indices of minimums

373 if len(min_indices) == 2: # if there are 2 minimums put 50%

in each minimum

374 intersections = free_energy_intersections(sig , T0, B0) #

check if there are intersections

375 if intersections == []: # if the curves of free energy

do not intersect then the 2 minimums belong to the phase with

highest Curie temperature (phase 2)

376 z0 = [0.5, 0., 0., 0., 0.5]

377 else:

378 a, b = intersections # if there are intersections
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379 if min_indices [0] < a and min_indices [1] > b: # if

both minimus belong to the positive and negative

ferromagnetic state of phase 2

380 z0 = [0.5, 0., 0., 0., 0.5]

381 elif (a < min_indices [0] < b) and min_indices [1] > b

: # if one minimum is from the paramagnetic state of phase 1

and the other from the positive ferromagnetic state of phase

2

382 z0 = [0., 0., 0.5, 0., 0.5]

383 elif min_indices [0] < a and (a < min_indices [1] < b)

: # if one minimum is from the paramagnetic state of phase 1

and the other from the negative ferromagnetic state of phase

2

384 z0 = [0.5, 0., 0.5, 0., 0.]

385 elif len(min_indices) == 4: # if there are 4 minimums then

they are all from positive and negative ferromagnetic states

of both structures

386 z0 = [0.25, 0.25, 0., 0.25, 0.25]

387 elif len(min_indices) == 3: # if there are 3 minimums then ,

at B=0, they belong to the positive and negative

ferromagnetic states of phase 2 and to the paramagnetic state

of phase 1

388 z0 = [0.25, 0., 0.5, 0., 0.25]

389 else: # of there is only 1 minimum the the entire system is

in the middle minimum assuming B = 0 T at the start

390 z0 = [0., 0., 1., 0., 0.]

391

392 z = odeint(diff_eq , z0, t, hmax=1., mxstep =5000000) # hmax

in default is faster but wrong results may appear

393

394 z2_left = z[:,0] # unpack values of the negative

ferromagnetic state of phase 2

395 z1_left = z[:,1] # unpack values of the negative

ferromagnetic state of phase 1

396 z1_mid = z[:,2] # unpack values of the paramagnetic state of

phase 1

397 z1_right = z[:,3] # unpack values of the positive

ferromagnetic state of phase 1

398 z2_right = z[:,4] # unpack values of the positive

ferromagnetic state of phase 2

399

400 B = B_applied(t, B0, w, t0) # applied magnetic field

401 T = T_applied(t, T0, w, t0) # applied temperature

402

403 M = np.zeros_like(t) # create variable that for the

magnetization values

404

405 for i in range(len(t)): # for every point in time

406 fm = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T[i], B[i]) # total

stable free energy

407

408 min_indices = argrelmin(fm)[0] # indices of minimums

409 if len(min_indices) == 1: # if there is only 1 minimum

410 intersections = free_energy_intersections(sig , T[i],

B[i]) # indeces of intersections
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411

412 if T[i] >= TC2: # if the temperature if above the

highest Curie temperature then the minimum is from the

paramagnetic state of phase 1

413 sig1_mid = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]] # value of the

magnetization at the given temperature and magnetic field

414 M[i] = sig1_mid*z1_mid[i] # magnetization at

index i

415 elif T[i] < TC2 and B[i] > 0.: # if the temperature

if below the highest Curie temperature and B>0 then the

minimum is from the positive ferromagnetic state of phase 2

416 sig2_right = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]] # value of

the magnetization at the given temperature and magnetic field

417 M[i] = sig2_right*z2_right[i] # magnetization at

index i

418 elif T[i] < TC2 and B[i] < 0.: # if the temperature

if below the highest Curie temperature and B<0 then the

minimum is from the negative ferromagnetic state of phase 2

419 sig2_left = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]] # value of the

magnetization at the given temperature and magnetic field

420 M[i] = sig2_left*z2_left[i] # magnetization at

index i

421

422 elif len(min_indices) == 2: # if there are 2 minimums

423 intersections = free_energy_intersections(sig , T[i],

B[i]) # indices of intersections

424

425 if intersections == []: # if there are

nointersections

426 sig2_left , sig2_right = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]] #

magnetizations of both minimums at the given T and B

427 M[i] = sig2_right*z2_right[i] + sig2_left*

z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

428

429 else:

430 a, b = intersections

431 if min_indices [0] < a and min_indices [1] > b: #

if both minimus belong to the positive and negative

ferromagnetic state of phase 2

432 sig2_left , sig2_right = sig[argrelmin(fm)

[0]] # magnetizations of both minimums at the given T and B

433 M[i] = sig2_right*z2_right[i] + sig2_left*

z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

434

435 elif (a < min_indices [0] < b) and min_indices [1]

> b:

436 sig1_mid , sig2_right = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]]

# magnetizations of both minimums at the given T and B

437 M[i] = sig1_mid*z1_mid[i] + sig2_right*

z2_right[i] # magnetization at index i

438

439 elif min_indices [0] < a and (a < min_indices [1]

< b):

440 sig2_left , sig1_mid = sig[argrelmin(fm)[0]]

# magnetizations of both minimums at the given T and B
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441 M[i] = sig1_mid*z1_mid[i] + sig2_left*

z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

442

443 elif len(min_indices) == 3:

444 if T[i] >= TC1: #if it's above the Curie temperature

then it will only be z1_mid

445 sig2_left , sig1_mid , sig2_right = sig[argrelmin(

fm)[0]] # magnetizations of minimums at the given T and B

446 M[i] = sig1_mid*z1_mid[i] + sig2_right*z2_right[

i] + sig2_left*z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

447

448 elif T[i] < TC1 and B[i] > 0.: # if the temperature

if below the highest Curie temperature and B>0 then the

minimum is from the positive ferromagnetic state of phase 2

449 sig2_left , sig1_right , sig2_right = sig[

argrelmin(fm)[0]] # magnetizations of minimums at the given T

and B

450 M[i] = sig1_right*z1_right[i] + sig2_right*

z2_right[i] + sig2_left*z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

451

452 elif T[i] < TC1 and B[i] < 0.: # if the temperature

if below the highest Curie temperature and B<0 then the

minimum is from the negative ferromagnetic state of phase 2

453 sig2_left , sig1_left , sig2_right = sig[argrelmin

(fm)[0]] # magnetizations of minimums at the given T and B

454 M[i] = sig1_left*z1_left[i] + sig2_right*

z2_right[i] + sig2_left*z2_left[i] # magnetization at index i

455

456 elif len(min_indices) == 4: # if there are 4 minimums

457 sig2_left , sig1_left , sig1_right , sig2_right = sig[

argrelmin(fm)[0]] # magnetizations of minimums at the given T

and B

458 M[i] = sig2_left*z2_left[i] + sig1_left*z1_left[i] +

sig1_right*z1_right[i] + sig2_right*z2_right[i] #

magnetization at index i

459

460

461 return z2_left , z1_left , z1_mid , z1_right , z2_right , M #

return fractions and magnetization

462

463

464 #

==============================================================================

465 # Plots

466 #

==============================================================================

467

468

469 if __name__ == "__main__":

470 do_prof = 0

471 do_plots = 1

472 do_hys = 1

473 save = 1
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474

475 if do_prof == True:

476 print '\t Profiling ...'

477 import cProfile

478 import Profiling as Prof

479 import os

480 file_name = "Profile_Output\ " + str(os.path.basename(

__file__)) + '_Profile_Output '

481 cProfile.runctx('frac_and_M(Delta_t)', {'frac_and_M ':

frac_and_M ,'Delta_t ':Delta_t}, {}, filename = file_name)

482 Prof.save_profiling(file_name , sort='cumtime ')

483

484 if do_plots == True:

485 print 'Plotting ...'

486

487 fm = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0 , B0)

488

489 print '\nMinimums\n',argrelmin(fm)[0], sig[argrelmin(fm)

],argrelmax(fm), sig[argrelmax(fm)]

490 plt.figure ()

491 plt.plot(sig , fm, label='T='+str(T0)+'K, B='+str(B0)+'T'

)

492 plt.plot(sig , free.F_totstable_vs_M(sig , T0 , 0.), label=

'T='+str(T0)+'K, B= 0T')

493

494 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

495 plt.xlabel('$\sigma$ ')

496 plt.ylabel('$F^{Tot}$ (eV)')

497 plt.xlim (-1.,1.)

498

499 b_applied = B_applied(Delta_t , B0, w, t0)

500 t_applied = T_applied(Delta_t , T0, w, t0)

501

502 plt.figure ()

503 plt.plot(Delta_t , b_applied)

504 plt.title('B_applied ')

505 plt.ylabel('B (T)')

506 plt.xlabel('t')

507

508

509 roots = free_energy_intersections(sig , T0 , B0)

510 print '\nFree Energy Intersections\n', roots , sig[roots]

511

512 norm = norm_factor(sig , T0 , B0)

513 print '\nNormalization Factors\n', norm#, norm [0]+ norm

[1]+ norm [2]#+ norm [3]#- norm [4]

514

515

516

517 if do_hys == True:

518 print '\nComputing phase fractions (Diff. Eq.) ... '

519 y = frac_and_M(Delta_t)

520

521 plt.figure ()

522 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[0], label='z2_left ')
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523 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[1], label='z1_left ')

524 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[2], label='z1_mid ')

525 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[3], label='z1_right ')

526 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[4], label='z2_right ')

527 plt.title('Fractions ')

528 plt.ylim ( -0.05 ,1.05)

529 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

530 plt.ylabel('Fractions ')

531 plt.xlabel('t')

532

533

534 plt.figure ()

535 plt.plot(Delta_t , y[5], label='M(t)')

536 plt.title('Magnetization ')

537 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

538 plt.ylabel('$\sigma$ ')

539 plt.xlabel('t')

540

541 plt.figure ()

542 plt.plot(B_applied(Delta_t , B0 , w, t0), y[5], label

='Hysteresis ')

543 plt.title('Hysteresis ')

544 #plt.ylim ( -0.05 ,1.05)

545 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

546 plt.ylabel('$\sigma$ ')

547 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

548

549

550 if save == True:

551 import os

552 if not os.path.exists("Hysteresis"):

553 os.makedirs("Hysteresis")

554 zipped = zip(Delta_t , t_applied , b_applied , y

[0], y[1], y[2], y[3], y[4], y[5])

555 np.savetxt("Hysteresis\Hysteresis(T="+str(T0)+"K

, B="+str(B0)+"T).txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Time ,

Temperature , Magnetic Field , z2_left , z1_left , z1_mid ,

z1_right , z2_right , Reduced Magnetization ',)

Appendix1/Hysteresis.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Wed Feb 17 17:43:15 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import numpy as np

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10 import os

11

12 import Magnetization as mag

13 import Entropy as ent
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14 import FreeEnergy as free

15 from Variables import *

16 import Energy as ener

17

18

19 #

==============================================================================

20 # Plots

21 #

==============================================================================

22

23

24 def plt_M_vs_T(T, B, sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable , Bstep=1,

save=False):

25 """ Plots the magnetization of both structures as a function

of temperature.

26

27 Parameters

28 ----------

29 T : array

30 Array with the temperatures.

31 B : scalar , array

32 Magnetic fields.

33 sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable : array , 2D array

34 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

35 Bstep : int

36 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

37 save : bool

38 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

39 """

40

41 print '\t Brillouin as a function of Temperature '

42

43 plt.figure ()

44

45 if B.shape == (): # if B is a scalar

46 plt.plot(T, sigma_1 , label='1, B='+str(B)+'T')

47 plt.plot(T, sigma_2 , label='2, B='+str(B)+'T')

48 plt.plot(T, sigma_stable , label='stable , B='+str(B)+'T')

49

50 if save == True:

51 if not os.path.exists("M_vs_T"):

52 os.makedirs("M_vs_T")

53 zipped = zip(T, sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable)

54 np.savetxt("M_vs_T\M_vs_T("+str(B)+"T).txt", zipped ,

delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Magnetization 1,

Magnetization 2, Stable Magnetization ',)

55

56 else: # if B is 2D

57 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

58 plt.plot(T, sigma_1[i],':', label='1, B='+str(B[i])+

'T')

59 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)
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60 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

61 plt.plot(T, sigma_2[i],'--', label='2, B='+str(B[i])

+'T')

62 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

63 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

64 plt.plot(T, sigma_stable[i], label='stable , B='+str(

B[i])+'T')

65

66 if save == True:

67 if not os.path.exists("M_vs_T"):

68 os.makedirs("M_vs_T")

69 zipped = zip(T, sigma_1[i], sigma_2[i],

sigma_stable[i])

70 np.savetxt("M_vs_T\M_vs_T("+str(B[i])+"T).txt",

zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Magnetization 1,

Magnetization 2, Stable Magnetization ',)

71

72 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations , $\sigma$ ')

73 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

74 plt.ylim ( -1.05 ,1.05)

75 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

76 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

77

78

79

80 def plt_M_vs_B(T, B, sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable , Tstep=1,

save=False):

81 """ Plots the magnetization of both structures as a function

of temperature.

82

83 Parameters

84 ----------

85 T : scalar , array

86 Array with the temperatures.

87 B : array

88 Magnetic fields.

89 sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable : array , 2D array

90 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

91 Tstep : int

92 Index step when plotting for several temperatures.

93 save : bool

94 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

95 """

96

97 print '\t Brillouin as a function of Magnetic Field '

98

99 plt.figure ()

100

101 if T.shape == (): # if T is a scalar

102 plt.plot(B, sigma_1 , label='1, T='+str(T)+'K')

103 plt.plot(B, sigma_2 , label='2, T='+str(T)+'K')

104 plt.plot(B, sigma_stable , label='stable , T='+str(T)+'K')

105

106 if save == True:

107 if not os.path.exists("M_vs_B"):
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108 os.makedirs("M_vs_B")

109 zipped = zip(B, sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable)

110 np.savetxt("M_vs_B\M_vs_B("+str(T)+"K).txt", zipped ,

delimiter=',', header='Magnetic Field , Magnetization 1,

Magnetization 2, Stable Magnetization ',)

111

112 else: # if T is 2D

113 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

114 plt.plot(B, sigma_1[:,i],':', label='1, T='+str(T[i

])+'K')

115 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

116 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

117 plt.plot(B, sigma_2[:,i],'--', label='2, T='+str(T[i

])+'K')

118 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

119 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

120 plt.plot(B, sigma_stable [:,i], label='stable , T='+

str(T[i])+'K')

121

122 if save == True:

123 if not os.path.exists("M_vs_B"):

124 os.makedirs("M_vs_B")

125 zipped = zip(B, sigma_1[:,i], sigma_2[:,i],

sigma_stable [:,i])

126 np.savetxt("M_vs_B\M_vs_B("+str(T[i])+"K).txt",

zipped , delimiter=',', header='Magnetic Field , Magnetization

1, Magnetization 2, Stable Magnetization ',)

127

128 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations , $\sigma$ ')

129 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

130 plt.ylim (0 ,1.05)

131 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

132 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

133

134

135

136 def plt_M_vs_TB(T, B, sigma_stable ,):

137 """ Plots the stable magnetization as a function of

temperature and magnetic field.

138

139 Parameters

140 ----------

141 T : array

142 Array with the temperatures.

143 B : array

144 Magnetic fields.

145 sigma_stable : 2D array

146 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

147 """

148 print '\t 2D plot of Brillouin_stable '

149

150 plt.figure ()

151 plt.imshow(sigma_stable , aspect='auto', extent =(T[0], T[-1],

B[-1], B[0]))

152 plt.title('Stable Reduced Magnetizations , $\sigma$ ')
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153 plt.colorbar ()

154 plt.ylabel('B (T)')

155 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

156

157

158

159 def plt_U_vs_T(T, B, sigma_1 , sigma_2 , Bstep=1, save=False):

160 """ Plots the internal energy of both structures as a

function of temperature.

161

162 Parameters

163 ----------

164 T : array

165 Array with the temperatures.

166 B : scalar , array

167 Magnetic fields.

168 sigma_1 , sigma_2 : 2D array

169 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

170 """

171 print '\t Internal Magnetic Energy '

172

173 u_M1 = -gJ*mu_B*J1*BB*sigma_1 - 3.*J1/(J1 + 1.)*k_B*TC1*(

sigma_1**2.)

174 u_M2 = -gJ*mu_B*J2*BB*sigma_2 - 3.*J2/(J2 + 1.)*k_B*TC2*(

sigma_2**2.)

175

176 plt.figure ()

177 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

178 plt.plot(T, u_M1[i], label='1, B='+str(B[i])+'T')

179 plt.plot(T, u_M2[i], label='2, B='+str(B[i])+'T')

180

181 if save == True:

182 if not os.path.exists("U_vs_T"):

183 os.makedirs("U_vs_T")

184 zipped = zip(T, u_M1[i], u_M2[i])

185 np.savetxt("U_vs_T\U_vs_T("+str(B[i])+"T).txt",

zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Internal Energy

1, Internal Energy 2',)

186

187 plt.title('Internal Magnetic Energy ')

188 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

189 plt.ylabel('$U^M(T)$')

190 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

191

192

193

194 def plt_M_hys_vs_T(T, B, sigma_heat , sigma_cool , Bstep=1, save=

False):

195 """ Plots the hysteresis of magnetization as a function of

temperature.

196

197 Parameters

198 ----------

199 T : array

200 Array with the temperatures.
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201 B : scalar , array

202 Magnetic fields.

203 sigma_heat , sigma_cool : 2D array

204 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

205 """

206 print '\t Magnetization Hysteresis as a function of

Temperature '

207

208 plt.figure ()

209 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

210 plt.plot(T, sigma_heat[i], label='Heating , T='+str(B[i])

+'T')

211 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

212 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

213 plt.plot(T, sigma_cool[i],'--', label='Cooling , T='+str(

B[i])+'T')

214

215 if save == True:

216 if not os.path.exists("M_hys_vs_T"):

217 os.makedirs("M_hys_vs_T")

218 zipped = zip(T, sigma_heat[i], sigma_cool[i])

219 np.savetxt("M_hys_vs_T\M_hys_vs_T("+str(B[i])+"T).

txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature ,

Magnetization Heating , Magnetization Cooling ',)

220

221 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations , $\sigma$ ')

222 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

223 plt.ylim (0 ,1.05)

224 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

225 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

226

227

228

229 def plt_M_hys_vs_B(T, B, sigma_heat , sigma_cool , Tstep=1, save=

False):

230 """ Plots the hysteresis of magnetization as a function of

magnetic field.

231

232 Parameters

233 ----------

234 T : scalar , array

235 Array with the temperatures.

236 B : array

237 Magnetic fields.

238 sigma_heat , sigma_cool : 2D array

239 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

240 """

241 print '\t Magnetization Hysteresis as a function of Magnetic

Field '

242

243 plt.figure ()

244 for j in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

245 plt.plot(B, sigma_heat [:,j], label='Heating , T='+str(T[j

])+'K')

246 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)
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247 for j in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

248 plt.plot(B, sigma_cool [:,j],'--', label='Cooling , T='+

str(T[j])+'K')

249

250 if save == True:

251 if not os.path.exists("M_hys_vs_B"):

252 os.makedirs("M_hys_vs_B")

253 zipped = zip(B, sigma_heat[i], sigma_cool[i])

254 np.savetxt("M_hys_vs_B\M_hys_vs_B("+str(T[j])+"T).

txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Magnetic Field ,

Magnetization Heating , Magnetization Cooling ',)

255

256 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

257 plt.title('Magnetization on Heating and Cooling ')

258 plt.xlabel('$B (T)$')

259 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

260

261

262

263 def plt_M_hys_vs_TB(T, B, sigma_heat , sigma_cool):

264 """ Plots the magnetization on heating and cooling as a

function of temperature

265 and magnetic field.

266

267 Parameters

268 ----------

269 T : array

270 Array with the temperatures.

271 B : array

272 Magnetic fields.

273 sigma_heat , sigma_cool , sigma_stable : 2D array

274 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

275 """

276

277 plt.figure ()

278 plt.imshow(sigma_heat , aspect='auto', extent =(T[0], T[-1], B

[-1], B[0]))

279 plt.title('Reduced Magnetization Heating , $\sigma$ ')

280 plt.colorbar ()

281 plt.ylabel('B (T)')

282 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

283

284 plt.figure ()

285 plt.imshow(sigma_cool , aspect='auto', extent =(T[0], T[-1], B

[-1], B[0]))

286 plt.title('Reduced Magnetization Cooling , $\sigma$ ')

287 plt.colorbar ()

288 plt.ylabel('B (T)')

289 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

290

291 #

==============================================================================

292

293 def plt_Gauss(T, TC1 , Var1 , TC2 , Var2):
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294 """ Plots the gaussian distribution.

295

296 Parameters

297 ---------

298 T : array

299 Temperatures. The array must include both Curie

temperatures.

300 TC : scalar

301 Average Curie temperature.

302 Var : scalar

303 Variance of the Curie temperatures.

304 """

305 print "\t Gaussian Distributions of TC's"

306

307 plt.figure ()

308 plt.plot(T, mag.Gauss(T, TC1 , Var1))

309 plt.plot(T, mag.Gauss(T, TC2 , Var2))

310 plt.title('Gaussian Distribution , $\sigma^2_1=$'+str(Var1)+'

, $\sigma^2_2=$'+str(Var2)+'')

311 plt.ylabel('Gaussian Distribution ')

312 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

313

314

315

316 def plt_M_gauss_vs_T(T, B, sigma_1_gauss , sigma_2_gauss , Bstep

=1, save=False):

317 """ Plots the magnetization as a function of temperature for

several Curie

318 temperatures with a gaussian distribution.

319

320 Parameters

321 ----------

322 T : array

323 Array with the temperatures. The array must include both

Curie temperatures.

324 B : scalar , array

325 Magnetic fields.

326 sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable : array , 2D array

327 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

328 Bstep : int

329 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

330 save : bool

331 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

332 """

333 print '\t Brillouin_Gaussian as a function of Temperature '

334

335 plt.figure ()

336 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

337 plt.plot(T, sigma_1_gauss[i], label='1, B='+str(B[i])+'T

')

338 plt.plot(T, sigma_2_gauss[i], label='2, B='+str(B[i])+'T

')

339

340 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations with Gaussian Distribution

of $T_C$ , $\sigma$ ')
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341 plt.legend(loc=0)

342 plt.ylim (0 ,1.05)

343 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

344 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

345

346

347

348 def plt_M_gauss_vs_B(T, B, sigma_1_gauss , sigma_2_gauss , Tstep

=1, save=False):

349 """ Plots the magnetization as a function of temperature for

several Curie

350 temperatures with a gaussian distribution.

351

352 Parameters

353 ----------

354 T : array

355 Array with the temperatures. The array must include both

Curie temperatures.

356 B : scalar , array

357 Magnetic fields.

358 sigma_1 , sigma_2 , sigma_stable : array , 2D array

359 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

360 Tstep : int

361 Index step when plotting for several temperatures.

362 save : bool

363 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

364 """

365 print '\t Brillouin as a function of Magnetic Field '

366

367 plt.figure ()

368 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

369 plt.plot(B, sigma_1_gauss [:,i], label='1, T='+str(T[i])+

'K')

370 plt.plot(B, sigma_2_gauss [:,i], label='2, T='+str(T[i])+

'K')

371

372 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations , $\sigma$ ')

373 plt.legend(loc=0)

374 plt.ylim (0 ,1.05)

375 plt.ylabel('$\sigma(T, B)$')

376 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

377

378

379

380 def plt_M_gauss_vs_TB(sigma_gauss):

381 """ Plots the magnetization as a function of temperature and

magnetic field

382 for several Curie temperatures with a gaussian distribution.

383

384 Parameters

385 ----------

386 sigma_gauss : 2D array

387 Arrays with the values of the respective magnetizations

388 """

389 print '\t 2D plot of Reduced Magnetization '
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390

391 plt.figure ()

392 plt.imshow(sigma_gauss , aspect='auto')

393 plt.title('Reduced Magnetizations of Phase 1, $\sigma$ ')

394 plt.colorbar ()

395 plt.ylabel('B (T)')

396 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

397

398

399 #

==============================================================================

400

401

402 def plt_S_M_vs_T(T, B, ent_1 , ent_2 , Bstep=1, save=False):

403 """ Plots the magnetic entropy of both structures.

404

405 Parameters

406 ----------

407 T : array

408 Temperatures.

409 B : scalar , array

410 Magnetic fields.

411 ent_1 , ent_2 : array

412 Entropies of structure 1 and 2 respectively.

413 Bstep : int

414 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

415 save : bool

416 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

417 """

418 print '\t Magnetic Entropy '

419

420 plt.figure ()

421 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

422 plt.plot(T, ent_1[i], label='1, B='+str(B[i])+'T')

423 plt.plot(T, ent_2[i], label='2, B='+str(B[i])+'T')

424

425 plt.title('Magnetic Entropies , $S^M$')

426 plt.ylim(0, np.amax(ent_1)+0.00005)

427 plt.legend(loc=0)

428 plt.ylabel('$S^M(T, B)$')

429 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

430

431

432

433 def plt_S_L_vs_T(T, B, ent_1 , ent_2 , Bstep=1, save=False):

434 """ Plots the lattice entropy of both structures.

435

436 Parameters

437 ----------

438 T : array

439 Temperatures.

440 B : scalar , array

441 Magnetic fields.

442 ent_1 , ent_2 : array
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443 Entropies of structure 1 and 2 respectively.

444 Bstep : int

445 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

446 save : bool

447 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

448 """

449 print '\t Lattice Entropy '

450

451 plt.figure ()

452 plt.plot(T, ent_1 , label='1')

453 plt.plot(T, ent_2 , label='2')

454 plt.ylim(0, np.amax(ent_1)+0.0001)

455 plt.title('Lattice Entropies , $S^L$')

456 plt.legend(loc=0)

457 plt.ylabel('$S^L(T)$')

458 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

459

460

461

462 def plt_S_tot_vs_T(T, B, s_tot , Bstep=1, save=False):

463 """ Plots the entropy of stable phase.

464

465 Parameters

466 ----------

467 T : array

468 Temperatures.

469 B : scalar , array

470 Magnetic fields.

471 s_tot : array

472 Entropy of stable phase.

473 Bstep : int

474 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

475 save : bool

476 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

477 """

478 print '\t Entropy of stable phase '

479

480 plt.figure ()

481 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

482 plt.plot(T, s_tot[i], label='$S^{Tot}$, B='+str(B[i])+'T

')

483

484 plt.legend(loc=0)

485 plt.title('Entropy , S')

486 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

487 plt.ylabel('S(B) (eV/K)')

488

489

490

491 def plt_DeltaS_vs_T(T, B, s_tot , s_M_tot , s_L_tot , Bstep=1, save

=False , conv=False):

492 """ Plots the entropy changes of stable phase.

493

494 Parameters

495 ----------
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496 T : array

497 Temperatures.

498 B : scalar , array

499 Magnetic fields.

500 s_tot , s_M_tot , s_L_tot : array

501 Entropy of total , magnetic and lattice stable phase.

502 Bstep : int

503 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

504 save : bool

505 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

506 conv = bool

507 Enables the conversion from eV/K to J/Kg K (or the

conversion used in Variables.py).

508 """

509 if conv == False: # if the conversion is disabled

510 Conv = 1.

511

512 plt.figure ()

513 for i in range(1, len(B), Bstep):

514 plt.plot(T, Conv*(s_tot[i] - s_tot [0]), label='$\Delta S

^{Tot}($'+str(B[0])+'$\longrightarrow$ '+str(Delta_B[i])+' T$)

$')

515

516 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

517 for i in range(1, len(B), Bstep):

518 plt.plot(T, Conv*(s_M_tot[i] - s_M_tot [0]),'--', label='

$\Delta S^{M}($'+str(B[0])+'$\longrightarrow$ '+str(Delta_B[i

])+' T$)$')

519

520 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

521 for i in range(1, len(B), Bstep):

522 plt.plot(T, Conv*(s_L_tot[i] - s_L_tot [0]),':', label='$

\Delta S^{L}($'+str(B[0])+'$\longrightarrow$ '+str(Delta_B[i])

+' T$)$')

523

524 if save == True:

525 if not os.path.exists("DeltaS_vs_T"):

526 os.makedirs("DeltaS_vs_T")

527 zipped = zip(T, Conv*(s_tot[i] - s_tot [0]), Conv*(

s_M_tot[i] - s_M_tot [0]), Conv*(s_L_tot[i] - s_L_tot [0]))

528 np.savetxt("DeltaS_vs_T\DeltaS_vs_T("+str(B[i])+"T).

txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Total

Entropy Change , Magnetic Entropy Change , Lattice Entropy

Change ',)

529

530 plt.title('Entropy Change , $\Delta S$')

531 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

532 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

533 if conv == False:

534 plt.ylabel('$\Delta S(B)$ (eV/K)')

535 else:

536 plt.ylabel('$\Delta S(B)$ (J/Kg K)')

537

538

539
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540 def plt_max_DeltaS_vs_B(B, s_tot , save=False , conv=False):

541 """ Plots the maximum entropy changes as function of magnetic

field.

542

543 Parameters

544 ----------

545 B : scalar , array

546 Magnetic fields.

547 s_tot : array

548 Entropy of total stable phase.

549 save : bool

550 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

551 conv = bool

552 Enables the conversion from eV/K to J/Kg K (or the

conversion used in Variables.py).

553 """

554 print '\t Maximum Entropy Change as a Function of Applied

Magnetic Field '

555

556 s_B = np.zeros(np.shape(B))

557

558 plt.figure ()

559 for i in range(len(B)):

560 s_B[i] = np.amax(np.abs(s_tot[i] - s_tot [0]))

561

562 if conv == False:

563 Conv = 1.

564

565 plt.plot(B, Conv*s_B) # plot after 0 T

566

567 plt.title('Maximum Entropy Change , $\Delta S$')

568 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

569 plt.ylabel('$\Delta S^{Max}(B)$ (eV/K)') # J/Kg K

570

571 if save == True:

572 if not os.path.exists("max_DeltaS_vs_B"):

573 os.makedirs("max_DeltaS_vs_B")

574 zipped = zip(B, Conv*s_B)

575 np.savetxt("max_DeltaS_vs_B\max_DeltaS_vs_B.txt", zipped

, delimiter=',', header='magnetic Field , Maximum Total

Entropy Change ',)

576

577

578

579

580 def plt_S_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, Tstep=1, Bstep=1, save=False):

581 print '\t Maximum Entropy Change as a Function of Applied

Magnetic Field '

582

583 for j in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

584 plt.figure ()

585 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

586 f1 = ent.S_M_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J1 , TC1 , lamb1)

587 plt.plot(sig , f1, label='$S^M_1$ , B='+str(T[i])+'K')

588 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)
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589 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

590 f2 = ent.S_M_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J2 , TC2 , lamb2)

591 plt.plot(sig , f2,'--', label='2, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

592

593 if save == True:

594 if not os.path.exists("S_M_vs_M"):

595 os.makedirs("S_M_vs_M")

596 zipped = zip(sigma , f1 , f2)

597 np.savetxt("S_M_vs_M\S_M_vs_M("+str(T[i])+"K,"+

str(B[j])+"T).txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Reduced

Magnetization , Entropy 1, Entropy 2',)

598

599 plt.title('Magnetic Entropy , $S^M$(B='+str(B[j])+')')

600 plt.xlabel('$\sigma$ ')

601 plt.ylabel('$S^M$ (eV/K)') # J/Kg K

602 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

603

604

605 #

==============================================================================

606

607

608 def plt_F_vs_T(T, B, free_ener_1 , free_ener_2 , free_stable ,

Bstep=1, save=False):

609 """ Plots the free energies of both structures as functions

of temperature.

610

611 Parameters

612 ----------

613 T : array

614 Temperatures.

615 B : scalar , array

616 Magnetic fields.

617 free_ener_1 , free_ener_2 , free_stable : 2D array

618 Free energies of structures 1 and 2 respectively.

619 Bstep : int

620 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

621 save : bool

622 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

623 """

624 print '\t Free Energy as a function of Temperature '

625

626 plt.figure ()

627 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

628 plt.plot(T, free_ener_1[i],'--', label='1, B='+str(B[i])

+'T')

629 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

630 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

631 plt.plot(T, free_ener_2[i],':', label='2, B='+str(B[i])+

'T')

632 #plt.plot(T, free_stable[i], label='stable , B='+str(B[i

])+'T')

633

634 if save == True:
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635 if not os.path.exists("F_vs_T"):

636 os.makedirs("F_vs_T")

637 zipped = zip(T, free_ener_1[i], free_ener_2[i],

free_stable[i])

638 np.savetxt("F_vs_T\F_vs_T("+str(B[i])+"T).txt",

zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Free Energy 1,

Free Energy 2, Free Enrgy Stable ',)

639

640 plt.legend(loc=0)

641 plt.title('Free Energies , $\Delta F(T)$')

642 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

643 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')

644

645

646

647 def plt_F_vs_B(T, B, free_ener_1 , free_ener_2 , free_stable ,

Tstep=1, save=False):

648 """ Plots the free energies of both structures as functions

of magnetic field.

649

650 Parameters

651 ----------

652 T : array

653 Temperatures.

654 B : array

655 Magnetic fields.

656 free_ener_1 , free_ener_2 , free_stable : 2D array

657 Free energies of structures 1 and 2 respectively.

658 Bstep : int

659 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

660 save : bool

661 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

662 """

663 print '\t Free Energy as a function of Magnetic Field '

664

665 plt.figure ()

666 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

667 plt.plot(B, free_ener_1 [:,i], label='1, T='+str(T[i])+'K

')

668 plt.plot(B, free_ener_2 [:,i], label='2, T='+str(T[i])+'K

')

669 plt.plot(B, free_stable [:,i], label='stable , T='+str(T[i

])+'K')

670

671 plt.legend(loc=0)

672 plt.title('F vs B')

673 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

674 plt.ylabel('F (eV)')

675

676

677

678 def plt_transition_temp(T, B, save , *args):

679 """ Plots the transition temperatures as a function of

magnetic field.

680
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681 Parameters

682 ----------

683 T : 2D array

684 Temperature

685 B : 2D array

686 Applied Magnetic Field

687 """

688 print '\t Transition Temperatures '

689

690 Ts = free.transition_temp(T, B, *args)

691

692 plt.figure ()

693 plt.plot(B[:,0], Ts)

694

695 plt.legend(loc=0)

696 plt.title('Transition temperatures ')

697 plt.xlabel('B (T)')

698 plt.ylabel('$T_S$ (K)')

699

700 if save == True:

701 if not os.path.exists("Ts_vs_B"):

702 os.makedirs("Ts_vs_B")

703 zipped = zip(B[:,0], Ts)

704 np.savetxt("Ts_vs_B\Ts_vs_B.txt", zipped , delimiter=',',

header='Magnetic Field , Transition Temperatures ',)

705

706

707

708 def plt_F_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, Tstep=1, Bstep=1, save=False):

709 """ Plots the magnetic free energy as a function of the

reduced magnetization.

710

711 Parameters

712 ---------

713 sigma : scalar , array

714 Reduced magnetization.

715 T : 2D array

716 Temperatures.

717 B : 2D array

718 Magnetic fields.

719 Tstep : int

720 Index step when plotting for several temperatures.

721 Bstep : int

722 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

723 save : bool

724 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

725 """

726 print '\t Magnetic Free Energy as a function of

Magnetization '

727

728 Delta_T = T[0]

729 Delta_B = B[:,0]

730

731 for j in range(0, len(Delta_B), Bstep):

732 plt.figure ()
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733 for i in range(0, len(Delta_T), Tstep):

734 f1 = free.F_M_vs_M(sig , Delta_T[i], Delta_B[j], J1,

TC1 , lamb1)

735 plt.plot(sig , f1,':', label='1, T='+str(Delta_T[i])+

'K')

736 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

737 for i in range(0, len(Delta_T), Tstep):

738 f2 = free.F_M_vs_M(sig , Delta_T[i], Delta_B[j], J2,

TC2 , lamb2)

739 plt.plot(sig , f2,'--', label='2, T='+str(Delta_T[i])

+'K')

740

741 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

742 plt.title('Magnetic Free Energy as a function of

Magnetization $F^M$, B='+str(Delta_B[j])+'T')

743 plt.xlabel('$\sigma$ ')

744 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')

745 plt.xlim(-1,1)

746

747

748

749 def plt_F_M_vs_T(T, B, Bstep=1, save=False):

750 """ Plots the free energies of both structures as functions

of temperature.

751

752 Parameters

753 ----------

754 T : array

755 Temperatures.

756 B : scalar , array

757 Magnetic fields.

758 free_ener_1 , free_ener_2 , free_stable : 2D array

759 Free energies of structures 1 and 2 respectively.

760 Bstep : int

761 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

762 save : bool

763 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

764 """

765 print '\t Free Energy as a function of Temperature '

766

767 free_ener_1 = free.F_M(T, B, J1, TC1 , lamb1)

768 free_ener_2 = free.F_M(T, B, J2, TC2 , lamb2)

769

770 Delta_T = T[0]

771 Delta_B = B[:,0]

772

773 plt.figure ()

774 for i in range(0, len(Delta_B), Bstep):

775 plt.plot(Delta_T , free_ener_1[i], label='1, B='+str(

Delta_B[i])+'T')

776 plt.plot(Delta_T , free_ener_2[i], label='2, B='+str(

Delta_B[i])+'T')

777

778 if save == True:

779 if not os.path.exists("F_M_vs_T"):
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780 os.makedirs("F_M_vs_T")

781 zipped = zip(Delta_T , free_ener_1[i], free_ener_2[i

])

782 np.savetxt("F_M_vs_T\F_M_vs_T("+str(Delta_B[i])+"T).

txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Temperature , Free Energy

1, Free Energy 2',)

783

784 plt.legend(loc=0)

785 plt.title('Magentic Free Energies , $\Delta F(T)$')

786 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

787 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')

788

789

790

791 def plt_F_L_vs_T(T):

792 """ Plots the lattice free energy as a function of

temperature.

793

794 Parameters

795 ----------

796 T : array

797 Temperatures.

798 """

799 print '\t Lattice Free Energy as a function of Temperature '

800

801 f_L1 = free.F_L(T, theta_D1)

802 f_L2 = free.F_L(T, theta_D2)

803

804 plt.figure ()

805 plt.plot(Delta_T , f_L1 , label='1')

806 plt.plot(Delta_T , f_L2 , label='2')

807 #plt.ylim(0, np.amax(f_L1)+0.0001)

808 plt.title('Lattice Free Energy , $F^L$')

809 plt.legend(loc=0)

810 plt.ylabel('$F^L(T)$')

811 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

812

813

814

815 def plt_Ftot_vs_M(sigma , T, B, Tstep=1, Bstep=1, save=False):

816 """ Plots the total free energy of both structures as

functions of magnetization.

817

818 Parameters

819 ----------

820 sigma : array

821 Reduced magnetizations.

822 T : array

823 Temperatures.

824 B : array

825 Magnetic fields.

826 Tstep : int

827 Index step when plotting for several temperatures.

828 Bstep : int

829 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.
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830 save : bool

831 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

832 """

833 print '\t Total Free Energy as a function of Magnetization '

834

835 for j in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

836 plt.figure ()

837 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

838 f1 = free.F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J1 , TC1 ,

lamb1 , theta_D1 , F01)

839 plt.plot(sig , f1,':', label='1, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

840

841 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

842 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

843 f2 = free.F_tot_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J2 , TC2 ,

lamb2 , theta_D2 , F02)

844 plt.plot(sig , f2,'--', label='2, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

845

846 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

847 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

848 f3 = free.F_totstable_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j])

849 plt.plot(sig , f3, label='3, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

850

851 if save == True:

852 if not os.path.exists("Ftot_vs_M"):

853 os.makedirs("Ftot_vs_M")

854 zipped = zip(sigma , f1 , f2 , f3)

855 np.savetxt("Ftot_vs_M\Ftot_vs_M("+str(T[i])+"K,"

+str(B[j])+"T).txt", zipped , delimiter=',', header='Reduced

Magnetization , Free Energy 1, Free Energy 2, Stable Free

Energy ',)

856

857 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

858 plt.title('Total Free Energy as a function of

Magnetization $F^{Tot}=F^M+F^L+F^E$ , B='+str(Delta_B[j])+'T')

859 plt.xlabel('$\sigma$ ')

860 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')

861 plt.xlim(-1,1)

862

863

864

865 def plt_F_heatcool_vs_T(T, B, f_heat , f_cool , Bstep=1, save=

False):

866 """ Plots the free energy of the metastable minimum on

heating and cooling

867 as functions of temperature.

868

869 Parameters

870 --------

871 T : array

872 Temperatures.

873 B : array

874 Magnetic fields.

875 f_heat , f_cool : array

876 Free energies on heating and cooling.
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877 Bstep : int

878 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

879 save : bool

880 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

881 """

882 print '\t Total Free Energy on Heating and Cooling '

883

884 plt.figure ()

885 for j in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

886 plt.plot(T, f_heat[j], label='Heating , B='+str(B[j])+'T'

)

887 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

888 for j in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

889 plt.plot(T, f_cool[j], '--', label='Cooling , B='+str(B[j

])+'T')

890

891 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

892 plt.title('Total Free Energy on Heating and Cooling $F^{Tot

}=F^M+F^L$')

893 plt.xlabel('$T (K)$')

894 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')

895

896 def plt_F_heatcool_vs_B(T, B, f_heat , f_cool , Tstep=1, save=

False):

897 """ Plots the free energy of the metastable minimum on

heating and cooling

898 as functions of temperature.

899

900 Parameters

901 --------

902 T : array

903 Temperatures.

904 B : array

905 Magnetic fields.

906 f_heat , f_cool : array

907 Free energies on heating and cooling.

908 Tstep : int

909 Index step when plotting for several temepratures.

910 save : bool

911 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

912 """

913 plt.figure ()

914 for j in range(0, len(T), Tstep): #(25,len(Delta_T) -165,1)

915 plt.plot(B, f_heat[:,j], label='Heating , T='+str(T[j])+'

K')

916 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

917 for j in range(0, len(T), Tstep): #(25,len(Delta_T) -165,1)

918 plt.plot(B, f_cool[:,j], '--', label='Cooling , T='+str(T

[j])+'K')

919

920 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

921 plt.title('Total Free Energy on Heating and Cooling $F^{Tot

}=F^M+F^L$')

922 plt.xlabel('$B (T)$')

923 plt.ylabel('F(T) (eV)')
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924

925

926 #

==============================================================================

927

928 def plt_E_M_vs_T(T, B, em1 , em2 , Bstep =1):

929 """ Plots the magnetic energy as a function of temperature.

930

931 Parameters

932 ----------

933 T : 2D array

934 Temperatures.

935 B : 2D array

936 Magnetic fields.

937 em1 , em2 : 2D array

938 Magnetic energies of phases 1 and 2.

939 Bstep : int

940 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

941 """

942 print '\t Magnetic Energy as a function of Temperature '

943

944 plt.figure ()

945 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

946 plt.plot(T, em1[i,:], label='$E^M_1$ , B='+str(B[i])+'T')

947 plt.plot(T, em2[i,:], label='$E^M_2$ , B='+str(B[i])+'T')

948

949 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

950 plt.title('Magnetic Energy ')

951 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

952 plt.ylabel('$E^M$ (eV)')

953

954

955

956 def plt_E_L_vs_T(T, el1 , el2):

957 """ Plots the lattice energy as a function of temperature.

958

959 Parameters

960 ----------

961 T : 2D array

962 Temperatures.

963 el1 , el2 : 2D array

964 Lattice energies of phases 1 and 2.

965 """

966 print '\t Lattice Energy as a function of Temperature '

967

968 plt.figure ()

969 plt.plot(T, el1 , label='$E^L_1$')

970 plt.plot(T, el2 , label='$E^L_2$')

971

972 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

973 plt.title('Lattice Energy ')

974 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

975 plt.ylabel('$E^L$ (eV)')

976
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977

978

979 def plt_Etot_vs_T(T, B, etot1 , etot2 , Bstep =1):

980 """ Plots the total energies as a functions of temperature.

981

982 Parameters

983 ----------

984 T : 2D array

985 Temperatures.

986 B : 2D array

987 Magnetic fields.

988 em1 , em2 : 2D array

989 Magnetic energies of phases 1 and 2.

990 Bstep : int

991 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

992 """

993 print '\t Total Energy as a function of Temperature '

994

995 plt.figure ()

996 for i in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

997 plt.plot(T, etot1[i,:], label='$E^T_1$ , B='+str(B[i])+'T

')

998 plt.plot(T, etot2[i,:], label='$E^T_2$ , B='+str(B[i])+'T

')

999

1000 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

1001 plt.title('Total Energy $E^{Tot}=E^M+E^L+E^E$')

1002 plt.xlabel('T (K)')

1003 plt.ylabel('E (eV)')

1004

1005

1006

1007 def plt_E_M_vs_M(sigma , T, B, Tstep=1, Bstep=1, save=False):

1008 """ Plots the total free energy of both structures as

functions of magnetization.

1009

1010 Parameters

1011 ----------

1012 sigma : array

1013 Reduced magnetizations.

1014 T : array

1015 Temperatures.

1016 B : array

1017 Magnetic fields.

1018 Tstep : int

1019 Index step when plotting for several temperatures.

1020 Bstep : int

1021 Index step when plotting for several magnetic fields.

1022 save : bool

1023 Save the data of this plot to a .txt file.

1024 """

1025 print '\t Magnetic Energy as a function of Magnetization '

1026

1027 for j in range(0, len(B), Bstep):

1028 plt.figure ()
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1029 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

1030 plt.plot(sigma , ener.E_M_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J1 ,

TC1 , lamb1)[0],':', label='1, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

1031

1032 plt.gca().set_color_cycle(None)

1033 for i in range(0, len(T), Tstep):

1034 plt.plot(sigma , ener.E_M_vs_M(sigma , T[i], B[j], J2 ,

TC2 , lamb2)[0], label='2, T='+str(T[i])+'K')

1035

1036 plt.legend(loc=0, fontsize='small')

1037 plt.xlim(-1,1)

1038 plt.title('Magnetic Energy $E^M$, B='+str(B[j])+'T')

1039 plt.xlabel('$\sigma$ ')

1040 plt.ylabel('E (eV)')

1041

1042

1043 #

==============================================================================

1044

1045

1046 def plt_M(MvsT=0, MvsB=0, MvsTB=0, UvsT=0, M_hys_vs_T =0, save =0)

:

1047 """ Menu for the magnetization plots.

1048

1049 Parameters

1050 ----------

1051 MvsT : bool

1052 Plots the magnetization vs temperature.

1053 MvsB : bool

1054 Plots the magnetization vs magnetic field.

1055 MvsTB : bool

1056 Plots the magnetization vs temperature and magnetic

field.

1057 UvsT : bool

1058 Plots the internal energy vs temperature.

1059 M_hys_vs_T : bool

1060 Plots the hysteresis of the magnetization vs

tempeperature , magnetic field and both.

1061 """

1062 print 'Magnetization '

1063

1064 if MvsT == True or MvsB == True or UvsT == True:

1065

1066 sig_1 = mag.Brillouin(TT, BB, J1, TC1 , lamb1) #

magnetization of phase 1

1067 sig_2 = mag.Brillouin(TT, BB, J2, TC2 , lamb2) #

magnetization of phase 2

1068 sig_stable = mag.Brillouin_stable(TT , BB) #

magnetization of stable phase

1069

1070 if MvsT == True: # plot of M vs T

1071 plt_M_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_1 , sig_2 ,

sig_stable , Bstep=1, save=save)

1072
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1073 if MvsB == True: # plot of M vs B

1074 plt_M_vs_B(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_1 , sig_2 ,

sig_stable , Tstep =10, save=save)

1075

1076 if MvsTB == True: # plot of M vs T and B

1077 plt_M_vs_TB(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_stable)

1078

1079 if UvsT == True: # plot of U vs T

1080 plt_U_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_1 , sig_2 , Bstep=1,

save=save)

1081

1082

1083 if M_hys_vs_T == True:

1084

1085 sig_heat = mag.RedMag_heat(TT , BB) # magnetization on

heating

1086 sig_cool = mag.RedMag_cool(TT , BB) # magnetization on

cooling

1087

1088 # plot of magnetic hysteresis vs T

1089 plt_M_hys_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_heat , sig_cool ,

Bstep=1, save=save)

1090 # plot of magnetic hysteresus vs B

1091 plt_M_hys_vs_B(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_heat , sig_cool ,

Tstep =10, save=save)

1092 # plot of magnetic hysteresis vs T and B

1093 plt_M_hys_vs_TB(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_heat , sig_cool)

1094

1095 return None

1096

1097

1098

1099 def plt_M_gauss(gauss=0, MvsT=0, MvsB=0, MvsTB=0, save =0):

1100 """ Menu for the magnetization plots with a gaussian

distribution of Curie

1101 temperatures.

1102

1103 Parameters

1104 ----------

1105 MvsT : bool

1106 Plots the magnetization vs temperature.

1107 MvsB : bool

1108 Plots the magnetization vs magnetic field.

1109 MvsTB : bool

1110 Plots the magnetization vs temperature and magnetic

field.

1111 """

1112 print 'Brillouin Gauss '

1113

1114 if gauss == True:

1115 plt_Gauss(Delta_T , TC1 , Var1 , TC2 , Var2) # plot of

gaussian distribution of the Curie temperatures

1116

1117 if MvsT == True or MvsB == True or MvsTB == True:
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1118 sig_1_gauss = mag.Brillouin_Gauss(TT , BB , J1 , TC1 , lamb1

, Var1)

1119 sig_2_gauss = mag.Brillouin_Gauss(TT , BB , J2 , TC2 , lamb2

, Var2)

1120

1121 if MvsT == True: # plot of magnetization_gauss vs T

1122 plt_M_gauss_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_1_gauss ,

sig_2_gauss , Bstep=1, save=save)

1123

1124 if MvsB == True: # plot of magnetization_gauss vs B

1125 plt_M_gauss_vs_B(Delta_T , Delta_B , sig_1_gauss ,

sig_2_gauss , Tstep =10, save=save)

1126

1127 if MvsTB == True: # plot of magnetization_gauss vs T and

B

1128 plt_M_gauss_vs_TB(sig_1_gauss)

1129

1130 return None

1131

1132

1133

1134 def plt_S(S_M_vs_T=0, S_L_VS_T=0, S_tot_vs_T =0, DeltaS_vs_T =0,

max_DeltaS_vs_B =0, S_M_vs_M=0, save =0):

1135 """ Menu for the entropy plots.

1136

1137 Parameters

1138 ----------

1139 S_M_vs_T : bool

1140 Plots the magnetic entropy vs temperature.

1141 S_L_vs_T : bool

1142 Plots the lattice entropy vs temperature.

1143 S_tot_vs_T : bool

1144 Plots the total entropy vs temperature.

1145 DeltaS_vs_T : bool

1146 Plots the entropy variation vs temperature.

1147 max_DeltaS_vs_B : bool

1148 Plots the maximum entropy vatiation vs magnetic field.

1149 S_M_vs_M : bool

1150 Plots the magnetic entropy as a function of the reduced

magnetization.

1151 """

1152 print 'Entropy '

1153

1154 if S_M_vs_T == True:

1155 s_M1 = ent.S_M(TT , BB , J1 , TC1 , lamb1)

1156 s_M2 = ent.S_M(TT , BB , J2 , TC2 , lamb2)

1157

1158 plt_S_M_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , s_M1 , s_M2 , Bstep=1, save

=save)

1159

1160 if S_L_VS_T == True:

1161 s_L1 = ent.S_L(Delta_T , theta_D1)

1162 s_L2 = ent.S_L(Delta_T , theta_D2)

1163
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1164 plt_S_L_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , s_L1 , s_L2 , Bstep=1, save

=save)

1165

1166 if S_tot_vs_T == True or DeltaS_vs_T == True or

max_DeltaS_vs_B == True:

1167 s_tot = ent.S_tot(TT, BB)

1168

1169 if S_tot_vs_T == True:

1170 plt_S_tot_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , s_tot , Bstep=1,

save=save)

1171

1172 if DeltaS_vs_T == True:

1173 s_M_tot = ent.S_M_tot(TT, BB)

1174 s_L_tot = ent.S_L_tot(TT, BB)

1175

1176 plt_DeltaS_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , s_tot , s_M_tot ,

s_L_tot , Bstep=1, save=save , conv =0)

1177

1178 if max_DeltaS_vs_B == True:

1179 print save

1180 plt_max_DeltaS_vs_B(Delta_B , s_tot , save=save , conv

=0)

1181

1182 if S_M_vs_M == True:

1183 plt_S_M_vs_M(sig , Delta_T , Delta_B , Tstep =10, Bstep=1,

save=save)

1184

1185

1186

1187 def plt_F(FvsT=0, FvsB=0, trans_temp =0, F_M_vs_T=0, F_M_vs_M=0,

F_L_vs_T=0, FtotvsM=0, Ftot_heatcool =0, save =0):

1188 """ Menu for the free energy plots.

1189

1190 Parameters

1191 ----------

1192 FvsT : bool

1193 Plots the free energy vs temperature.

1194 FvsB : bool

1195 Plots the free energy vs magnetic field.

1196 trans_temp : bool

1197 Plots the transtion temperatures vs magnetic field.

1198 F_M_vs_T : bool

1199 Plots the magnetic free energy vs temperature.

1200 F_M_vs_M : bool

1201 Plots the magnetic free energy vs reduced magnetization.

1202 F_L_vs_T : bool

1203 Plots the lattice free energy vs temperature.

1204 FtotvsM : bool

1205 Plots the total free energy as a function of the reduced

magnetization.

1206 Ftot_heatcool : bool

1207 Plots the free energies following the metastable

minimums on heating and cooling.

1208 """

1209 print 'Free Energies '
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1210

1211 if FvsT == True or FvsB == True:

1212 free_ener_1 = free.F(TT , BB , J1, TC1 , theta_D1 , F01 ,

lamb1)

1213 free_ener_2 = free.F(TT , BB , J2, TC2 , theta_D2 , F02 ,

lamb2)

1214 free_stable = free.F_stable(TT , BB)

1215

1216 if FvsT == True:

1217 plt_F_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , free_ener_1 ,

free_ener_2 , free_stable , Bstep=1, save=save)

1218

1219 if FvsB == True:

1220 plt_F_vs_B(Delta_T , Delta_B , free_ener_1 ,

free_ener_2 , free_stable , Tstep =10, save=save)

1221

1222 if trans_temp == True:

1223 plt_transition_temp(TT, BB, save , free_ener_1 ,

free_ener_2)

1224

1225 if trans_temp == True and (FvsT != True and FvsB != True): #

if the free energies are not already calculated

1226 plt_transition_temp(TT, BB, save)

1227

1228 if F_M_vs_T == True:

1229 plt_F_M_vs_T(TT, BB, Bstep=1, save=save)

1230

1231 if F_M_vs_M == True:

1232 plt_F_M_vs_M(sig , TT, BB , Tstep =10, Bstep =1) # plots the

magnetic free energy vs magnetiation

1233

1234 if F_L_vs_T == True:

1235 plt_F_L_vs_T(Delta_T)

1236

1237 if FtotvsM == True:

1238 plt_Ftot_vs_M(sig , Delta_T , Delta_B , Tstep=20, Bstep=1,

save=save)

1239

1240 if Ftot_heatcool == True:

1241 f_heat = free.F_tot_stable_Heating(TT, BB)

1242 f_cool = free.F_tot_stable_Cooling(TT, BB)

1243

1244 plt_F_heatcool_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , f_heat , f_cool ,

Bstep=1, save=save)

1245

1246 plt_F_heatcool_vs_B(Delta_T , Delta_B , f_heat , f_cool ,

Tstep =10, save=save)

1247

1248 return None

1249

1250

1251

1252 def plt_E(EMvsT=0, ELvsT=0, EtotvsT=0, E_M_vs_M =0):

1253 """ Menu for the energy plots.

1254
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1255 Parameters

1256 ----------

1257 EMvsT : bool

1258 Plots the magnetic energy vs temperature.

1259 ELvsT : bool

1260 Plots the lattice energy vs magnetic field.

1261 EtotvsT : bool

1262 Plots the total energy vs temperature.

1263 E_M_vs_M : bool

1264 Plots the magnetic energy vs reduced magnetization.

1265 """

1266 print 'Energy '

1267

1268 if EMvsT == True:

1269 em1 = Nm*ener.E_M(TT , BB , J1 , TC1 , lamb1)

1270 em2 = Nm*ener.E_M(TT , BB , J2 , TC2 , lamb2)

1271

1272 plt_E_M_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , em1 , em2 , Bstep =1)

1273

1274 if ELvsT == True:

1275 el1 = N*ener.E_L(Delta_T , theta_D1)

1276 el2 = N*ener.E_L(Delta_T , theta_D2)

1277

1278 plt_E_L_vs_T(Delta_T , el1 , el2)

1279

1280 if EtotvsT == True:

1281 etot1 = ener.E_tot(TT, BB, J1, TC1 , lamb1 , theta_D1 , F01

)

1282 etot2 = ener.E_tot(TT, BB, J2, TC2 , lamb2 , theta_D2 , F02

)

1283

1284 plt_Etot_vs_T(Delta_T , Delta_B , etot1 , etot2 , Bstep =1)

1285

1286 if E_M_vs_M == True:

1287 plt_E_M_vs_M(sig , Delta_T , Delta_B , Tstep =30, Bstep=1,

save=save)

1288

1289 return None

1290

1291

1292 #

==============================================================================

1293

1294

1295 if __name__ == "__main__":

1296 print 'Plotting ...\n'

1297

1298 plt_M(MvsT=0, MvsB=0, MvsTB=0, UvsT=0, M_hys_vs_T =0, save =1)

1299 plt_M_gauss(MvsT=0, MvsB=0, MvsTB =0)

1300 plt_S(S_M_vs_T=0, S_L_VS_T=0, S_tot_vs_T =0, DeltaS_vs_T =0,

max_DeltaS_vs_B =0, S_M_vs_M=0, save =1)

1301 plt_F(FvsT=1, FvsB=0, trans_temp =0, F_M_vs_T=0, F_M_vs_M=0,

F_L_vs_T=0, FtotvsM=0, Ftot_heatcool =0, save =1)

1302 plt_E(EMvsT=0, ELvsT=0, EtotvsT=0, E_M_vs_M =0)
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1303

1304 plt.show()

Appendix1/Main.py

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Wed Sep 21 10:39:37 2016

4

5 @author: Rui M. Costa

6 """

7

8 import StringIO

9 import pstats

10 import os

11

12

13 #

==============================================================================

14 # def fibo(x): # fibonnaci example

15 # if type(x) != int: # if not integer

16 # return None

17 # else:

18 # if x == 0:

19 # return 1

20 # else:

21 # return x + fibo(x-1)

22 #

==============================================================================

23

24

25 if not os.path.exists("Profile_Output"): # check if folders

exists

26 os.makedirs("Profile_Output") # if not , create the folder

27

28

29 def save_profiling(file_name , sort=-1):

30 """ Converts the profiled saved file into a text file.

31

32 Shows:

33

34 (1) a report as described in the profile.run() definition;

35

36 (2) a list of all functions that called each function in the

profiled database;

37

38 (3) a list of all function that were called by the indicated

function.

39

40 Parameters

41 ----------

42 file_name : string
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43 Name of the saved file.

44 sort : str

45 Sorting (see https :// docs.python.org /2/ library/profile.

html#module -cProfile).

46

47 Returns

48 ---------

49 y : text file

50 Creates/chages the file_name.txt file in Profile_Output

folder.

51

52 ---------

53

54 How to use:

55 -----------

56 To test desired function (func(a,b,c)), first import the

modules necessary:

57 import cProfile

58 import Profiling as Prof

59 import os

60

61 the name of the file is automatically chosen , it can be

changed to the desired name:

62 file_name = "Profile_Output\ " + str(os.path.basename(

__file__)) + '_Profile_Output '

63

64 execute the following command with the repective changes:

65 cProfile.runctx('func(a,b,c)', {'func ':func ,'a ':a, 'b ':b, 'c

':c}, {}, filename = file_name)

66

67 create the texfile using this function:

68 Prof.save_profiling(file_name , sort='cumtime ')

69

70 """

71

72 stream = StringIO.StringIO ()

73 stats = pstats.Stats(file_name , stream=stream)

74 stats.strip_dirs ().sort_stats(sort)

75

76

77 stats.print_stats ()

78 text_file = open(file_name+'.txt', "w")

79 text_file.write(stream.getvalue ())

80

81 stats.print_callers ()

82 text_file = open(file_name+'.txt', "w")

83 text_file.write(stream.getvalue ())

84

85 stats.print_callees ()

86 text_file = open(file_name+'.txt', "w")

87 text_file.write(stream.getvalue ())

88

89 text_file.close ()

Appendix1/Profiling.py
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Deduction of the Magnetization
Energy

For the deduction of the energy of the magnetization, consider the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian:

H =−gJµB ∑
i

Si ·B−∑
i, j

Ji jSi ·S j. (B.1)

In the MFA, the Hamiltonian simplifies to:

H =−gJµB ∑
i

Si · (B+λM) (B.2)

where λ = 2Jxc/Ng2
Jµ2

B, N is the number of spins.

Assuming that the magnetic field, B, and the magnetization, M, are parallel, the
partition function, Z, becomes:

Z = ∑
s

e−βEs =
J

∑
m1=−J

· · ·
J

∑
mN=−J

eβgJ µB(B+λM)(m1+···+mN) (B.3)

=
J

∑
m1=−J

eβgJ µB(B+λM)m1 · · ·
J

∑
mN=−J

eβgJ µB(B+λM)mN (B.4)

=

(
J

∑
m1=−J

eβgJ µB(B+λM)m1

)N

= ZN
1 , (B.5)

where Z1 is the partition function of a single spin. The calculation of Z1 results in:

Z1 =
e

2J+1
2 x − e−

2J+1
2 x

e
x
2 − e−

x
2

. (B.6)
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The internal energy is:

U =−∂ lnZ
∂β

=−∂ lnZ
∂x

∂x
∂β

= N

(
−2J+1

2
e

2J+1
2 x + e−

2J+1
2 x

e
2J+1

2 x − e−
2J+1

2 x
+

1
2

e
x
2 + e−

x
2

e
x
2 − e−

x
2

)
gJµB(B+λM)

=−NgJµBJBJ(y)(B+λM), (B.7)

where BJ(y) is the Brillouin function and y := xJ = gJµBJ(B+λM)/kBT .
Since the Curie temperature is defined as TC := gJµB(J + 1)λMS/3kB, where

MS := NgJµBJ is the saturation magnetization.
Substituting in Eq. B.7 results in:

U =−NgJµBJσB−NgJµBJλMSσ
2 =−NgJµBJBσ − 3J

J+1
NkBTCσ

2, (B.8)

where BJ(y) = σ is the reduced magnetization.


